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» Ehrlich agree on
-for-all

More mutual confidence in eighth Begin-Sadat summit

Israel-Egypt ties move ahead;

autonomy talks at slower pace
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. breadwinner will

soonhsvc to join as approved pen-
afroflcfejene, according to a proposal
agreed dpon Monday night by
rinftee’Mthlster Simha Ehrlich and
Labop and Social Welfare Minister
laratt.Kaix. The proposal win come
before the cabinet for approval in

aftnt a month.
•Xfce new proposal Lb a watered-

down version of the government's
" original idea, which was for a unified
state pension scheme. This was
strongly opposed by the Hlstadrot,
the izusurance companies and the
banks.

According to the new proposal,
every breadwinner will be required
to assure himself a pension at a rate
of 1 per cent for each year he has
worked, in addition' to guaranteeing
his family an income Is the event of
his death* or becoming physically
handicapped.

. Shlomo Amir, assistant to the
labour minister, told The Jerusalem
Post that he hoped the scheme would
go into effect within a year. He noted
that under the scheme, each
breadwinner could choose from a
variety of approved pension plans
offered by the Hlstadnit, the com-
mercial banks and the Insurance
companies. But imitire at present the
Treasury would be required to ap-

prove the actuarial situation and
financial stability of the various
schemes offered. They will alsohave
to assure the minimum pension
prescribed in the proposal and be
capaWe of transfer In the event that
the person insured changed jobs.
According to the Labour Ministry,

some 500,000 people are presently In-
sured under a comprehensive pen-
sion plan. But, according to the
ministry’s estimate, some 300,000
breadwinners belong to no such
programme and wUl have to join
one.

Tftis is expected to reduce the
burden placed on the state by retired
people left with insufficient means to
support themselves, and their
families. Even today, half those
receiving pensions from the National
Insurance Institute are also in need
of social welfare.

It is the intention of the new
legislation to equalize the retirement
age for men and women, which
would be 65. This would be capable of
adjustment in either direction, by in-
creasing or decreasing the
premiums paid. The fact that a per-
son would be entitled to a pension
would in no way detract from his
right to continue working.
The director-general of Nil, Rafl

Rotter, told The Post last night that
the role to be played by the Nil under
the new scheme has yet to be deter-
mined.

Vance: No three-way
summit planned now

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat' appears pensive as Prime Minister Menahem Begin
turns to him during their joint press conference yesterday in Haifa. (HerskovJtz-zoomm

Sadat-Begin press conference

Agreement on oil, peace-keeping;

but J’lem, autonomy unresolved
By MALKA RABINOWITZ

Jerusalem Post Correspond*n

t

WASHINGTON. — Secretary of
State Cyrus Vanceyesterday denied
a new three-way Mideast summit
was in prospect, as claimed In some
hews reporta from Israel.

The secretary said that Foreign
Minister Moahe Dayan andEgyptian
Defence Minister Kamel Hassaa AH
are expected in Washington later

' this month. The talks with tb*™, he
said, will concentrate on the problem
ofa force to monitorthe peace treaty
in Sinai. _ _

In a brief response to another
question at a press conference here,
Vance denied that American Jewish
pressure whs responsible for the
resignation of UN Ambassador An-
drew .Young,, but he did hot
elaborate.
Vance hadsaidaarUw lt wouId.be

'-fnriUes* -and indeed mivria*" p>
rehash the rrfrohihstances ot the
resignation by the controversial UN
envoy. At thh same time, the
secretary pobited to Young's “great
contributions to the UA. and to its

foreign policy."
Vance also sidestepped a question

about his own reported intention to
resign, .although he made no. flat

denial. .

Vance was also asked about
Dayan’s recent meetings with pro-

PLO Palestinians in the West Bank
and Gaza. He spoke in favour of

these meetings and said they il-

lustrated the "helpful and useful"
aspects of American discussions
with West Bank Palestinians.. . .

"It has always been clear from the
outset that insofar as discussions
with Palestinians living on the West
Bank and Gaza were concerned, that

booh the Israelis and the UJS. could

have discussions with them because

this would be both helpful and useful
in connection with the negotiations
which are going forward with
respect to the autonomy
negotiations."

But it was the reported presence of
a Soviet combat brigade in Cuba
rather than the Middle East that was
the focus of the news conference.

, He warned the Soviet Union that
the stationing of up to 3,000 combat
troops In Cuba is a serious matter
and indicated the Kremlin may be
asked to remove them.
Asked whether In his talks with

Soviet officials he had or will ask the
Kremlin to remove those troops.
'Vance's response indicated the ad-
ministration may ask the Soviets to
do just that.

.
.
"I will not be satisfied with the

maintenance of the status quo" he
S#jtd.

t

".

T^mCrging from a briefing.by Vance
V and top intelligence officials, U.B.
Senate leaders differed on the im-
pact the Soviet troops in Oiba should
have on the consideration of the Salt
H treaty.
• “I don’t think this should have any
impact on the merits of the treaty,"
said Senate majority leader Robert
Byrd. "There will be ample time for
the committees to be briefed about
this before the treaty comes up” cm
the Senate floor.

But minority -leader Howard
Baker Jr., said, *1 think the
Russians are thumbing their nose at
us.’* .-

Baker, called the stationing of
Soviet troops in Cuba one of & "long
series of provocations designed to
.test the Carter administration.

WWlesaying that he wasreserving
judgement on the situation's impact
on SALT. Baker added that "you
can't consider SALT in isolation.*’

By ANAN SAFADI
HAIFA. — Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and Premier Menahem
Begin yesterday announced that
they bad reached an agreement on a
number at outstanding Issues in-

cluding Egyptian oil supplies to

Israel, the question of peace-keeping
in Sinai, and the advancement of the
return of the Santa Katerina
monastery area in southern Sinai to

Egyptian sovereignty.

But. at the same time, both leaders
reiterated their basic differences
over the future of East Jerusalem,
which Sadat wants dealt with as part
of the West Bank and Gaza Strip

autonomy talks.

Speaking at a joint press con-
ference in the garden of the Dan
Carmel Hotel, the two leaders — fax

another move, towards normalisa-
tion — said tbat'tcmftim from'Israel
to the Santa Katerina area will con-
tinue, both by land and air, after its

return toEgypt before November19,
the date which marks the second an-
niversary of Sadat’s historic visit to
Jerusalem in 1977.

Sadat and Begin made their
declarations.- following the second
round of talks held in two days at this
port city. The Egyptian leader is

scheduled to return home today after
having extended an Invitation to
Begin for another summit, expected
late next month or early November,
either in Aswan or at a Red Sea port.
In a further declaration yesterday.

Sadat said that he and Begin had
agreed to open borders between the
Gaza Strip and Egypt immediately
after the completion of the first stage
of the Israel pullback from Sinai to a
line stretching from El-Arish to R&s
Mohammed and the inauguration of
the exchange of diplomatic ties
between Egypt and Israel.

;
The Egyptian

_
president said that

open borders with the Strip would
mean totally free movement.adding
that what applies to Gaza would app-
ly to West Bankers.
The two leaders yesterday noted

that the issues on which they had
agreed still have to be detailed by
their aides.

The Jerusalem Post learned that
Sadat acquiesced to Jerusalem's de-

mand for an annual supply of two
million tons of oil from the Suez Gulf
Alma fields, which Israel is schedul-
ed to relinquish later this year. But
be indicated that the controversial
question of the oil price has been left
for the responsible ministers to set-
tle.

As for the Sinai peace-keeping
Issue, Begin said the two sides reach-
ed agreement "on a bilateral basis."
But Sadat hinted that the agreement

. Is temporary, pending formulation
of a permanent solution to the
problem in cooperation with the
Americans.
Sadat said that his agreement with

Begin on the joint inspection of the
redeployment of Israeli and Egyp-
tian forces in. Sinai "was reached
within five or 10 minutes," vowing
that he would leave no chance to the
Soviet Union to undermine the peace
process. He was referring to the
Soviet insistence on the withdrawal
of the UN Emergency Force units,
which had been policing the Sinai
buffer zone since the end of the 1973
Tom Kippur war.

(Cootinned on page Z, ooL 4)

By ARI RATH
HAIFA. — Israel and Egypt,
gradually stepping up their
mutual self-reliance, are moving
forward — ahead of schedule —
In the implementation of their
peace treaty, while treading
more carefully and slowly on the
intricate path of Palestinian
autonomy.

Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat now appears confident
that his peace Initiative will

prevail and that by steadfastly

fostering the peace between
Israel and Egypt, other Arab
parties will join them to resolve
other aspects of the Middle East
conflict.

This emerged from the two-day
Haifa summit between Sadat and
Premier Menahem Begin, in which
the Egyptian leader for the first time
took the Initiative in announcing a
number of. agreements reached
here. Moreover, there appears to be
increasing coordination between
Jerusalem and Cairo with regard to

certain outstanding American com-
mitments, such as the setting up of a
multi-national peace-keeping force
In Sinai.

It was noticed with interest that
Washington decided to send special
U.S. Middle East envoy Robert
Strauss to Israel and Egypt almost
immediately following the summit in

order to be briefed immediately on
the outcome of the Sadat-Begin
talks.

The Haifa summit has further
strengthened Sadat’s and Begin’s
two-tier approach which makes
progress on peace between Israel

and Egypt possible despite the still

wide and sharp differences on the
Palestinian problem and the future
of Jerusalem.
Hence the decision to hold regular

summit meetings between the Egyp-
tian and Israeli leaders while
ministers from both sides will con-
tinue to confer frequently to find
solutions for the more difficult and
complicated issues of the Palesti-
nian self-rule scheme.

* Sadat's public statements on the
Palestinian Issue notwithstanding,
he is understood to have told Begin
that he wants to deal with the subject
of autonomy carefully and without -

any outside pressures or harass-

ment. The Egyptian leader does not
seem to feel an immediate, urgency
for Palestinians to Join the autonomy
talks at this stage, as long as
arrangements for holding the elec-

tions to the administrative council in

the administered areas can be
agreed upon. Sadat is understood to

hold that the real need for
Palestinians to join talks will come
only after the first three-year period
when discussions on the future of the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip are
scheduled to begin.

The Egyptian leader feels at the
same time that both he and Premier
Begin should give some clearer
political directives to the cabinet

ministers Involved in the autonomy
talks. But, to do this, Sadat and
Begin need more time to bridge at

least some of the gaps In principles
that exist between them.
However, if Sadat seems willing at

present not to exert pressure on
speedier implementation of
autonomy, there is no doubt that he
does expect concrete results to be
reached by next April or May. This
marks the end of the one-year period
stipulated by the peace treaty for the
conclusion of the first phase of the
autonomy talks.

Sadat's realistic attitude towards
the autonomy negotiations and his
readiness to accept some of Israel's
demands, such as the supply of two
million tons (14 million barrels! of
oil annually from the Alma oil fields

after their return to Egypt in two
months, have encouraged Begin to

view the Haifa summit as a success,
even beyond the original expec-
tations.

The same applies to Egypt's con-
sent to open the borders for Israeli

tourism to the Santa Katerina area .

following its early return in
November, which does set an Impor-
tant precedent towards further nor-
malization.
Moreover, the meeting of minds

over broader, regional and global
issues, which Sadat and Begin first

explored in Alexandria two months
ago, has been further strengthened
in Haifa.
It appears now that the Israeli-

Egyptfan summitry is now on firm
ground and will remain so until

the peace process Is fully completed.

Sadat is due to fly home from Ben-
Gurlon Airport at 1:30 p.m. today,
ending his three-day visit to Haifa.

Israel, Egypt in joint

Sinai observer posts

Strauss to Mideast tomorrow

to uush new U.S. initiative
WASHINGTON (Reuter). — Special

Middle Bast envoy Robert Strauss

wifi : travel to Egypt and Israel

tomorrow in a new attempt by the

Carter administration to achieve

progress towards a comprehensive
Middle East settlement.

.

Strauss will stop hi London,on his

way to the Middle East and expects

to spend two days in Cairo followed

by. two days in Jerusalem, aides

said. He will return to Waahingtonon
September 13. -

Strauss, who is representing the

UA. In Israeli-EgyptLan talks about

Palestinian autonomy, failed In Ms
last mission in late August to gain'

either side’s support for! a U.S.

Initiative at the UN on Palestinian

rights. -
. :

.The initiative was later dropped

amid reports that It had been spon-

sored by Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance and national security adviser
Zbigniew Brzezinski over. Strauss’
strenuous opposition.

Vance told a news conference
yesterday that Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan and Egyptian Defence
Minister Kamel Hassan All are ex-
pected in Washington later this

month for talks on various Middle
East Issues.

But there is no plan for a summit
this autumn between President Jim-
myCarter, Begin and Sadat,he said.

. .
Strauss will return to Washington

just as Defence Minister Ezer Well-
man arrives for talks with the Carter1

’

;
administration.

The Ali-Dayan talks are1 expected
to take place in Washington around
September 17-19.

Bread supplies

back to normal
Jerusalem Foot Staff

TEL AVIV. — Bread supplies will be
back to normal today, after Israel's

4,500 bakery workers last night end-
ed the sanctions they had started on
Saturday night.
An announcement issued by the

Union of Bakery Owners and the
Hlstadrut's Food Workers Union
said the employees had withdrawn
their demand for a 30 per cent wage
increase i However, a joint com-
mittee will "update" the workers
grades. A Histadrut source Indicated
that meant all workers will be
promoted,.

There were unruly scenes
yesterday. In Jerusalem's Mahane
Yehuda street market, the principal
pita vendor was mobbed when his

midday load arrived, while in
groceries in the area women struggl-
ed to get at the few loaves available

In the Hamashbir grocery depart-
ment at .'about 1 p.m. some 300
women scratched, bit and punched
each other to get afthe bread when It

arrived, about one-quarter of the
normal daily supply.
In Tel Aviv, dozens of shoppers in

the supermarket on Ibn Gevlrol
street grabbed loaves the minute the
delivery man. entered the back door.
"He didn’t even reach the bread
shelves,” the supermarket’s
manager observed.

Heavy weapons quell Syrian unrest

BEIRUT {Reuter). Abc*ut_2,0P0.

troops have used heavy weapons to

quell sectarian fighting in t^^yriajj .

port city of Latakia; ^western
diplomatic sources aaiidto-^Brirpt

yesterday-.
”

'
• V.jgJk;

’

The sources, quoting eyewitness

accounts, said at ^people have
been killed since broke

out loot Thursday between& Sunni

and Alawlte Moslem4»mfflUiifties in

the city. '^‘
.

‘1 /•:.

TheysaidtlMfl^^iiigbegMtfhDrt-
ly after two prominent Alawltes^tme
a religious leader, wer* shotdeadin
the latest ef^attacks .

against the udaSi b^ pdwefful.sect. ;

The sources In Beirut described
the strife, which was continuing this

week, as a serious challenge to the
regime of .President Hafez- Assad,
himself an Alawlte.

The official Syrian Arab news
agency (SANA), in a rare admission
af internal conflict, has confirmed
the murder of the two Alawlte
leaders and accused the ultra-

conservative Moslem Brotherhood

of responsibility.

The diplomatic sources said the

scene of the latest fighting was
significant because LataJda is one of

the few places where Alawftes are in

the majority and constitutes the

sect's main stronghold.

Hussein slams U.S. aid

to Israeli /aggressor”
HAVANA (AP).- - King Hussein of

Jordan said yesterday U.S. peace ef-

forts in the Middle East are bound to
fail so long as the U.S. continues to
provide military, political and finan-

cial support to.Israel.

Addressing the summit meeting of

the Non-Aligned Movement, Hussein
Said the. U.S: cannot decide the
destiny of the area In "ignorance of
the will of the people."
"At the same time," he said, "the

U.S. -cannot play a constructive and
effective role thatwould inspire con-
fidence so long as it sides with the
aggressor, an occupying power, and
provides It with weapons as well as
financial and political support."

Sadat stresses time element;

Begin to honour schedule
Jerusalem Post Staff

HAIFA. — President Anwar Sadat
said last night that "time is of the es-

sence" in the negotiations over
Palestinian autonomy and Prime
Minister Menahem Begin promised
they would be completed within their

stipulated year.
At & dinner held by Begin at the

Dan Carmel Hotel here last night for

Sadat, his family and entourage and
200 guests, both leaders toasted each
other and declared their determina-
tion to go through with the peace
process.
Sadat said: “We have effectively

confronted many difficulties in- the
past. There Is no reason why we can-
not do the same in the months ahead.
A humane and thoughtful approach
to the Palestinian problem can per-

form miracles ... You have your
legitimate concerns. Similarly, they
(the Palestinians) have theirs. We
want these ends to meet."
Sadat said he and Begin had dis-

cussed during their two days of talks

"many points that bear directly on

the Palestinian question.”
Sadat stressed that "time is of the

essence" in the talks between the
two countries. Begin, who spoke
before the Egyptian leader, was con-
fident that tiie two sides can fulfil

their obligations as outlined In their
letter to U.S. President Jimmy
Carter and to complete the
negotiations within a year. Calling
the Camp David agreement on
autonomy “good, positive,
progressive," Begin said: "Let us
not pay attention to the negativlsts,

to those who condemn agreement in-

stead of war."
Departing from his prepared text,

Sadat emotionally declared,
"Yesterday and today I witnessed
something I shall always cherish till

the last day of ray life. I was very
deeply moved by tbe .... true exam-
ple of coexistence bere In Haifa
between the Jews and the Arabs who
are living side by side. No one can
recognize who is the Jew and who the

Arab, bnt can only feel the heartfelt

(Continued on page 2, coL 6)

Sadat gets out of car to greet people
• By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — President Anwar Sadat
met the people of Haifa yesterday as

he got out of his car to personally
greet some of the thousands of peo-

S
e who lined the streets waiting for

s convoy.

The convoy travelled from the Dan
Carmel hotel through Hadar
Hacarmel and Neve Sha'anan dis-

tricts eo route to the Elsclnt factory.

Roads were closed off as crowds,
often four and five deep, waited for

the motorcade.
i Many waited several hours just to

M.tch a fleeting glimpse of the Egyp-
tian leader.

At about 5.45 p.m., the parade
stopped at the Shmaryahu Levin in-

tersection. Sadat got out of the car
and crossed tbe street to shake
hands and pat a few backs before his

bodyguards hustled him back into

his limousine.
His wife and daughter, in the car

following the president, continued
blowing kisses from their car.

Stores along the route were forced

to close because ordinary shopping
was impossible.

Haifa Mayor Arye Gurel, who was
travelling with Sadat, brought up the

subject of forging a sister city pact.

Gurel had mentioned the possibility

in his welcoming address on Sunday.
p

' Sadat, on seeing the enthusiastic

crowd, heartily accepted the idea.

Alexandria and Haifa are expected
to sign an agreement soon, Gurel
said.

While others of the Egyptian party

were in the North, Vice-Admiral

Mohammed Ali Mohammed, Egyp-
tian O.C. Navy, yesterday visited

Jerusalem. On his escorted tour, he

visited the AI-Aksa Mosque, the

Western Wall and nearby
archaeological excavations.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Israel and Egypt yester-
day agreed to set up joint military
observation posts in the various
Sinai buffer zones until an agree-
ment is reached with the U.S. on the
establishment of a multi-national
peace-keeping force. Confirming
this yesterday to The Jerusalem
Post sources close to Egyptian
Defence Minister Kamel Hassan Ali

stressed that this new arrangement
would be based on the good faith with
which both Israel and Egypt are im-
plementing the peace treaty.

A more permanent solution to the

problem which has been created by
the termination of the UN Emergen-
cy Forces mandate, will be sought

Peres finds
Sadat deeply

moved by visit
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — President Anwar Sadat
yesterday reiterated his belief that
Jordan's King Hussein may before
long join the peace process and that
the trend In the Arab world would
soon begin leaning towards a peace
strategy.
Meeting here yesterday evening

with Labour Party Chairman
Shimon Peres, Sadat was more op-
timistic than ever before that he was
on the right track and anticipated
that a number of Important, positive
events would take place in some of

the mare strategic areas of the Mid-
dle East.
Peres, after his meeting with

Sadat/ said that he had found the
Egyptian leader in a happy, satisfied

mood, deeply moved by the extreme-
ly cordial and warm reception ac-

corded him by the people of Haifa.
Sadat looks at the future with

great conviction. Peres said, and
feels that if tbe Camp David
agreements — including the gran-
ting of full autonomy to Palestinian

Arabs in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip — are properly implemented,
then, "we are on our way."
Peace Now activists who met

Sadat last night received warm
words from the Egyptian leader who
expressed his admiration of their

work in advancing the cause of
peace.

Omri Padan, one of the
movement's leaders, told The
Jerusalem Post last night that Sadat
had thanked the six-member delega-
tion for the encouragement Peace
Now had given him, his government
and his people when the peace talks
had hit snags. He invited the move-
ment to send a delegation to Egypt.

later this month when Israel's
foreign and ..defence ministers and
Egypt’s defence minister are In
Washington,

It was this Joint observation post
agreement that President Anwar
Sadat and Premier Menahem Begin
had in mind when they told a press
conference here yesterday that they
had decided "to take matters into
our own hands.”
Details of the establishment of the

posts will be worked out within the
next week in an endeavour to make
them operational by the time the
Israel and Egyptian ministers go to
Washington. The joint posts could
conceivably serve as the base for a
multi-national, peace-keeping force
involving Israel, Egypt, the U.S. and
possibly other Arab nations.

NO PLACE LIKE HOME. Yamit

settlers tell Harry Wall they'd

rather stay in the Sinai town than

be compensated for leaving.

FOLLOWING FARRAH.
Catherine Rosenheimer joins the

crowd falling all over the visiting

Angel.

Kibbutz children win Egyptian sailors’ hearts 3
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By MARY HIRSCHFIELD
Jerusalem Post Reporter

SHA'AR HA'AMAJQM. — The children of this

kibbutz, waving Israeli and Egyptian flags, gave
1 a warm and enthusiastic welcome yesterday to

150 Egyptian sailors who, after hearing about it

for so long, were finally given the chance to see a
kibbutz for themselves.

"But I'd always thought the kibbutzim were in

tbe desert." one sailor said, marvelling at the
greenery of this kibbutz some 20 km. away from
Haifa on the road to Nazareth.
"Why do you have women outside doing men's

jobs?" asked anotiier, as the sailors toured the
milking sheds, fascinated by the sight of women
operating the automatic milking machinery.

"If everyone is considered alike, how do the

children know whose home to return to, or who
their parents are?" a mess sergeant wanted to

know.
But it was the children who won the sailors'

hearts as the youngsters offered them flowers

and eagerly swapped coins and telephone tokens

for "real Egyptian money." The visit to the

bright, orderly children's houses was a visit

highlight.

In the Chromogen solar water heater plant, the

sailors stood along the assembly line, heard an

explanation of the manufacturing process in

Arabic and English, and chatted cheerfully with

some Arab workers.

The navy officers, for the most part, had

already acquired some knowledge of kibbutz

life. "We studied it during our officers course,"

one explained. But most of the ratings knew little

of the form of life here.
"If this doesn't really belong to you personally,

how can you make yourself look after it so
well?” one s&ilor asked an li-year-old girl. But
all the answer he got was a typical Sabra shrug
of the shoulders.
Hosts and guests had their cameras clicking

busily as the sailors posed with the children,
beaming smiles on all faces. "We hope you're go-
ing to come and visit'Cairo and Alexandria and
the Egyptian people,” was the frequently heard
remark.
After a reception in the kibbutz sports hall, the

sailors carried back a present from their hosts
for President Anwar Sadat, a wind-chime, sym-
bolizing the bells of peace, made by kibbutz ar-

tist Rina Doron.

STRONG TIES. Author ’Hugh

Nissenson speaks with conviction

about his way of being a Jewish

writer, to 5.T. Meravi.

And a wrap-up of the Sadat visit

to Haifa in tomorrow's weekend,

edition of

THE JERUSALEM
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. By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Diplomatic Reporter *

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
leaves on Sunday for a three-day
(official visit to Bonn for talks with
Foreign Minister Hans Dietrich
Genscher, who has visited seven'
Arab capitals this year 'on two
separate tours.

Genscher returned last week from
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Egypt..
Earlier this summer he went to

[

Libya, Iraq and Saudi Arabia.

1 Dayan is believed anxious to flis-

!
cuss the increasing weight that

i Western Europe appears to begiving
to the PLO as representative of the

Palestinians; the reluctance of the
European Community to give the
Israel-Egypt peace whole-hearted
support; and the reasons behind
Israel's policy In Southern Lebanon.
Genscher came to Israel last year,

and Dayan owed him a return visit.

Bonn would probably have invited

Dayan earlier were It not for the fact

that relations between Israel and
West Germany suddenly cooled In

the spring this year.
The cause of the chill had nothing

to do with Bonn’s attitude towards
the PLO or the peace with Egypt,
37ie Jerusalem Post was assured.
Yet, Genscher was believed to be

loth to invite Dayan lest Dayan feel

constrained to turn the Invitation

down.
Genscher sent Dayan an invitation

in July, It is understood, and asked
him when it would be convenient for

him to come to Bonn In the autumn.
Dayan set the date to follow the visit

of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat,
and precede the UN General
Assembly in New York.

' The last Dayan visited Bonn,

he blamed the European Economic
Community for what he called

“meddling In Israel's vital In-

terests He was referring to an

EEC resolution on expressing sup-

port tor Palestinian national rights

as well as for Israel's right to exist.

The Post’s Bonn correspondent,

Tael Zarai, adds:

Although Genscher has repeatedly

stressed that his foreign policy is in

accordance with the EEC’s Middle

'East declaration of June 1977, there

.are many Indications from both his

tours In the Middle East this year,

that he personally goes far beyond

EEC policy on the region.

Genscher has piloted his country’s

Middle East policy on a new course.

His Liberal party’s attitude to Israel

has been critical for some time. The
FOP’S special position In domestic

politics also gives it special influence

in foreign affairs. Genscher Is both

party chairman and foreign
minister.

A certain body of opinion is West
Germany Is dissatisfied with the
significance which it believes
Genscher would like to attribute to

the FLO, and also with the argument
advanced by some Foreign Ministry

heads, that Germany must adopt “a
constructive line towards the PLO.”
Genscher's measure of success in i

assuring uninterrupted oil supplies
j

for Germany is still unclear after his

second visit to the Middle East.
However, he may well have per-

suaded Libya, and Indirectly even
the PLO, from giving so much
cooperation to West German
terrorist groups, it Is speculated
here.

Prime Minister Menahem Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat admire the pad*'

oramlc view of the Haifa bay from the Dan (fennel HoteL (GPOj

Egypt to lift ban on Israeli Arabs
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat said yesterday that he
will Instruct his government to lift

the ban on visits of Israeli Arabs to
Egypt and make way for the accep-
tance of students at Cairo's
centuries-old Moslem university, Al-

Aztiar.

The Egyptian leader made the an-
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Dayan in ‘about 8’ meetings

with area Arabs since March

THE WEATHER
Yesterday's Yesterday's Teday’ei
Humidity Min-Max.

Jerusalem .46 16—27 28
Golan 17 28-
Naharlya 62 21—29 29
fSafod 50 16—27 28
.Haifa Port 68 38—28 29
Tiberias 62 21—85, 86
Nazareth — 19— 1 28'

‘Afula 43 18—31 32
Samaria 95 17—26 27..

TeJ Aviv M 22—29 29
B-G Airport 47 21-80 81
Jericho 38 21—84 86
Gua 68 22—38 28
.Beeraheba 38 18—30 81
Kllat 26, 24—85 38
Tlran Straits .36 25—34 35

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Rotarian Ze'ev Aner will speak
about the radio programme,
“Treasure Hunt,” at today lx

l4
.meeting of the Tel Aviv-JaffaRotary
Club at the Tel Aviv Hilton Hotefat
1.15 p.m.

ARRIVALS

Ben-Gurion University President Tbeef
Tekoah, from New York.

UN group calls for

Israel-PLO talks
GENEVA (AF). — A UN human
rights sub-group yesterday called

for an immediate start to peace talks

between Israel and the Palestine

Liberation Organization.
In a resolution, the UN Human

Rights Sub-Commission voted, to

urge all UN member states to

Venable negotiations to begin im-
mediately between Israel and the

Palestine people through their

representative, the PLO, toj-estore

all rights of sett-determination.”

The vote, believed to be the first of

its kind In the UN human rights lob-

by, was backed by 15 subcommission
members, with five abstentions.

There were no votes against. Six

members of the 26-strong commis-
sion were not present
The text was put forward as a

replacement by the representative

from Britain, Ben Whittaker, after

the members — who serve In their

capacity as Individual experts and
do not represent governments— fail-

ed to agree on an original draft urg- ,

tag all UN member countries to "ex-

tend their support" to the PLO.
Before being thrown out, this

original text was described by the
expert from the U.S.. Beverley
Carter, as “overkill” of the Palesti-

nian problem.

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Foreign Minister Mbshe Dayan
has held about eight meetings with
Arab leaders in the administered
territories since the signing of the'

Egyptian-Israell peace treaty in
March. Sources close to the minister
told The Jerusalem Post yesterday
that although Dayan had not asked
the IDF to organize any more
meetings for him “for the moment,”
it is not impossible that he might
hold more talks with West Bankers
and Gazans on the autonomy
scheme.

The sources said that there had
been "about eight” such encounters
since March. But, they stressed,
these did not include meetings
Dayan held shortly before the Camp
David summit last September. Then,
The Post learned, the foreign
minister met with Arab leaders iden-
tified as belonging to the pro-
Hashemite camp in the West Bank,
In contrast to the less traditional,

pro;PLO figures he has talked to .in

the last fortnight. '•

.

'

'The former taclUded'. Elias FrriJ,
the-mayor of Bethlehem, HIkmet al-

Masri of Nablus, former chairmanof
the Jordanian parliament, and Aziz
Shehadeh. -a prominent Ramallah
lawyer. But the sources insist that in

his recent meetings,Dayan has been
careful to talk only to people who
hold no official position, thus ex-
cluding mayors, for example.
Reacting to continuing press

coverage about Dayan’s meeting
last Monday with Palestine National
Council member Dr. Ahmed Hamza
Natalie and last week’s talk with Dr.

Haidar Abdel-Shafi of Gaza, the
Defence Ministry yesterday denied
reports that the foreign minister had
asked the IDF to arrange more
meetings for him.
Dayan’s meeting with Natshe was

held on the recommendation of AJuf
Dani Matt, the IDF’a coordinator of

operations In the administered
territories who was also present at
the two-hour talk In the military
government headquarters in
Hebron.
An official Foreign Ministry an-

nouncement yesterday denied
reports — attributed to Dayan's
press aide Naftali Lavfe — that
Israel had transmitted a message to
the PLO via Karim Khalaf, tM
mayor of Ramallah, who is currently
visiting the U.S.

In Interviews published In yester-
day's edition of the East Jerusalem
dally "As-Sha’ab," the mayors of
Nablus and Hebron. Basaam Shaka
and Fahd Kawasxna, attacked
Dayan’s meeting in the ad-

- ministered territories. They accused
• Israel of. trying to create an-alter»

: native leadership to' the PLOT '7 V"
Another West' Bank mayor,

generally identified with the more
moderate wing of Arab leaders in the
territories, told The Post yesterday
he was "convinced” thatDayan was
trying to create a basis for official

Israeli contacts with the PCX).
And further away, in Moscow, the

Soviet news agency Teas said that
the foreign minister’s meetings were
prompted by the FLXVs growing in-

fluence. But Tass predicted that
Dayan’s efforts would fail because of
the "hawkish” character of the
Likud government.

Kfar Shalem residents get

free 200-metre bus rides

(Gonttased 1nun page 1)

“We have decided to take matters
Into our own hands,” Sadat told
newsmen, while stressing: "The
Soviets will never stop the peace
process ... on the contrary. It (a
Soviet UN veto) will give it more
momentum.”
Sadat and Begin made no secret of

their long-standing conflict over the
future of East Jerusalem, with the
Egyptian emphasizing *hat hla coun-
try considers it part of the West
Bank and Begin reaffirming that
Jerusalem Is an indivisible city
which remains, the capital of Israel.

But even bn the sticky East
Jerusalem issue, Sadat noted that he
did not view the conflict as a crisis,

stressing that both he and Begin are
expressing their positions and that
be is confident these would be bridg-

ed
Sadat went further to say that he

and Begin are in agreement over a
number of points with regard to
Jerusalem. He cited the non-
partition of the city as an example.
“I have expressed my views to

Premier Begin and he expressed
his views to me. We need more
time and more careful study and this

is quite natural,” Sadat said. i

"Jerusalem is the capital of
‘

Israel,” said Begin, .appearing
fatigued~and Ms voice. hoarse;. -

'“It'is ai}.indivisible ctfyand there

is completely free* access to the
religious shrines there. This is my
point of view, which is supported by
almost every citizen in Israel andon
this indeed we differ.”

The Egyptian leader made clear
that the East Jerusalem issue is not
the only aspect Inthe West Bank and
Gaza Strip autonomy talks on which
he differs with Begin. While con-
ceding to an Egyptian reporter that
he had achieved no progress on the
autonomy in the talks here, Sadat
said that the subject needs further
negotiations “and studies.”

.
Sadat at one stage appeared to

have backed down on his pledge that
an agreement on both autonomy and
East Jerusalem would be reached by
the end of this year, telling one
newsman that he is confident “a

great leap would he achieved by then

if an agreement is not finalized."

Sadat said that he remains op-

timistic with regard to settling all

outstanding conflicts, adding rant “a
great achievement has been ac-
complished in such a short time”
since his trip to Jerusalem two years
ago.
“There has been a change in the

course of history,” Sadat said. He
added that negotiations between
Egypt and Israel win continue per-
sistently on an levels — including
summits and ministerial con-
ferences.
The Egyptian leader dismissed a

question os whether he is indeed pur-
suing the return of his .own land
rather than genuine peace, saying
that his presence here la aimed at
reasserting his intenttonaafgoodwill
— not for the return of land, nor for
the resolution of the Issues of peace-
keeping in Sinai or that of oil, “which
wgre solved between me and my
dear friend Premier Begin within
minutes.”
Sadat reminded the questioners

that he had "fulfilled all the
pledges” he made on his peace
voyage to Jerusalem, including the
'signing of the peace treaty, the ex-
tension of security to Israel, “and
that the October war wffl betlle last

.of wans.*’
’• •wu.u

'Bui/ m answering Mother” qne&
tion," SacU&^dffiarly wftrirad t&at/Hi
part In the peace deal was laying “a
cornerstone" for peace rather than
promising' It. He said' that what
Israel and Egypt had agreed on at
Gamp David was a framework tor a
comprehensive settlement in the
Middle East, not a separate peace
between the two countries.
He cautioned that -the Palestinian

question is “the core and heart” of
the overall Middle East conflict, and
that that problem would have to be
tackled before a lasting peace could
be accomplished. He said he bad no
doubt that he and Begin will be ad-
dressing themselves to it, adding
that he is also confident that other
Arab parties wiH join them in the
pursuit of a peaceful solution “soon,
lnshA'allah.”

One slightly injured

by small J’lem bomb

By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Kfar Shalem residents
will be given transportation free of
charge from the former terminal of

the No. 16 bus route in the heart of
the quarter to the new Btatlon
located some 200 metres from the
station. This was announced by the
Tel Aviv district police spokesman,
Shraaya Kedar, who added yester-
day that the police hoped thla
gesture will prevent further violent
disturbances in the neighbourhood.
The police also announced a deci-

sion “to maintain order” in Kfar
Shalem and prevent any distur-
bances.
Protesting the transfer of the No.

16 bus station earlier this week,
scores of youths and women blocked
the Derech Lod-Rehov Sheahet
Hayamim junction with burning
tires, wounding two policemen by
hurling rocks at them on Tuesday
evening.
For the seventh time in recent

weeks, angry Kfar Shalem residents
had protested against what they call-

ed neglect of their problems.
Tuesday's demonstration resulted

in the arrest of eight youths, aged 10
to 17, three of whom police identified

as stone-throwers.
The eight were brought to

Magistrate's Court yesterday, where
- the police investigator claimed that
two of the youths, who had been on
trial for previous disturbances, had
violated a court order not to take
part In any demonstrations. The In-

vestigator called the disturbance a
“pogrom,” which had caused over
TLAm. worth of damage. The eight
denied all charges.

Magistrate Natan Amlt decided to

remand three youngsters for 10 days
and to release the others on IL3,000
bail each. He also instructed the

youths not to join any other
demonstrations in their
neighbourhood.
Thirteen adult residents of Klar

Shalem, who are suspected of
organizing and participating in the

disturbances, will he brought to

-court today, a police spokesman
said.

Little interest in territories

over happenings in Haifa

Jerusalem Post Reporter

A teenager from the Armenian
quarter in Jerusalem's Old City was
slightly injured by a bomb explosion
at the Jerusalem municipal swim-
ming pool.

The youth, Aldanek Kispekpi&n,
43. was treated on the spot by a
medic and sent home.

Fallen of Red Army’s Lithuanian

brigade buried on Mount of Olives

The bomb — described by police
sappers as small — exploded at the
rear- entrance of the pool in
Jerusalem's German Colony. It
made a small dent In an Iron door
which faces a dirt track parallel to
Rehov Harahevet.

J Swimmers did not appear per-
turbed by the bomb and resumed
sunbathing and swimming shortly
after the explosion.

The ashes of thousands of Jewish
members of the Red Army's Lithua-
nian brigade were buried yesterday
in a simple military ceremony on
Jerusalem's Mount of Olives.
Some 5,000 Jews served In the

Lithuanian division; most perished
on the eastern front in February
1943.

The ceremony was attended by
representatives of the IDF, former
fighters and partisans, public
figures and many former
Lithuanians.

The chairman of Tad Vaahem,
Yitzhak Arad, noted ta his graveside
eulogy that in no other time ta World
War II had so many Jews fallen in a

single battle. He said that there

could be no more fitting place for

their burial than the Mount of Olives.

Earlier, at a ceremony at Kikar
Malchei YIsrael, Tel Aviv, one of the

survivors of the division, Leibel

Koriski. reviewed the history of the

division, which was raised, almost
entirely of Jews, on the banks of the

Volga in 1941. (Itim)

By IAN BLACK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Haifa summit meeting
between Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and Prime Minister Menahem
Begin has provoked little public in-

terest in the administered
territories, Political figures have
merely reiterated their view that
autonomy la unacceptable to the
Palestinians.
Apart from a short-lived

demonstration yesterday by
youngsters ta Ramallah — quickly
dispersed by security forces— there
has been no trouble. On Tuesday, the
military authorities prevented a
number of public figures from atten-
ding on anti-Sadat protest meetingin

East Jerusalem.
Mayors and other prominent

figures Interviewed by The
Jerusalem Post ta the last two days
have Insisted that they are opposed
to the Egyptlan-Israeli peace
process as long as Israel continues to

rule the West Bank, Blast Jerusalem
and the Gaza Strip. Only the PLO
can represent us, they say.
Hebron Mayor Fahd Kawasma

said yesterday that Sadat’s peace in-

itiative "got off on the wrong foot”
because it ignored the rights of the
Palestinians. He -was Interviewed in
the Israeli Arabic daily "Al-Anba."

In another interview with thesame
paper. Belt Jaila Mayor Farah al-

Ar&J said that there was no con-

tradiction between Sadat's policy
and the position of the FLO and the

Arab rejectionlsts. He said he was
sure that Egypt could realize the
rights of the Palestinians.
Gaza Mayor Rashad a-Shawwa

told “Al-Anba” in an interview
published on Tuesday that Sadat's
initiative had furthered the Palesti-

nian cause by helping to improve the
status of the PLO.
The three Arabic papers ta East

Jerusalem all devote their editorials

today tp the Haifa summit. The.
largest and most influential of them,
“Al-Quda,” says that the meeting
has been a "net gain” for Israel:

This, the paper argues, is because
Israel has secured Egyptian agree-
ment over ail,. Sinai peacekeeping and
normalization, while Sadat has
achieved nothing on autonomy or
East Jerusalem.
“Al-Fajr” bplleves that it will be

necessary to convene another Camp
David-style summit to be bring the
parties closer together, but.it
cautions that Sadat will always face
Israeli "rejectionism” on -the

autonomy question.

The pro-PLO "Al-Sha'ab” warns
that those who believe that Sadat is

trying to help the Palestinians
should remember that the Egyptian
leader said publicly after Camp
David that he, like Carter and Begin,

was opposed to the creation of an In-

dependent Palestinian state.
.

Israel’s debt swollen

to $13,413m. by April

Katamon girl said shot by drunk father

To Arye and Fela Paluch
and the Pruwer Family

Heartiest congratulations on the

MARRIAGE of

BETTY and HENRY

Management and Staff of
ELBEN

. Post Economic Reporter

Israel’s debts rose by $849223. ta the

first four months of this year, to,

stand at f13,413m.. ,
according to

figures released yesterday by the

Bank of Israel.

In the some period, the country’s

foreign currency reserves rose by
only 319am., to stand at 32,488m. at

the end of April.

Receipts from the sole of State of

Israel Bonds dropped ta this period,

to total 374m. as compared to 369m.

ta the corresponding period last

year. •*

But income from tourism went
from 3188m. to 3344m., with the

average income from each tourist

reaching 3675 as compared with 3543

in the stupe period last year.

By BENNY MORRIS
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A fathershot and seriously wound-
ed his daughter ta Jerusalem last

night, following a drinking session ta

the family living room, the police

spokesman said.

The 60-year-old father, of
Katamon Vav, allegedly stood up
end declared, “I'm going to shoot
you all." to the family gathered

one of which hit his 17-year-old

daughter.
The eldest son then disarmed his

father and called police, whoazrlved
at the scene arid summoned an am-
bulance.
The man was described by the

police -spokesman as having been
“drunk" at the time.
The daughter was operated on- at

the Hebrew University Hospital.

around the coffee table. The * condition was described

spokesman said thatthe man usinga M f awtaus-’

licensed pistol, fired several shots, police detained the father.

FAST JUDGE. — Police working ta

a summary justice campaign
brought 145 traffic offenders to the
Tel 'Aviv magistrates court yester-
day and Judge Zvi.Nusaenblatt dealt
with all the cases, handing out fines

ranging between 2L750 and nj.500.

BEBMON. — Industry Minister Gi-

deon Patt has threatened to close the

Herman 'tourist site if the approach

road is not widened. This follows the

recent accident On the road In which

five Solel Boneh workers.were WHed-
when their minibus fell into a ravine.

TIMEELEMENT
nouncbzsent at a meeting last night
with a group of notables represen-
ting Christians, Druse, and Moslems
ta Haifa and the North.
Sadat said that he lias been closely

following the news of the Israeli

minorities and their suffering, say-
ing that they would no longer "be
discriminated against” as a result of
the peace between Israel and Egypt.

TJNlFlLsaid in

Beaufort area
Jerusalem Post Reporter

METULLA. — UNHTL ta Southern
Lebanon yesterday afternoon began
to take up positions ta the Beaufort
fortress north of the Lltani River,
sources ta the North reported.
The sources said that PLO gunners

— who had fired from the castle on
the South Lebanon Christian enclave
and northern Israel but had
themselves been under heavy bom-
bardment by Major Sa’od Haddad’s
Christian militia forces and Israeli

guns several weeks ago — welcomed
the UN troops enthusiastic ally. They
explained that the UNTFIL presence
would help protect the PLO from
shelling.

r'jPheUXspoikestaan last night told

The Tferuaatem 'Post that rTJNIFlL
personnel ta the areayesterday were
oniyseveral unarmed observers sent
to study the feasibility of re-
establishing the small observation
post near the castle which was aban-
doned several weeks ago under
heavy militia and Israeli bombard-
ment.

The UN spokesman denied that
UNIFIL had entered Beaufort itself,

or that .there had been any contact
between the UN troops ' and the
“local residents."
Southern Lebanon has remained

quiet more than a week, since a
cease-fire was agreed upon by the
parties. The quiet has enabled life to

continue along more normal lines.

FALSE ALARM. — No bomb was
found and the show went on Tuesday
night in Los Angeles, after a caller
claiming to be a member of the
Jewish Defence League had claimed
that bombs were set to explode dur-
ing tbe Bolshoi Ballet's opening
night performance ta the Shrine
Auditorium.

HIGH BAIL. — Two men suspected
of using Immigrants’ documents to
smuggle HAOm. of electrical goods
into the country were each freed on
IL5m. bail yesterday by a Tel Aviv
magistrates court.

‘Colour
- '?

not before

late 1982*

(Cwfliawd from page i)

warmth for peace, brotherhood and
a better future.
“Begin didn't tell me about thla

(Haifa); be left me to discover it

myself. I feel my heart full to the

brim with what :

I have seen and
felt... to the extent that X told the

mayor of Haifa to extend an invita-

tion to the
1

people of Haifa, Jew and
Arab, to visit their cousins in
Egypt."

.

Begin pointed to what he called
“perhaps the moat amazing paradox
of our days" in which peace
(between Israel and Egypt) was con-
demned. “Usually, ta other times,
war was condemned as a horrifying
phenomenon, causing unspeakable
suffering ... Now peace, not war is

condemned ta international con-
ference halls; by 1 official com-
muniques by various spokesmen.”

ByanvOMOMAOZ
Post EcaammteiRepbrier :

The full operation ct colour televi-
sion In Israel Should be beSd off anti]

the second half of 0982; bet Ha in-

troduction shmMd.~not.be halted
senior Treasury men agreed yester-

day at a meeting; witlr Finance
Minister Ehrlich.

It is quite natural that there should
be colour television broadcasting- fo
Israel, said Ehrlich. on the
otter hand, the economy »«« not be
damaged.

.

Treasury Director-General
Amiram SIvan said colour bread-
casts must be Introduced gradually
soth« colourseta are boughtonly as
people replace their old sets, or as
newly established fantfSa* buy their
first sets. He firmly apposed any
move that would produce a sudden
fashion for two seta per -family,
something that would. cost the
economy about S400m.

,
The Treasury estimates that there

are 525,000 TV sets ta the country at
present. Wen theta, owners all to go
out and buy colour sets, this would
result in a * per cent growth in

private consumption, equivalent to

IL4b.. with serious consequences for
the balance of payments and possi-
ble harmful effects on private
savings.

/<

Some Treasury men suggested
its, but tbe.raising taxes on colour sets

State Revenue head Uriel Lynn re
Jected the suggestion as unlikely to
put a brake on the acquisition of sets,
and likely to increase the temptation
to smugglers.

It seems likely that the question of

colour broadcasting will soon come
up before a cabinet meeting,
perhaps on the suggestion of Com-
munications Minister Mods’! who
favours the idea. Deputy Premier
Tadta is known to have strongly op-

posed colour television ta the past.

A
K

‘Voice of Hope’ sets

initial broadcasts
Jerusalem Post Reporter

South Lebanon Christian militia

sources yesterday announced that
the enclave's new radio station, tbe

"Voice of Hope.” will begin broad-
casting next Monday at a frequency
of 1593. .

The station is being set up by some
30 American technicians.

Station managers promised that
they will open with a newsong, “The
Good Fence,” written especially for

the station by American country
stager Pat Boone. Johnny Cash has.

also pledged to be heard live on the
station, they said.

It was claimed that the radio
station's hackers, mostly church

.

groups in the U.S.. have promised to

buy area residents a colour televi-

sion station. - •

Bromine fumes fell

21 in Tel Aviv
TEL AVIV (Itim). — A bottle ofil

bromine exploded yesterday at a Tel £
Aviv Egged parcel terminal. Injur-

-

tag 21 people. All were treated atr.

Ichilov Hospital for inhalation of thej
poisonous fumea and released. <
The bottle exploded after It wax !

dropped by a worker moving three
:

cartons of the substance, which wax;
being shipped from a chemical ffraT.
to an Eilat hotel. Passersby who in-.'

haled the fumes suffered from buril
ntag of the eyes, nausea, skin rashes'
and drowsiness. - j

.

Police are checking whether thd-
bottles were negligently packed <*Ef

;

labelled. \

ijm l

Jew-

One killed, 12 hurt

on road in 24 hours

. .One person was killed and X2 in-
jured in nine accidents ta the country 1

during the 24 hours ending yesterday.'
morning.
Four of the accidents, including,

the fatal one, occurred ta the South.
Another four occurred in Tel Aviv.

To the Khayat Family

Please accept our heartfelt condolences on the untimely death
of a dearman — our friend

Or. HABEEB ALBERT KHAYAT

The Joel Wiener
and Zwi Achtentuch Families

h*- .

i: t

To the Khayat Family

Oursympathies on tbe passing of

Dr. HABEEB KHAYAT

Haifa Branch
SOLCOOR Marketing and Purchasing Co* JUd-

The management and.staff of

cosmotours-international
Tourist Company — Tel Aviv

mourn the passing of

Pare JEAN ROGER
Jenmalem

C0m*0lences t0 family and to the Latin Cfeprch in I
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ion village fetes Jehan and Aliza
By JOAN BORSTBN

^ ; c .
Jerusalem Port Reporter

HitfFA.<— -The Beduln of. Boemat Tivon yesterday
wriccmetf JBgypt'a First Lady, Jehan Sadat In the finest
tradiioB ofArabhospitality . At the ultra-modern nursery
sdnnL the wdl-equJpped Tlpat Halav mother and child
<r»rp centre, at the home of the town's mayor, she wan.
showered with gifts, hugs, kisses and compliments.
KttJSadat was accompanied by the prime minister’s

wife; Alisa Begin, who was also cheered by the flag-
waving children and emotional adults.
Bbrinat Tivon,a showcase tor the government’s efforts

to settle the northern Israeli Beduln was Included in Mrs.
Sadat's agenda to give her a first-hand look at how the
Arab-speaking minority live. Yoram Katz, the prime
minister's adviser torArab affairs in the North,conceded
that a visit toa non-Beduln village might have given Mrs.
Sadat a more realistic picture.
But, he told The Jerusalem Poet, only in Bosmat Tivon

could be guarantiee that the first lady wouldHSTgeSaous^
received. Moot of the Galilee’« other minority villages are
considered politically radical while the Beduln settle-
ment la known for Its pro-government sentiments.

agreed that Bosraat Tivon is not even typical
tf the IS settlements established in Galilee tor the Tfadirfn.

The village boaata.alx medical students and a high
percentage of educated women, who, unlike their

mothers, wear trousers and make-up.
Manyvillage males serveIn the security forcesand the

. merchant,marine. The bouses are large and well-cared
for, the streets are wide and paved, and there is a full

network of functioning community services.
Mrs. Sadathad already met several of the Israeli Arab

community.'* VIPs. She seemed to thrlv4, however, on
her first real contact with the "common people.” She
devotes much effort to Improving the lot of Egypt's rural
population.

The 190 families of Bosmat Tivon were awed by the
visit and said they felt an immediate kinship with the
Egyptian first lady because she too is an Arab, “She
makes me feel proud that I am an educated Arab
woman," said a nursery school teacher.
Mary Birtchfeld adds:
Mrs. Sadat's second day in Haifa started at 9 am. at

the Gan Ha'yeled playground tor handicapped children

on Mount Carmel, which she visited with Mrs. Begin.
The two were greeted by Mrs. Michael Brenner, Gan

Ha'yeled's driving force, who showed them the equip-

ment and play areas. A small stage was set up outside
where a group of chilren played and sang a few songs —
one In Arabic for their guests.

Before, leaving the playground Mrs. Sadat planted an
olive tree by the main gate and distributed toys she
brought with her from ‘Egypt.

Sadat’s daughter shops for shoes successfully

President Anwar Sadat's 18-

jrear-bld married daughter
Jehan gestures during a dinner
conversation at the state ban-
quet hosted in Haifa on Tuesday
night by President Yitzhak
Navon* tiPPA)

By YA'ACOV FMEDLER,
- Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — President Anwar Sadat's
three daughters will be taking real
steps for peace — in Israel-made
shoes — obtained here yesterday by
his daughter Jehan.
The young woman literally

stopped traffic on Haifa's main
thoroughfare, Rehov Herzl, when

.
she went on a morning shopping
search expedition for the shoes at the
fashionable Soriano shoe store, In
the centre of Hadar HacarmeL .

Hundreds of onlookers, attracted
by the convoy of official cars and
police vehicles parked outside,
crowded around the store to get a
glimpse of her. They spilled iqto the
street, creating one of the biggest
traffic Jams in the port oity's
memory .

Sadat's 19-year-old daughter, who
is married to a 25-year-old architect,

took her time inside searching exact-
ly for what she'was seeking, finally

settling on three pairs of high-heeled
sandals — one pair for herself and
one for her two sisters.

The store manager offered to give

her the shoes she had chosen as a
gift, but Jehan declined. They finally

settled for $100 for two pairs with the
third as a personal gift to mark her
visit to the store.

She asked to carry on shopping, tor

books and children’s things, she
said. But the escort decided that the

crush would become unmanageable
and returned her to the hotel.

Earlier she visited Daliat el-

Carmel, the country's largest Druse
village, where she was received ln-

the home of Am&l Nasser Edln, the

'Druse Likud MEL Several Druse
women joined them and after
greetings were exchanged and
sweetmeats served, she took a stroll

around the bazaar along the main
village street.

. According to her schedule she was
to have gone to Acre, but because of

the time, she changed her mind and
went shopping instead. But due to

her traffic-stopping qualities, she
had to make do with only the shoes.

However, she Intends coming to

Israel again so she Bald she'll be able
to make more purchases at a later

date.

Jehan Sadat chucks a delighted little Beduln girl under the rfitn dur-
ing her visit to Bosmat Tivon yesterday. (Zoom m, Herakovitz)

C’tee to rule on tax hike

Medium-sized cars

may become dearer

Technion impresses Egyptian editors
By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Technion's research
potential yesterday Impressed "Al-
Ahram” editor All Hamdl El-GamaJ

and the editor^ of four other large
Egyptian newspapers.

' The five editors spent two hours at
the Technion. First they heard a
review of the Institute's activities

from President Amos Horev and
then visited the computer centre and
the food engineering faculty, where
they inspected the packaging
laboratory.
Speaking for the guests, El-Gaxnal

said they had been deeply impressed
by the high ievefrof reaeswir and
science, and the way was open tee
exchange# ijcPttSle areas
the two countries. He was sure that

the Technion would be able to play a
considerable role in these ex
changes, to the mutual benefit of

both sides, specifically in desert land
reclamation as well as other
problems.

Later, the Egyptian Defence
Minister, Hassan Kamel All, was the
luncheon-guest of Horev. He was ac
companied by Defence Minister

Ezer Weizman, Chief of Staff Rafael

Eltan. his deputy, the head of Army
Intelligence, the O.C. Navy and the
two Egyptian admirals who are with
President Sadat's flotilla in Haifa

port.

nIBbrey described.•.‘the
-
‘Tfcfclinifffl’fl

alfBfttiea 'to* them; ^theyM-thftn -jit*

spected the ' control and- structures

laboratories
1
"in; the - aeronautical

engineering faculty.
. .

Gov’t rapped for ignoring

Jews who fled Arab lands
By SARAH BOXIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — This government and
Its predecessors suffer from
"collossal official stupidity in that

they have not made use of the case of

hundreds of thousand of Jewish
refugees from Arab lands In the bat-

tle against Arab propaganda,”
former MK Mordechai Ben-Porat,
the cochairman of the. World
Organization of Jews from Arab
countries, said yesterday. :

*

WOJAC executives from Israel

and abroad will bold & conference In

Herzliya on September 11.

One of the main topics on the con-
ference agenda will be “the fact that

no Israeli government has ever in-

vested any effort to bring this story
to world attention," he told the
press. It has been ignored to the

detriment of Israel. More Jewish

refugees fled Arab lands In peril of

tbelr lives than the numbers of
Arabs who left Israel after it was In-

vaded by seven Arab armies in 1948.

They left behind them at least five

times more land than the Arabs did
in Israel.”
Ben-Porat noted that WOJAC

leadershave been recently "angered
.
by the Israel delegation in the
autonomy negotiations. About a
month ago the Egyptian Prime
Minister delivered a long address on
the problem of the Arab refugees,
but no one from our side rose to press
the point that there were Jewish
refugees too. and that perhaps the
lands of Judea and Samaria are
theirs,” he said.

- Ben-Porat said that WOJAC had
compiled a list of at least 400 Jews
from Arab lands, mainly from Iraq,
who as of 1938 had purchased lands
in what la now the West Bank.

JERUSALEM POST POLL

Public favours IDF service

by all religious youth
-By MARK SEGAL

-Post Political Correspondent

-TEL AVTV. — An overwhelming
'-majority of the nation favours call-:

tog up yeshiva students and religious

girls for array service, according to

the results of a poll conducted for

.The Jerusalem Post by the Modi 'in

.Ezrachl applied research centre.

7 A representative sample of nearly

j,300 adults were asked: "Should
religious girls, and yeshiva students

3>e obliged to serve In the IDF?”
-« The replies were: Yes — 78.3 per
cent; no — 19 per cent; -other
'answers — 1.4 per cent; undecided—
J.3 per cent.

- Centre directorsMina Zemach and
Amlram Yarkoni. found little

Difference between the opinions of

men, ofwhom 38.4 per cent favoured

callup, and women (37.8 per cent

.

replied yes! on the issue. .

Not unexpectedly, only 89.2 per

cent of the religious segment of the

population favoured mobilization of

yeshiva students and religious girls,

but 82 per cent of those declaring
- themselves traditionally minded
" favoured IDF service. The secular
population was almost unanimous,
with .91. 4 per cent calling for
religious youth to serve in the IDF.
The opinion pattern according to

political affinities produced few sur-

prises:

Party Support for callup

Likud '

. 38.9%
Labour. 88.8%
NRP 37-2%
Agutin - 2*3%

Regionally, 78.8 per cent' of

Jerusalemites favour callup. The
segment calling for military service

was 79.7 per cent In Greater Tel Aviv
and the central region, and 80:7 per
cent in Haifa and the North. The tie-

'

mand for service was lowest In

.
Beersheba and the South, at 59.7 per

cent.
’

High school

teachers

threaten sanctions
By ALAN ELSNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TELAVIV. —The Secondary School

Teacher's Union yesterday followed
their primary school colleagues by
threatening militant action next
month if a 80 per cent pay claim is

not met. The government is offering

the teachers a pay rise of 0.8 per
cent.

>.,In a-jjrea^jsonfereaice.yesterday,
union' chainnan Btoyaxxiih Verier
echoed, the- complaint^ sounded .the

previous tiay-by Shalom-Levin of the
Hlstadrut Teachers Union. He
demanded that the Treasury im-
mediately make available statistical

information to the.Etzfoni commis-
sion, presently looking into the
status and working conditions of

teachers. He accused the Treasury
of a “deliberate and Illegal cover-
up" to prevent teachers receiving
the pay increase they are entitled to.

The union's national council is due
to meet next week to decide what ac-

tion to take. However, unlike Levin,
who on Tuesday Issued a strike-

threat, Veller said that secondary
school teachers had learned from
last year's extended strike. He said
they would use,"new and unconven-
tional means of struggle short of a
full-scale strike" to achieve tbelr

ends. But he refused to say what
these methods would be and stressed
that a strike was not ruled out.

By SHLOAfO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

The price of medium-sized cars
will go up between IL3Q,000-ILt0,000

if Transport Minister Halm Lan-
dau's proposal to raise purchase tax-

es on those cars is accepted today.
Landau's proposal Is due to come

up at a meeting of the Ministerial
Economic Committee in Tel Aviv. If

the committee approves the
proposal, the finance minister must
sign an administrative order before
the taxes are actually raised.

The tax on medium-sized cars with
an engine capacity of between 1,800
cc anti 1.300 cc will be raised by 20
per cent, making them 10 per cent
dearer.
Higher taxes tor larger cant were

approved by the committee several
months ago, but have not yet been
passed by Finance Minister Sirnha
Ehrlich.
Under the already-approved

higher purchase taxes for larger
cars, a car with an engine capacity
of 2,000 cubic centimetres will be
taxed byan extraSO per cent. If such
a taxed car now coats ILfi00,000, it

will cost an extra m.00,000 with the
highertaxes.
Taxes on 'Cars with an engine

capacity'of between 2,000'cc. and Si-

000 cc. will go up by an Cxt^a 40 per
cent, and the tax on larger cars will

go up by an extra 50 per cent.

The higher purchase tax rates on

larger cars have not yet gone Into

effect because officials want to see if

the proposal to 'raise taxes on
medium-sized cars would go
through, then all taxes could be rais-

ed on the same day.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda'i

supports Landau's proposal to raise
taxes. But it is not certain that other
members of the committee will
follow suit— especially since raising
taxes on small-to-medium-slzed cars
will give more of a boost to inflation

than higher taxes on more expensive
cars which fewer people buy.
The Treasury, it was learned, Is

also not that keen to raise purchase
taxes on cars. The Treasury argues
that taxes on cars are already so
high that a further rise will bring
about no appreciable savings in

foreign currency. Higher taxes
would also mean lower sales and a
commensurate drop in Treasury
revenue.
Higher purchase taxes for cars

also go against the recommen-
dations of the committee chaired by
former deputy finance minister
Yehezkel Flomin. That committee
recommended a gradual decrease In

purchase tax for cars. The Treasury
also' argues' that "pegging rates of
purchaSe tax' oil engine' capacity is
not justifiedjtoce^ae^ral cqw with
large engines but relatively low fuel

consumption have been developed
recently in the world.

Ehrlich pledges assistance

to Jordan Rift settlements

Yaron beefs about

Ro’eh’s beef report
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Broadcasting Authority chairman
Reuven Yaron and "Almost Mid-
night" news host Yitzhak Ro'eh have
clashed again about what is
“proper" to say during a news
broadcast.
Yaron, addressing the Israel

Public Relations Association con-
vention on Tuesday, criticized Ro'eh
for making what he called an
unwarranted” comment during the

late news the night before. After an-
nouncing a hike In frozen beef prices,
Ro'eh said: "The price increase is

explained, if It helps morale, by the
Increase in costs and the change in
the exchange rate."
Asked later to comment, Ro’eh

said thatYaron’s criticism indicated
the chairman's Intent to obliterate
"basic humour from the human
tongue.” He was shocked that the
chairman had decided to attack one
of the Authority's employees in
public without asking for his side in
the matter.
Last May, Authority director-

general Yosef Lapid threatened to
remove Ro'eh. from the news show
because be didn't ask for authoriza-
tion to broadcast two items dealing
with the Authority.

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Jordan Rift settlers yesterday
wrung from Finance Minister Slmha
Ehrlich a promise that he would aid

them to the tune of IL200m. to an ef-

fort to prevent the settlements
collapsing. Ehrlich also promised to

discuss a re-examination of loans

granted them to a total of ILlSOm.
which they are now having difficulty

in repaying.
Also Joining yesterday's meeting

were Shimon Ravld, head of the

Jewish Agency's Settlement Depart-
ment. and Urf Yaffe, mayor of Beit

She 'an.

If government aid is not im-
mediately forthcoming, Hanan
Pasternak, a leader of Netiv
Hagedud, told The Jerusalem Post
after the meeting, the settlements
will fall apart and their members
will leave. He complained that the

various purchasing organizations

are no longer prepared to grant the
settlements further credit.

Settlers say that their difficulties

are due to the small number of

members in each settlement, as

against the 80 families for which
each was planned. Also to be con-

sidered is the massive investment
needed in the early days of a

settlement's life in order to get Its

economy established.

But the settlers pointed accusatory
fingers at the endless delays in

transferring development loans to

them, and the attendant difficulties

to raising and financing interim fun-
ding.

The settlers were also hard hit last

year when the bottom dropped out of
the flower market.
"Economic profitability Isn't the

only issue in our case,” said Paster-
nak. "Our settlements have other
aims."
Jordan Rift settlers have reported-

ly rejected Interior Minister Yosef
Burg's proposal that a regional coun-
cil be established. They say the area
that would fall within Its control is

too small and too scattered.
Defence Minister Ezer Weizman la

known to be going to examine the
Issue.

The settlers claim that a sugges-
tion that they set up a regional coun-
cil was put to them some months
ago. But roads, water sources and
electricity supplies bad not been in-

cluded within Its authority and they

thus objected to it.

The settlers currently receive
their municipal services from Beit
She'an.

Israel Egyptologist to French meet
By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH

Jerusalem Post Reporter

One of Israel's foremost Egyp-
tologists, Dr. Trade Dothan of the

Hebrew University, left yesterday

for Grenoble, France to deliver a lec-

ture at the second International

Congress of Egyptology.
Dothan was invited by the French

organizers to attend the first con-

gress in Cairo two years ago. This,

however, was a few months before

President Anwar Sadat's visit to

Jerusalem and Dothan felt obliged to

'decline the invitation. Some of

Egypt’s foremost scholars are ex-

pected to attend the congress.
The Israeli archeologist will lec-

ture on her recent finds at Dell el-

B&llah in the Gaza Strip, where she

uncovered Egyptian-style sar-

cophogai with gold jewelry. The
finds clearly established the strong

link between Egypt and Canaan. Her
excavations were apparently unique
to being carried out entirely beneath

an area of sand dunes and in un-

covering the workshop area In which

the sculpted burial coffina were
manufactured.

K. Shmona MDA station may close ‘any day’

n i v 9 -bo A k 3 •

HadasMth. The Women’*. SHonlrt Organization of America

The Badaflwk Council in Israel

The Hadaesoh Medical Organization

and all Hadassah institutions of health, education, youth and
land reclamation

congratulate

President and Mrs. ANWAR SADAT
onfurther strengthening thefoundations ofpeace

Mn. Sendee, S. Tannenhaum
• National President .

.

By ALAN ELSNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Magen David
Adorn station In Kiryat Shmona may
be forced, to close down any day.
Mayor Avrshorn Allony told The
Jerusalem Post earlier this week.
AUony, who isalso chairman of the

station's management board, said
that besides serving Kiryat Shmona,
which has no . hospital, the station

also covers the Golan Heights, Upper
Galilee and Southern Lebanon.
"Magen David is the most vital

service to town. The nearest hospital

is in Salad, 45 minutes away. If the
station closes, we are totally un-
protected,'' Allony said.

Meanwhile, Dr. Avi Elleneweig,
personal adviser to Health Minister
ShostaJc and the official responsible
for the -ministry's dealings with
MDA, has left the country until the
end of October. MDA officials said
that they have not been informed of

his replacement, if there is one.

Three weeks ago, Ellencweig

assumed personal responsibility for

keeping the MDA Holon branch open,

but never met anyone connected with

the branch before leaving the coun-

try. The Holon branch shut down on

Sunday.'
The Kiryat Shmona station has

already stopped using three of its

eight ambulances In an effort to cut

costs. Even so, it has accumulated

debts over TLim., while LL75.000 Is

owed the local petrol station for fuel.

“Our petrol bill averages 1143,000 a

month," station manager Shmuel
Moyal sold. “We haven't paid for the

lost three months, and the petrol sta-

tion has said that it cannot extend our

credit any longer. We are literally

begging them to give us fuel to keep
the ambulances going.”

Allony said that his appeals to the

Health Ministry to keep the station

open had fallen on deaf ears. "They
told mo to apply to MDA head-

quarters. They know as well as I do
that headquarters is begging the

ministry for money.”

Apart from Holon, MDA stations

have already closed in Beersheba
and Blnyamina. Eight other stations

have announced that they are on the

verge of .shutting down. At Ashdod,
the management announced that the

station will close next Monday If no
aid is forthcoming by then. The other

stations in a critical situation are In

Tel Aviv, Haifa, Netanya, Rehovot,

Tiberias, Dimona and Afula.

One MDA official yesterday told

The Post that the whole organization
was "falling apart before the vexy
eyes of tbe Health Ministry and they
are content to see this happen
without doing anything." He said
that hundreds of thousands ofpeople
arc already without emergency ser-

vices. “It will take a tragedy to wake
Sftostak up, and that tragedy could
happen any day," the officials said.

MK Seidel sued
" I

for elections loan
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Liberal Workers
Union la suing MK Hillel Seidel for

IL500.000, claiming this sum was
given to him as a loan for publicity
during the Hlstadrut election cam-
paign.

In the civil suit filed with the Tel
Aviv District Court this week,
National Liberal works committee
chairman Zvl Rener claims that
Seidel promised to return the loon
immediately after the elections in
June 1977.

Rener says he sent Seidel a letter

asking for the money. “You are
known as honest and decent. We're
sure you won’t deny this business
and we ask you to return half a
million pounds to the union because
the Hlstadrut controller' has
questioned us about this loan,"
Rener wrote.
Rener claims that the Committee

has no document proving that Seidel
received the sum, so he cannot show
proof to the Hlstadrut. Rener soys
Seidel answered his letter saying:

“I’ve discussed the matter with
Finance Minister Slmha Ehrlich,
who told me that you talked to him
too, and we can talk together about
it. If we had some Income from the
Jewish Agency or from the Hlstadrut
(as I asked the Likud faction and
received no reply) we would not
have to argue between us.”

Seidel's response to the suit has
not been presented to the court.

Iran deports another
foreign correspondent
TEHERAN (Reuter). — The
Teheran correspondent of the
London-baaed magazine "The Mid-
dle East," Terry Povey, has been
ordered to leave tbe country within a
week for alleged false reporting, the
official Paris news agency said
yesterday.
He was the 14th newsman ordered

out since the February revolution

and the fifth in two days. The
Associated Press bureau to Teheran
was closed down on Tuesday and the
four staff correspondents of the U.S.
agency left the country yesterday.

tonight

mifal hapayis
t&

Soviet Jewish

general — Nazism

like Zionism
MOSCOW (Reuter). — A Jewish

Soviet army genera] yesterday said

Nazism and Zionism were similar

racist creeds responsible for the

deaths of six million Jews in the

period leading lip to and during

World War H.
Tank forces Colonel-General

David Dragunsky, writing in the

Soviet Communist Party newspaper
“Pravda,” said Zionist circles had
cooperated with Adolf Hitler and
Italian fascist ruler Benito
Mussolini, and had dreamed of hav-

ing similar leaders themselves.
Dragunsky, often officially cited

as an example of the high position
that Jews can achieve to Soviet
society, was reviewing a novel about
to appear to Moscow about Zionism
on the eve of World War H.
The novel, “The Curtain Is Up,"

by Yury Kolesnikov, "reflects the
backstage dealings between various
official bodies of Hitlerite Germany
and international Zionism in that
complicated international
situation,” writes Dragunsky.
Kolesnikov, Dragunsky adds,

"completely umasks the anti-
national essence of international
Zionism which served the cause of

imperialism from the moment of its

birth."

CHOLERA. — Eight cholera cases
have so far been confirmed In the
Jordan Valley, Health Minister
Abdel-Raouf Al-Rawabdeh of Jordan
said yesterday. Some of the cases
reached Jordan from neighbouring
Arab countries, the minister said
without identifying the states con-
cerned.
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Mountbatten buried

as he wanted to be
By ROBERT AHJSEL

LONDON (UPI). — Earl Mount'
battenof Burma, who came unscath-
ed through battles on land and aea
only to die by an IRA bomb, was
buried yesterday as be wanted to be— with flags flying, bands playing,
and London filled with the spec-
tacular pageantry that no other
country does better.

He did not see it as a sad occasion
when he recorded a spoken obituary
two years ago that summarized one
of the most remarkable lives of our
time — a dazzling war hero at sea,

supreme allied commander in
Southeast Asia in World War n, the
last viceroy of India and enough
more for a dozen adventure novels.
’ And in a curious way itwasn't sad,
though his children and
grandchildren were moist-eyed at
the funeral services in Westminster
Abbey and his cousin and nephew.
Queen Elizabeth and her husband
Prince Philip, looked as unhappy as
anyone has ever seen them appear in
public.

One reason was that most of the
many thousands lining the route
from St. James's Palace, where the
coffin rested overnight, to the an-
cient abbey knew that Lord Louis
was unafraid of death and that he
bad meticulously planned this very
funeral years ago.
On the theory that people who

would plant a bomb in the holiday

S
otorboat of a 79-year-old man— as
e IRA boasted it did in Mount-

batten's at Mullaghmore, off the
Irish coast, 10 days ago— would stop
at nothing, Scotland Yard turned the
centre of London into an armed
camp.
Some 4,000 police, armed detec-

tives and terrorist specialists
searched sewers, parked cars and
buildings overlooking the funeral
jjoute and sharpshooters on rooftops
scanned the scene with binoculars.

ym and
.
placed on a naval gun

carriage.

Covered with a flag, the coffinwaa
topped by the cocked hat Mount-
batten wore as admiral of the fleet,

bis sword and the gold stick sym-
bolic of his ceremonial role as a
protector of the queen. Sailors, 122 of
them in flawless formation, drew the
carriage, along. Behind walked
Prince Philip, Prince Charlea, heir
to the throne, the Duke of
Gloucester, the Duke of Kent and
Prince Michael of Kent

The route blazed with uniforms.
But there were civilians too, sur-
vivors of the destroyer Kelly, which
went down, guns blazing, off Crete
with Mountbatten on the bridge till

the end.

In mid-morning of a lovely
September day, hundreds of tall

guardsmen, in crimson jackets and
bearskin hats, lined the streets. A
blare of trumpets, a roll of drums,
and the coffin was carried from the
old redbrick palace of King Henry

Qieen Elizabeth with the rest of toe

royal family waited at the abbey
with 1,400 other invited celebrities,
including the greatest assemblage of

royalty since the funeral of King
George VI in 1992. Amongthemwere
King Olav of Norway, King Carl
Gustav and Queen Silvia of Sweden,
Prince Rainier and Princess Grace
of Monaco, Crown Princess Beatrix
Of the Netherlands, Grand Duke
Jean and Grand Duchess Charlotte
of Luxemburg.
Prime Minister Margaret

Thatcher led the British government
and Prime Minister Jack Lynch of
Ireland was also present He is in
Britain to discuss with Thatcher the
turbulence in Northern Ireland, as a
direct consequence of Mountbatten*s

assassination.

The Archbishop ofCanterbury, Dr.
Donald Goggan, head of the Church
of England, conducted the
ceremony. Cardinal Basil Hume,
leader of Britain's Roman Catholics,

offered a prayer for peace.
But the most dramatic moment

came when Prince Charles, who
idolized “Uncle Dickie,'' read the
lesson from the 107th Psalm begin-

ning “They that go down to the sea In

ships," his voice firm, but his face
clearly reflecting his sorrow.
Interment was at Komsey Abbey,

near Mountbatten's home,
Broadlands, after a private service
in a spot be had chosen.

A solemn British royal family steads near the casket of IRA-slain
family member Lord Mountbatten, daring yesterday’s funeral at

Weminater Abbey. (UPI telephoto)

Thatcher, Lynch seek ways

to end bloodshed in Ireland

LONDON (UPI). — The British and
Irish prime ministers mourned
together at the funeral of Earl
Mountbatten yesterday and then met
for talks aimed at ending the
bloodshed in Ireland of which Mount-
batten has been the most illustrious

victim.
After attending Mountbatten’s

funeral in Westminister Abbey, the
two government chiefb and key
ministers met for &working lunch at
Thatcher!*1

- No,": tif' Downing St.
residence. -

After lunch, devoted mainly to dis-

cussing European Common Market
questions Lynch is current chair-

man of the Common Market Council

of Ministers — the two prime
ministers sat down for a frank,
private talk. Finally, they were Join-

ed by other ministers and aides in a
plenary session in the Downing St.

cabinet room.

Among the participants were
British Foreign. Secretary Lord
Carrington, Northern Ireland
Secretary Humphrey Atkins, Irish

Deputy Prime Minister George

Colley and Foreign Minister Vihael
O'Kennedy.
She was said to have urged im-

proved exchange of intelligence
between police forces on both sides
of the north-south border; closer
cooperation between the two police
forces in anti-terrorist operations,
particularly in the border area; and
cooperation between the British and
Irish armies in hunting down
terrorists, with British troops allow-
ed: ta invoke the rights hot pursuit

, ,.%n terrorists jgscape, across the
’ border.

" *

Thatcher was said' also to have
called for extradition of known
terrorists from the south —
something the republic consistently
has rejected on the grounds that its

constitution forbids extradition for
political offences.
Lynch was said to have replied

there is no lack of cooperation by
police in the republic. But he was
said by Irish officials to have called
for a “fresh political approach" by
the British government, designed to
give the Roman Catholic minority
real power sharing in the province.

Arafat tells Havana meeting
to kick Egypt out of bloc
HAVANA (ReuteT). — Palestine
Liberation Organisation leader
Yasser Arafat yesterday implicitly -

called for the suspension or expul-
sion of Egypt from the Non-Aligned
Movement, which is holding its sixth
summit here.
Speaking as Egyptian President

Anwar Sadat visited Israel, Arafat
called on the summit to Isolate
Egypt.
Without mentioning suspension or

expulsion directly, he said the Camp
David peace treaty was a new
military pact directed against the
people of the Middle East, a fresh
pact of aggression organized by the
U.S. and a violation of resolutions
adopted by the Non-Aligned Move-
ment.
“The time has come," he told the

assembled kings, presidents and
prime ministers, “forthe resolutions
adopted by the Non-Aligned Move-
ment to be translated into-practice.

“The time has come for the Israeli

aggressor, for1those who stand at its

side, who support it and who deal
with it to receive the punishment
they deserve."
Yugoslavia. African and many

other members have argued that
Egypt should not be suspended
because it had not violated any of the
movement's principles. Conference
sources saw Arafat's speech as a
direct response to these members
and noted that he referred to the

Camp David treaty as an aggressive
pact drawn up under U.S. direction.

This would be a direct violation of
Non-Aligned principles since
members are not allowed to have
military alliances with either super-
power.
In a long speech which drew warm

applause, thePLO leader bliter
tacked the U.S., Egypt and Israel,

accusing Israel of carrying out
nuclear tests In South Africa.

Rotterdam port

at strike standstill

ROTTERDAM (AP). — An unof-
ficial strike by dockers has brought
this port to a virtual standstill
despite overnight agreement
between the strikers’ union and har-
bour employers on a new contract.
The agreement was rejected by

delegates of the 7,000 strikers who
walked off their jobs 13 day* ago. It

will now be put to a referendum, .

union official said yesterday'.

In the meantime, he said, the un-
ion had issued circulars on the docks
detailing what it believed to be
favourable terms won from the har-
bour employers’ association and
asking the men to resume work im-
mediately.

A Rotterdam Port Authority
spokesman said the dally movement
of ships in and out of the port was
down to 50. many of them small
freighters, from an average of 80,

and the total number of ships
diverted to other European ports had
passed the 50 mark.

Sitting
is a
serious
business

ARKAL is Israel's major

producer of plastic seating

furniture for both the'

local and export markets.

You will find it hard

not to satisfy your
seating needs in

ARKAL's wide range of

OVER
150 DIFFERENT
MODELS
Chairs, armchairs,

stools, benches, tables,

all reasonably priced,

and with the distinctive

ARKAL quality

and design

ARKAL FURNITURE

ARKAL BEIT
PLASTIC PRODUCTS CONTAINERS & FURNITURE
O N. EMEK HAYARDEN. ISRAEL. TEL (067) 51331/2/3. TLX.6665 ARKAL IL

SHOWROOM AND SALES — Main agency. Tachen Products Ltd., Tel Aviv: 6 Rahov Ha'arba'ah. Tel 268251
Jerusalem: Talpioi Industrial Area. Tet. 718211. Haifa: 40 Hanamal Tel. 660911. Beenheba: 39 Karen KayemoL Tel
39123. 8nd at all branches of Hameshbir Hamerkazi.
And at the following stores: Ashdod: Merfcaz Hanpetim. Industrial Zone B. shop 43. Ashkefon: Gan! Furniture. Rehov
Hahistiftfrui Gedera: Aria Furniture. 9 Bdu. Hod Hasharon: "Herehh.” Shemesh Bros Hadera: Gunt Furniture, 63 Hanasb.
Atara Rehov Herbert Samuel. Haifa: Shafer Furniture. 46 Harz!. Jerusalem: Mcilich. Tefahot Building NaheriyS: Bederrun
Furniture. Ressco Centre Netanya: BOM..9 ShmueJ Hanatziv Regba Kitchen*. 16 Shmuel Hanatziv Afula. Greitzei Fur-

niture. Central Bus Station Rahovot: Scan- Do, 185 Haul. Hyper- Rehit. near Hyporshuk. Ramat-Gan: Ronnie Braverman. 59
Knmui Tel Aviv: Hollywood, 84 Ibn GeviroJ. M.D.. 17 AHenby.

RABAT (Reuter): — Algerian-
backed Pollsario guerrillas have
been massed in Mauritania along its

border with Morocco In the Western
Sahara, a pro-government Moroccan
newspaper said yesterday.'

.

The dall$ “Al-Maghreb." said the
guerrillas were massed along the
border of the Moroccan-ruled
province of Oued Eddahab. It Bald
that according to “verified infor-

mation," concentrations and
movements of the Pollsario inside

Mauritania “are much larger than
what may be called their ‘habitual
presence'."
Meanwhile, the Morocco opposi-

tion party, the Socialist Union of
Popular Forces (USFP) , has called

for a meeting of the Parliamentary
Foreign Affairs Commission to ex-
amine .the Moroccan reaction to
Egypt's offer of military aid, the
party newspaper "A1 Moubarrir"
said yesterday.
Two government party

newspapers. "A1 Maghreb" and "A1
Mithaq,” welcomed the Egyptian
offer but reaffirmed that Morocco's
opposition to the Egyptian-Israeli
peace agreement remained un-
changed.

Hess back in hospital
BERLIN (UPI!. — Rudolf Hess, 85-

year-old former deputy of Adolf
Hitler, probably will remain In a
British military hospital for teats for

a few days, a British spokesman said
yesterday.
Hess, who Is serving a life term in

the war crimes prison in the Span-
dau district ofWest Berlin, was mov-
ed to the nearby British hospital on
Tuesday after he complained of be-

ing unwell.
Hess, so haggard with age he

resembles a scarecrow, has been tn
and out of the hospital the last few
years. His age and bad health con-
tinually prompt demands that he be
released, demands repeatedly re-

jected by the Soviets who run the
prison along with the Americans,
British and French.
Hess has s§id he expects to die in

Spandau. where he Is the only occu-
pant in a prison that had 660 Inmates
before the war.

Pope making peace

with rebel archbishop

BONN (AP). — Pope John Paul II

has made peace with Archbishop
Marcel Lefebvre, and will allow the
renewed use of the old Latin mass
which the rebel French cleric has
championed, the magazine "Stern"
reported yesterday.

The magazine also said there were
rumours that Lefebvre was the new
cardinal appointed June 30 “in pec-

lore, " or In secret rather than a
Lithuanian cleric, a* had been
speculated.

'

"Stern" quoted unnamed Lefebvre
confidants as saying the pope had
agreed to "again allow the old ritual
forbidden by Paul VI but defended
by Lefebvre.'*

Vatican sources rejected the story

as “totally without foundation.''

ART THEFT. — Sixty 18th-century
books, illustrating botanic rarities in
hand-pointed pages, were stolen on
Tuesday night from the Botanic
Institute of Turin, Italian police said
yesterday. Museum officials es-
timated the books, made of water-
mark tables, were worth more than
53.6m.

Islamic Guards take charge in Mahabad
MAHABAD, Iran (Reuter). — In
what waa the Kurdish rebel capital
of Mahabad, Islamic Guards now oc-
cupy the former headquarters of the
immrgenta. the local offices of the -

banned Kurdish Democratic Party
(KDP.).
Up the road the Iranian Army's old

'

U.S. M-47 tanksjguard the entrance
to the town's barracks, abandoned In

'

haste by Kurdish guerrillas who fled

towards the Iraqi border.

According to Iranian officials,

about one-quarter of the town fled

before the advancing government'
troops. Eyewitnesses spoke of a
panic-stricken stream of women and
children setting off with heavily
armed men on the road to the last

Kurdish outpost around Sardaabt
last Monday.

a
The occupation of Mahabad —

capital of the short-lived Kurdish
republic after the end of World War
n — appears to have broken the

back of the Kurdish resistance.
The Kurdish guerrillas are

trapped with their backs to the Iraqi
border in a mountain fastness. Their

only communications with the rest of
Iran are by radio-telephone and all

supplies from the Iranian side have
been cut off.

. . .

Army officers here estimate 50,000

armed men are holed up ln Sardaaht,
tiie wine-capital ofpre-revolutionary
Iran, together with a.flood pf civilian
refugees.

The military say.they have not yet
received any order to advance on
Sardaaht but what seems to await
the guerrillas are the same methods
which brought about the fall of the
previous Kurdish strongholds —
Phantom Jets repeatedly breaking -

the sound barrier to intimidate the
population and helicopter gunships
fixing rockets and m&chineguna at
guerrilla positions.

In Mahabad, tbe end of the
rebellion has brought Islamic rule to
the town. Leftist party headquarters
have been closed and some of their

members arrested, according to
Revolutionary Guards.

.

Abu Sharif, the battle name for the
bead of the Revolutionary Guards,
rode through the town accompanied

by several armed men.
- civilians looked on silently-

The troops -which spearhe
capture of ihe town seem
convinced that toe guards ah

stay in Mahabad. "It is bett

the guards should, uot stay ai

.we should stay here alone. T
pie do not want tbe- guards,

fleer said. But. the lsl

Guardsmen- stationed, oil the

akirte of the town are detenu lb

remain and impose the strict Ja'

the Islamic Republic. .

For them it is also essential th*V
toe roving executioner of KurdJsJn
.rebels. Ayatollah Sadea Khalkhnii >
should come here.

For the past few nights the televi-

sion has shown news film of

Khalkhsli holding trials in other
Kurdish areas. Worried looking
Kurds watched tbe programmes,
sadly shaking their heads. Some at

the older ones remember how the

‘leaders of the Kurdish republic were
hanged in the main square of

Mahabad by the shah In 3946-7.

Vietnam said

beefing up
Cambodia

Polisario said

massing along

Morocco line

BANGKOK. — The English-
language “Bangkok Post" reported
yesterday that Vietnam has sent
three more combat divisions Into
Cambodia, boosting its force there to
about 200,000 men.
But reliable sources in Bangkok’s

Indochina-watching community
|- could not confirm the reportand said
there have in fact been indications

that the Vietnamese troop strength
had been reduced.
The sources said the difficulty of

operating during the current rainy
season may have prompted Hanoi to
pull out some of its soldiers and thus
lessen the burden of maintaining a
large military presence in Cam-
bodia.
However, these and other analysts

do not rule out a major Vietnamese
offensive against toe remnants of
toppled Premier Pol Pot’s army
once the rains cease later in the
year. Vietnam failed to wipe out the
guerrillas in western Cambodia and
in other pockets throughout the coun-
try earlier this year.
Estimates of Vietnamese troop

strength in Cambodia have varied
between

.
280,000 and 170.000 in toe

past few months, with analysts
noting that the rotation of troops in

and out of the country makes It dif-

ficult to give exact figures.
' In a related development, Vietnam
yesterday described the situation on
Its northern border with China ss
"very serious."
Tbe official Radio Hanoi,

monitored in Bangkok, said China
still had 12 divisions and six army
corps, probably totalling more than
400.000 men, concentrator (hear 'the

Vietnamese border. ?
m

Vietnam sgys China used more
than 500',00d troops to' its invasion of
northern Vietnamese border
provinces last February at the start
of a one-month war between the two
communist neighbours.
The two sides have held 11 sessions

of talks since the war aimed at
restoring normal relations, but
appear to have made no progress.
Peking is demanding that Vietnam
withdraw its troops from Cambodia
while Hanoi has said the demand is

irrelevant to the dispute between
Vietnam and China. (AP. Reuter)

‘Slush funds’

in Pretoria

court
PRETORIA (Reuter). — Dr. Eschel
Rhoodie, alleged mastermind behind
South Africa's "slush funds" scan
dal, made his second brief court
appearance in the Pretoria Supreme
Court yesterday.
The former information secretary,

extradited from France last month,
faces charges of fraud or theft.

Yesterday’s hearing lasted only a
few minutes and the case was post
poned until September 22 . Rhoodie
was not asked to plead and no
application for bail was made.

It Is alleged that Rhoodie misap-
propriated 83.250 rand (about
IL2.Sm.) in secret South African
government funds.

In a related development, heart
transplant pioneer Christiaan Bar-
nard has been told he can no longer
take leave from his hospital
whenever he wants to travel the
world as an unofficial ambassador
for South Africa.
Barnard has admitted receiving

certain funds from the now disband-
ed information department, — cen-
tre of the “slush funds" scandal, to
help meet his expenses for inter-
national travel.

After Barnard publicly called for
an open trial for Rhoodie, Justice
and Interior Minister Alwyn
Schiebusch described the surgeon as
“arrogant, confused and boring."
The director of hospital services

for Cape Province, Dr. R.L.M.
Kotze, said Tuesday night that he
had issued the instruction regarding
Barnard's leave Iq order to
regularize his working conditions at
Grootc Schuur Hospital here, where
the surgeon performed the world's
first human heart transplant in
December 1967.

It Is simply a case of giving him
the same treatment as any other
member of staff," Kotze said. But
newspaper reports indicated the
order might have been instigated by
Schiebusch.

Young off on African tour
WASHINGTON . — Andrew Young
left for Africa yesterday on his final

overseas mission as Washington's
ambassador to the UN.
Young, who resigned, lastmonth tn

a row over an unauthorized meeting
with an official of the Palestine
Liberation Organization, is leadinga
17-day trade mission to Liberia,
Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Cameroon,
Kenya, Tanzania and Senegal.
Meanwhile, at the UN on Tuesday,

the U.S. called on tbe international
community to give special supportto
"the liberation movements recogniz-
ed by the Organiztion of African
Unity" in southern Africa.
U.S. delegate David Cardweil told

the preparatory committee for the
World Conference of the UN Decade
for Women that those organizations

“ have a special role and deserve
special support. However, this

should not Imply exclusion of sup-
port for other legitimate resistance
and humanitarian organizations in

Southern Africa."

.The OAU recognizes the Patriotic
Front in Zimbabwe Rhodesia, the
South-West Africa Peoples
Organization in South-West Africa
and two movements, the African
National Congress and the Pan-
Africanist Congress, in South Africa,

Cardwell, an adviser at the
'American UN mission, said his
government opposed direct aid to

national liberation movements but
agreed that aid should go to all those
in need withoutregard to political af-

filiation. (Reuter. AP)
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Waves*produced by Hurricane David passes tbe offshore lighthouse

at MlUaboro, Florida. (UFI telephoto)

David dies with a whimper,
but the hang killed 1,000
SAVANNAH. Georgia (AP). —
Sapped of Its killer force and still los-
ing strength, hurricane David crept
Into South Carolina yesterday after

~

churning through Savannah.
The National Hurricane Centre In

Miami said hurricane warnings
Issued for the Atlantic Coast from
Georgia to North Carolina were to be
downgradedto gale warnings yester-
daymorningas David moved inland.
“We were very fortunate.” Savan-

nah Mayor John Rousalda said on
Tuesday after the storm, one of the
worst killers of the century, moved
away from this coastal city leaving
behind widespread but light
damage.
. David,which claimed at least i.ooo
lives in the Caribbean, struck Savan-
nah in Its second slap at the U.S.
mainland In two days. Heavy rains,
high seas and anxiety engendered by
the hurricane were blamed for at
least seven deaths In Florida,

Georgia and South Carolina.
Trackers said the eye of the storm

waa no longer identifiable as It mov-
ed through South Carolina. Tor-
nadoes damaged or destroyed af

least nine homes.
In Briugels, the European Com-

mon Market commission decided to
send J3.174m. as immediate
emergency aid to countries and
territories devastated by David, a-

spokesman reported yesterday:
A Common Market agriculture ex-

pert will accompany a French mis-
sion sent to Martinique and
Guadeloupe to investigate damages, •'

he added. Caribbean islands
associated with the Common Market
win get special aid under the
association treaty. .

Martinique and Guadeloupe,
which are part of the French
territory and the European Com-
munity. will .benefit from various
other kinds of aid.

Japan weeps for Lan Lan the panda
TOKYO (AP). — A seemingly
-endless procession of young and old,
some with black drinbands, many
weeping, visited Tokyo's Ueno Zoo
yesterday to mourn Lan Lan. the 21-

year-old female panda who died on
Tuesday.
Tbe visitors offered fruit, flowers

and a variety of gifts, messages of
condolence and prayers.Borne of toe
children carried panda dolls in their
arms or on their backs, papoose
fashion.

In the cage next to Lan Lan's. her
9-year-old mate. Kang Kang,
languished alone. Occasionally he
rose on his haunches and tried to
peer * into the empty enclosure...
"Kang Kang Is apparently aware
that Lan Lan is gone." said a sorrow-
ful zoo official. “He refuses to touch
his food."

Japan has lost a panda but won
another rare animal. Toto tbe baby
African Gorilla. Totto set off for a
new home in a Japanese zoo on Tues-
day after beingheld five days at Lon-

don's Heathrow airport tay order Of
the British government.
When Toto arrived to London of-

ficials of the.Department of the En-
vironment ordered her. to be token
off the flight from Vleriaa.to Tokyo.
Toto. as a lowland Cameroon gorilla,

belongs to what is. officially
designated as. an endangered
species. .=

The officials feared she might be
being smuggled Illegally -from her
West .African blfthplaee in
Cameroon via 'Vienna and London to
Japan. The convention .on Inter-
national,trade in endangered species
bans the commercial sale ofgorillas.

- But officials said on Tuesday they
were satisfied there had been no
monkey business. Toto was.
legitimately . off -' to- Sizuoka

- municipal zoo toJapan to take part to

a "captive breeding programme"
And both Cameroon and Japanese
legal requirements had been met,,
they said.'.

Sardinian kidnappers said wanting $25m. for mother, child
OLBIA, Sardinia (AP). - British

businessman Rolf Schild was freed
ut down yesterday after an eight-

hour trek on foot and horseback. But
his kidnappers reportedly demanded
20 billion lire, or 825m., for the
release of his wife and 24-ycar-old

daughter.
It was the highest ransom ever

demanded by Italian kidnappers and
police sources quoted Schild as say-

ing it was ft "a crazy demand” he

could not meet. Police said Sardi-
nian bandits have often released one
hostage to report their ransom
demands.
The German-born Schild. his wife

Daphne and daughter Annabclla
vanished the night of August 22 while
returning to their vacation villa on
the northern const ofthis island.Two
days later police found their-burned
out ear but no trace of the family.
Schild was picked up by a bus bn A

-country road near Bono- hr the
island's mountainousand wocdedin:-

;

terfor. VHe looked like a ghost of a •-

man." said Scbastlano Sulss.- a

passenger who saJd StbUd-was on bis
knees at the"centre of thevoad. “He
didn't' even .have the- Strength to
climb on." • - ’ -

':'
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down on cash hoarders
THE ZAXREAN authorities, are in*
vestlgating a number of important
coramerriaL enterprises believed to
be owned and operated by key
memberi of the country's sole regal
political party, the Popular Move-
ment of the Revolution (MER).
The investigations, which began

with 17 of the capital's largest com-
panies, followed allegations of finan-
cial irregularities and tax evasion.
The move is part of the

government's efforts to Improve the
country's tottering economic situa-
tion. At the same time the govern-
ment has ruled that the boarding of
bank-notes isa crime and It trying to
force people to put their money into
banks.
Hoarding and tax evasion have left

both the central and commercial
banks with insufficient cash to han-
dle even basic financial matters. At
the end of July the situation became
so serious that wages for govern-
ment employees had to be deferred

because there was no money to pay
them.
Workers, struggling to cope with

soaring inflation and abysmally low
salaries, in addition to Irregularpay
checks, are' in an Intolerable situa-

tion.

By VICTOR NDOVI/Kinshasa

ALL BUSINESS transactions in
Zaire have to be conducted in cash,
so businessmen carry money in
briefcases. Lately some people In
Kinshasa have found that briefcases
don’t hold enough and have begun to
use suitcases. Several businessmen
have even been seen unloading
trunks.of money from their cars.
Earlier this year President

Mobutu Sese Seko backed a move by
Zairean banks to deny further credit
facilities to some 90 customers, most
of them members of the executive
council of theMPR, as part of a cam-
paign to get the country's finances
on a sound footing.

- The president's own uncle, Litho

Mobuti, one of the richest Zaireans
after Mobutu, was one of those refus-

ed further credit. Also blacklisted

were Moleka (Mobutu’s business

confidant and kinsman) and
Lengema Dulla (Mobutu's special

roving envoy),
fifty-five commercial firms were

warned that their activities were be-

ing Investigated. The move was In-

stigated by an International
Monetary Fund team seconded to

the Zairean Central Bank.
It Is understood Mobutu's support

for the measures was Influenced by
the arrest of his agrloulture
minister, Tepa Tondele Zambite, for

alleged misappropriation of un-
specified sums of money Intended
for an agricultural project. Zambite
is said to have used the money for his
family business.

Earlier, several ministers had
appeared before a session of parlia-
ment during which members ac-
cused them and their ministries of
.corruption and mismanagement.

THE BUSINESSMEN who were
refused further credit facilities in-

cluded two members of parliament.
They were all ordered to repay their

outstanding debts and to transfer to
the country unspecified amounts of

money salted away in bank accounts
abroad.
Meanwhile it was reported that

more than 200 people “disappeared"
in one of the country's rivers at
Mbuji Mayi aa they were fleeing

from police. The people wereAlleged
to have been involved In diamond
smuggling In the area when police
arrived.
Other reports said President

Mobutu had been to the area to calm
villagers following allegations Of of-

ficial persecution of residents In the
area. In Brussels, however, exiled
Zairean opposition sources claimed
Zairean government troopshad been
dispatched to the area to deal with
members of the Luba ethnic group
who had refused to obey instructions
to discard their traditional rites.

According to the exile sources,
more than 200 people were killed by
the troops for defying official in-

structions.

DIAMOND smuggling in the country
has had a great effect on the
economy. In the past the authorities
have blamed foreigners for the traf-

fic and many of them were expelled
frofii the country.
Zn August 1969, several foreigners

were thrown out for not being in
possession of visas, for being un-
employed and for being
"undesirables.' 1 Among them were

Togolese. Senegalese, Malians,
Chadians, Gambians and Sierra^
Leoneans.
Two years later, in September

1971, more than 1,700 foreign
Africans were booted out of Zaire,
this time on grounds of Involvement
in diamond smuggling.
In addition to those who were ex-

pelled, 2,218 were detained without
charge of trial. Some sources claim
those detained numbered 88,000.

Many of those expelled had their
property looted by Zairean soldiers.
In some cases the property was sold
to defray the costs of expulsion.

Many were escorted to their planes
— by heavily-armed Zairean
soldiers — with no possessions other
than the clothes they wore.
Those who had married Zairean

women were not allowed to take
their wives with them. Many of the
detainees were reportedly severely
beaten up and a few died.

(Gemini News Service)

Dilemma for defector
By CHRIS MOBGENSSON/Stockholm

THE 'GIANT Swedish Metal
Workers’ Union has given its support
to Soviet defector Valentin Agapov's
lone fight to persuade Russia to let
his wife, daughter and mother join
him in the West.

I am always thinking ofmy struggle.

I shall never give up."

The union, with about half a
million members, has frozen Its

relations with the Sovet Union until

the Agapov case is resolved. "We
can't have trade union contacts with
people we cannot trust," says union
leader 5tig Malm.
Malm and the union's Inter-

national .secretary, Bengt
Jakobs*on, made representations on
Agapov's behalf during an official

trade union visit to Moscow last Oc-
tober and were promised that
Agapov's family would be granted
exit visas.

Malm says they were told the
three women would be allowed to
leave either at the end of 1978 or ear-
ly In 1979. The information came
through Nikolai Dragimov, chair-

manofthe Car andTractor Workers'
Union, and Gennadij Korznlkov, the

union's international secretary, said
Malm.. Both the Russians later
denied that any such assurance had
been given.. .

In a letter to Dragimov and Korz-
nikov. Malm says: “We are disap-

pointed that we cannot depend on
you.”
The unionis; taction is the latest

move with Soviet'

bureaucracy^p^wfalch his methods
have ranged from the breathtaking-
lv daring — ft friend flew a light

plane into Russia in an abortive bid

to pick up the family —"to the
bizarre, with Agapov threatening to

hang himself In front of the Soviet

.Embassy in Stockholm.

Ask Agapov how. he likes living in

Sweden and he replies: “I really

don't know. I just fight for my fami-

ly. X fight andI fight..-I feed nothing.

BECAUSE of the personal nature of
' this struggle, ; the dissidents of the
Helsinki Group inside Russia are un-
willing to'give their backing. “The
Agapovs are Interested only in

themselves,” said one dissident in

Moscow. “They don't care about the
wider Issues of civil rights.”

The judgement is not without foun-

dation,. Valentin Agapov, as far aa
one can gather, la not politically

motivated. But in many ways this

only goes to make his case more
deserving. He Is not out to prove
anything — he just wants to be
reunited with his family.

His long, hitter battle- started on
November 15, 1974. He was one of a
party of Soviet seamen who stopped
to look at a football match on televi-

sion in a shop window lh the west
coast port of Helsingborg. Agapov
arid a friend stayed watching,while
the others moved off.

. The ship’s political officer told

them they would be reported to the
authorities when the ship gothack to

Russia and confiscated their
passport*. On the spur of the mo-
ment, Agapov jumped ship and
applied for political asylum In

Sweden.
"What could I do? Iknewmy word

would count fornothing against his. I
wouldn't get a fair trial. I faced ..

gtlgtam and there would have been no
ijwfr td support my family.” he says.

_

^TSlnce wfiat'he calls hi* “accidental
*

defection," Agapov’s wife, Lud-
milla, 41, who hasrecurringstomach
.troubles, has lost her job and has to

keep house on the'pltiful pension of
Agapov's 66-year-old mother, An-
tonina.
When Agapov last spoke to his wife

by telephone she said the apartment
was watched day and night by KGB
agents: "The men sit In two cars,

five to a car.They work in eight-hour

shifts round the clock,” he said.

"How much does that cost and what
purpose can It possibly serve to
watch three women 24 hours a day?
“When my wife went to the

Lubianka In Moscow and complain-
ed to a colonel there that she was be
ing watched,- he just laughed and
said she was sick and imagining It

all. .

“But they are terrorizing my fami-
ly. The KGB tried to murder my
mother. They have threatened my
wife. Think about your daughter,
they told her. What will become of
'her? Over and over again they said

this to her.”

BOTH Ludmilla and Antonina
Agapov have attempted suicide in

frontof theirKGB persecutors. Lud-
mila wounded herself in the breast
with a knife and Antonina drank
poison.
In April last year, Swedes Carl-

Goran Wlckenbergh and Per-Gunnar
Nystrom flew a two-seater plane into

Russia in a bid to smuggle out the
three women. They landed on a
frozen lake but failed to make con-

tact and flew back to Finland where
they were tried on a charge of
violating Flnnlah airspace and
deported.

ONE OF the last strongholds of

mole chauvinism in the Western
world — West Germany — is show-
ing signs of erosion. For now, women
are at last making themselves
heard. Being German, they do not
act impulsively, but the results they
eventually obtain are spectacular
and enduring.
Tired of living with the motto

"kinder, kueche, kirche” (children,
kitchen and church} an increasing
number of women are fighting on
two fronts. On the one hand, they are
seeking to establish themselves as
equal partners in a society of men;
on the other, they are seeking to

make other women conscious of
their rights.

Mrs. Marlies Kvtach, who directs
the department for women’s politics
in the Ministry of Health, Family
and Youth (the minister is a woman),
concedes there are greater dif-

ficulties on the second front. Most
West German women are still

housewives, but the recent amend-
ment to the marriage law has
provided married women with a
strong' sense of security. The amend-
ed law allows a wife or a husband to

obtain a divorce at any time on the
simple grounds that they are incom-
patible.

Furthermore, the partner who has
more money at his disposal (rather

WOMEN BATTLE
MALE BASTION

By YAEL ZARAI/Post Bonn Correspondent

than the one who earns more) must
provide for the other partner aa long
as he (or she) is not living at a stan-
dard equal to that enjoyed during
married life. Reaching this living
standard can seldom be achieved by
women, for. although men and
women have equal rights under West
German law, women's salaries are
still generally smaller than men'B.
This state of affairs will certainly

change as more. women go out to
work. There are already growing
numbers of women among the ranks
of doctors, lawyers, psychologists -

and social workers.
MOST IMPORTANT, (he holy of
holies, Bonn's political scene, Is also
undergoing a transformation that
would have been unthinkable a few
years ago: It is slowly being Invaded
by women who are taking their place
in parliament, in key government
jobB (Dr. Hamm-Bruecher, state

secretary for foreign affairs, la a wo-
man), in the unions and in the
hierarchies of the major parties.

The most dramatic example of
female upward mobility In West Ger-
man politics la Mrs. Anne-Marie
Renger, who was president of the
parliament and, thus, second in Impor-

tance only to the state president.

Renger is now vice-president of the
parliament and was in May the
Social Democratic party's can-
didate for the state presidency.

"If I believe in something, even if

it la notmy party's line, I must say it

loud and clear," she says. "Whether
It harms me personally is unimpor-
tant."
True to her word, Renger was

recently the only Social Democrat
who made an official declaration

supporting Israel and showing un-
derstanding for Israel's refusal to

deal with the PLO.

Since then, Agapov has tried more
conventional ways to do battle. At
almost every Soviet event in Sweden

• he protests”, pathetically draped with
placards, and ha*' ^written" to U.S.

President Jiimny Carter and 50 U.S.
Senators.

THE MYSTERIOUS disappearance
of financier Michele Sindona, shortly
before he was due to appear to face
charges In the U.S. In connection
with the failure of the Franklin
National Bank in 1974, has had one
decisive echo in his native Italy,

where he is also wanted on similar
charges in connection with the
collapse, in the same year, of a
MUan'bank'wWcb he also controlled,
Banca Private Italian^ fA .

Focus on
• •

missing

financier

which sets forth In detail how the
Italian financier administered the
extremely complex network of
secret and obscure Institutions,
which made up a vast empire con-
centrated mainly in the U.S. and Ita-

ly, but extending also to Switzerland
and Liechtenstein, to the Caribbean
and South America.

The official Soviet line la that Lud-
mila worked In a factory which did
secret work on*the space projectand
is a security risk. Agapov says his
wife worked in a part of the factory
that was not concerned with space.
Meanwhile, 45-year-old Agapov

lives' in Gothenburg where he Is on a
government job training course.

(Observer Foreign Newt Sendee)

It has united all political parties in
the country approving the launching
of a parliamentary enquiry into Sin-
dona's activities, not only in the
world of finance but also of politics.

This decision Is not likely to be
reversed, when or wherever he may
eventually reappear.

By NORRIS WILLAT
Lugano

For some time now, the parties on

the left, including the Communists
and Socialists, have been pressing

for such action; more recently they
' have been joined by parties more to

the right, such as the Republicans.

Now, decisively, the Christian
Democrats, who have governed Italy

since the end of World War n, have
associated themselves with the pro-

ject, so that it will go ahead. This is

highly significant, indicating senti-

ment in the party that cannot be held

back. Despite the fact that, after be-

ing in power so long, the Christian

Democrats might have the most to

lose from the proposed investigation,

the party has now taken the lead in

proposing settingup of a commission
representing both chambers to look

'

Into Slndona's activities in Italy.
*

Its mandate is wide and probing:

to investigate whether the financier

engaged in illicit financial dealings

with any Italian politicians,
ministers, public officials; whether
any'bf them helped him to flee to the

U.S, when he -was threatened with

prosecution after the failure of the

Banca Frlvata. or Impeded his ex-

tradition back to Italy since or even

interfered in legal proceedings
against him.

IN ITALY, where the Sindona affair

has assumed the character ofa long-

running adventure serial, with a
flavour of high finance, people find

most intriguing the reports of a
notorious "list of the 500" said to be
locked away In the vaults of a Swiss

bank.
The list is alleged to identify

clients who, with Sindona’s help,

smuggled capital out of Italy. In

violation of exchange control
regulations, and also, in certain
cases, in order to avoid paying taxes.

Speculation is that the document
could bear some very famous names
indeed, from the spheres of politics,

public service, finance, industry, the

arts, the jet set and not' excluding
Mafia bosses and princes of the

Church.
This list, it is claimed, was con-

cealed in one of two Swiss banks
which Sindona controlled until the

collapse of his International finan-

cial empire, Flnanbank of Geneva.
To have its contents revealed would
undoubtahly titillate Italians with no
knowledge of or interest In high
finances.
Of greater interest to the latter,

and also to the authorities who would
like to get Sindona Into a court of

law, however, is another document,
which is believed to be locked up in

another bank Sindona once con-
trolled. the Amincor Bank of Zurich.

This is described as a dossier

THE DONSENSDETih Italy is that it

was mainly because he was- on the
track of this dossier that the lawyer
Giorgio Ambroaoli, the liquidator of

Banca Private, was brutally gunned
down in Milan in mid-July- by
professional killers believed to have
been recruited from Mafia circles in
the U.S. -expressly for the purpose.
According to cress renorta. Am-

brose li had succeeded in acquiring 48
per cent of the shares of Amincor
from its voluntary liquidator,
regarded as a "front” man lor Sin-
dona, in return for Immunity from
prosecution and a cancellation of

personal debts involving the bank.
Ambroaoli was said to be aim ing to

obtain 01 per cent control, which
would have given him access to the
dossier and its closely guarded
secrets. Some sources say it was
already in his possession when he
was murdered.

If the parliamentary enquiry gets
under way soon, the Sindona serial

story should be about to add some
more exciting and possibly quite
dramatic chapters. Italians should
be kept in suspense for some while to

conie, in eager expectation that at
least some of the 500 names may
come to light.

But the real meat of the Baga will

be exposed if the dossier disclosing
all Slndona's global wheelings and
dealings — where they were carried
on, who aided and abetted them, who
benefited from them, and so on —
come to light. That should be able to

count on International best-seller
readership. It all depends what, if

anything, comes out of those two
Swiss hanks, in Zurich and Geneva.

(Observer Foreign News Service)
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ARNAUD DE LAVAL, a 28-year old

shepherd. Is not worried about the

risk of power cuts in France this

winter. While he keeps a weather eye

on his 300 lambs in the Aude Valley

near Carcassonne, southwest
France, the wind, sun and a river

provide all the energy he needs. And
there is plenty to spare for hJs

neighbours, too.

De Laval Is no ordinary shepherd.

Tired of life In Paris, he moved to

Campagna-de-Sault, a hamlet at the

end of a country cul-de-sac, four

years ago. His lambs provided him
with an adequate livelihood. But de
Laval had other Ideas.

He joined forces with a group of

students from the Senior School for

Electro-Mechanical and Electronic

Engineers, based in Paris, hnd they
‘ decided to build their own indepen-

dent electricity installation.

They obtained a 560,000 grant from
the Ministry of Industry. Michel
Llgicr, a teacher at the school,

supervised tho venture.

The principle behind the project

was to use three complimentary
sources of renewable energy —
water, sun and wind — to provide a

permanent supply of power through
accumulator balleries.

reacted in a hostile manner. The
windmill and the supply from the

EDF grid were arbitrarily dis-

connected. For two weeks de Laval’s

farm was In darkness.

The next step was a 300-watt

system of photo-voltaic batteries.

Finally, came the heaviest item: a

3,000-watt mini-hydro-electric sta-

tion -which now supplies power for

six months In the year. For the

remaining period the sun and wind
take over.

De Laval and his helpers used a
river with a seven-metre slope

providing a flow of 40 litres of water
per second for the hydro station. The
wind energy represents between 800

and 900 watts a year per square
metre. Solar power output is 1,200

KWH per square metre per annum.
The installation is not immediately

a profit-maker because of the big In-

itial Investment. But Ligler saya

mass-production would divide costs

by ten. For (arms and homes which
arc located more than 500 metros

from the power grid, the wind-sun-

watcr combination with batteries

would soon be worthwhile.

has opted for the wind In the Atlantic

approaches to provide energy for the
Isle of Ushant, whose reefs are a
shipping graveyard.
EDF has decided that the wind Is

more rational than replacing its age-

ing diesel engines on the island or

bringing in power by cable from the

Brittany mainland.

Tal Aroyo

THE FIRST stage wah the construc-

tion of a 300-watt windmill and an In-

stallation for transforming direct

into alternating current. Elcctricltd

dc France, the public utility which
has a monopoly of power generation.

THE LANGUEDOC shepherd's ex-

periment will not remain a dead
letter. Lcroy-Somcr. a major French
manufacturer of solar pumps, is tak-

ing ft keen interest in the venture

which is technically well ahead of

the firm's own projects for mini-

power stations.

Meanwhile, Klcclrieitd de France

Brittany mainland.
France's first 100 kilowatt wind-

mill — or aero-generator, os EDF
calls it — is now almost completed.
After a series of tests at the end of

the summer, it will go Into service in

the autumn.
The government's new Energies

Department asked EDF to choose
wind power to develop practical ex-

perience with this type of energy.
The acro-generator is 33-metres

high and has a twln-bladed
aluminium propellor with a
diameter of 24 metres. Current
delivered from a transformer will be
5,500 volts.

Since it works automatically, no
supervisory personnel la required.

Total investment is on the order of

5240,000.

Ushant is an ideal location since

the wind blows almost without
respite along the Britanny coast.

EDF, however, says there arc still

problems. One is fatigue for the
propcilors, which have a tendency to

snap. Another is how lofty aero-

gcnernlnrs will merge into the coun-
tryside. But in the old dnys every
French hill was surmounted by n
prototype - called a windmill.

Mobutu Sese Seko

Renger admit* that It la not easy to

be a wife, mother and politician at
the same time. But through her ac-
tions she proves It is possible.
“In the last few years," says

Renger, "women have changed the
political face of Bonn. We are still a
minority, but without ua the political

world would be very dry and cold.
We have broken down barriers and
shown that an Individual's value has
nothing to do with sex. I accept the
functions Iwas offered because I

believe that a woman can fulfil any
political function as well as a man.”

COULD A WOMAN become West
German chancellor? The notion still

seems extremely far-fetched, but
much less so than it did four years
ago.
Reason and logic are dear to the

German mind and reason has it that
if Margaret Thatcher can lead Bri-
tain, If Simone Veil can preside over
the European Parliament, a woman
chancellor in West Germany fa not so
improbable.

-Bonn women are aware of the
many obstacles they face on the road
to full equality ; they know thatmany
citizens are still conservative and
family-minded, but they also know
that there ia no return to their
previous role and they are
proceeding quietly and surely.
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Cards, Expos
extend streak

Both Arsenal, Crystal Palace win 7-0

NEW YORK iAPI, - The Montreal
Expos and St. Louie Cardinals ex-

tended their winning streaks to eight
and five games respectively Tues-
day while the San Francisco Giants
ended a five-game skid.

Larry Parrish, Chris Speler and
Dave Cash drove In fifth-inning runs
to pace Montreal to a 5-1 victory over
the New York Mets, extending the
Expos' winning streak to a club
record-tying eight games.
Rudy May, 8-2, yielded one run and

six hits in 5% innings before receiv-

ing relief help from Dale Murray and
Bill Atkinson as the second-place Ex-
pos moved within two games of the
idle Pittsburgh Pirates in the
National League East.
Meanwhile, Pete Vuckovicb fired

an eight-hitter and the Cardinals
scored four unearned runs to defeat
Chicago 6-4 on Tuesday for their fifth

straight victory and the Cubs' fifth

loss In a row.
Rob Andrews delivered a tie-

breaking two-run single in the
seventh Inning. John Curtis held San
Diego to four hits in eight Innings-
plus as the Giants defeated the
Padres 3-1.

The Atlanta Braves snapped a
five-game losing streak with a 7-6

victory over Cincinnati.

LONDON (Reuter). — Two London
clubs pulled off crushing 7.0 victories

in the second leg matches of the

Football League Cup played Tues-

day night.

Arsenal, holders of the other, older

knock-out competition — the FA Cup
— clobbered Leeds, one of England's
standard-bearers in European com-
petition this season, after playing 1-1

draws in the away leg and in a First
Division match on Saturday.

Alan Sunderland launched the

Arsenal goal rush in two minutes and
finished with three. Irish stars pick-

ed up the other goals— Liam Brady
(two penalties), Sammy Nelson and
Frank Stapleton.

Across London. Crystal Palace,
newly promoted to division one,
slapped seven goals past fourth divi-

sion Stockport. They. too. had
brought a l-i result from the away
leg.

Liverpool, the league champions,
needed patience against their new
neighhours'Tranmere, who had held
them to a goalless draw in the first

leg. It stayed like that until the se-

cond half when Phil Thompson broke
the deadlock. Scotland's Kenny
Dalglish chipped In with two goals
and David Falrclough one for a 4-0

win.
The expensively remodelled

Manchester City side scraped a 2-1

win over Third Division Sheffield

yesterday for a 3-2 aggregate.

Despite the huge sums spent on buy-

ing talent, it was Tony Henry, a

product of the Junior team, who
scored the second half goals which
saved city manager Malcolm Allison

from humiliation.

Indian to play at

Israel ATP tennis
Soccer league to kick off season

Leeds were not the only European
aspirant to fail.

Ipswich, another UEFA Cup con-

tender, played a goalless draw with
First Division rivals Coventry, who
survive by virtue of a 1-0 home leg

win.

London clubs also made history

after Third Division Wimbledon and
Second Division Orient had played
two 2-2 draws. Extra time (ailed to

break the deadlock.
For the first time the rules this

season stipulated penalties to
dec!de...and out went Orient.

English Football League Cup se-

cond round second leg continued
Swansea City l Stoke City 3 (after

extra time, score at 90 minutes was
— aggregate 2-2, Stoke won 4-2 on

!

aggregate).
]

Mansfield Town Reading (after

extra time, score at 90 minutes was
3-2 aggregate 6-6, Mansfield won 7-6

on aggregate).
Wimbledon 2 Orient 2 (after extra

time, score at 90 minutes was 2-2

aggregate 4-4, Wimbledon won-6-4 on
penalties).

Post Sports Reporter

RAMAT HASHARON. — Bhanu
Nunna will be the first Indian ever to

compete in an open tennis tourna-

ment in Israel, when he plays In the

850,000 Association of Tennis
Professionals meet here October 8 to

13.

Nunna is one of 15 ATP players in
' the latest entry list for the Israel
Tennis Centre's Grand Frlx tourna-

ment. the -centre's executive
secretary Elian Lautenberg told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday. In all, 26
professionals have registered for. the

event sponsored by 3abra Liqueur.
The hlgh-callbre list just received

also includes Sweden's second-
ranking Kjell Johansson.
Another international star to sign

up for Ramat Hasharon is New
Zealander Onny Farun, twice a
Wimbledon singles quarter-finalist

and runner-up at the 1973 Australian
open.

The latest batch of entries Includes
Americans Billy Martin, and Mike
Cahill.

No word has been received from
Egyptian tennis star Ismail el-

Shafel, who some weeks ago in-

formed the organizers that he was
considering the centre's invitation to

play in the Grand Prlx event in

Israel.

By PAUL KOHN
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The league soccer

season kicks off on Saturday after-

noon with a new look National

League and Second- Division new-

comers to the premier division will

be Hakoah and Ramat Amldar, both

of Ramat Gan, and Petah Tikva

Hapoel. . #

Relegated from the National
League to the second division were

Jerusalem Hapoel. Hadera Hapoel
,

and Rlshon Lezion Hapoel. Joining
j

them after winning promotion from
the third divisions will be Nazareth

Elite, Herzliya Hapoel and Beit
Shemcsh Hapoel.
. The toughest task facing any of the

new boys this Saturday falls upon
Petah Tikva Hapoel who entertain

league champions Tel Aviv Maccabi.

The Petah Tikva team Is not what It

used to be 20 years ago, for in the 10

years between 1958 to 1963 it was
never out of the top three, winning
the National League championship
five times.
This season the team will line up

with a young attack led by Dov
Remler and 18-year-old newcomer
Plnhas Schechter, but boasts no star
players. Teamwork will be Petah
Tikva Hapoel's strong point.

Tel Aviv Maccabi will be without
Avi Cohen and Glora Spiegel but

remains strong in all departments of

the team.
Ramat AmldarMaccabiplay their

first game at home with Netanya
Maccabi as visitors. TheRamat Gan
side have played only one season in

.the National League la their 23-year

history.

In the off season they have been in

the transfer market signing on Haifa

Hapoel’s veteran striker Benny AIM

Malmillian sidelined

Jerusalem Betar and Israeli inter-

national socoer star Uri MalmUHan
will be out of action at least until the

renewal, of league football on Oc-

tober 13. He will miss the Olympic
game qualifying match against
Spain later this month.
The Jerusalem player was ex-

amined yesterday by Dr. George
Dagenhart, the physician of the EJb*

tracht Frankfurt team, who found

Malmilllan's knee injury to be more
serious than originally thought. .

The German doctor expected
Malmillian to be out of action for at

least six weeks, "and even then be
may have to undergo an operation."

Malmillian was injured last week
during training with the national

team in which he was fielded for two
consecutive games. Malmillian has
a history of leg Injuries.

and 32-ycar-OW Yitzhak Dnxfccr to

strengthen the defence..At theircon-

fined ground,RamatAmldar willnot

be an easy team to beat.

Netanya Maccabi finished last

season firmly in third place, and will

field virtually the same side wftb the

possible addition of Victor Bonny in

midfield.

Ramat Gan Hakoah travels to

Beershaba on its debut in the First

Division. The team scored 65 goals to

head the second division and with the

valuable addition of schemer Glora.

Spiegel can be expected to do wall.

Beersheba Hapoel wtn not show
much ofa new lookthis season but on
paper are a good all-round team.
Amaria Lefkowftx returns as coach
and Beersheba shoulddo better than
last season's 9th place.

Sportoto snide:
Ramat Amldar * Netanya Maccabi I

Tel Aviv Hapoel v Feiah Tikva MaccoM S
Bad Ynhoda v_Tsf Aviv Betar J

BaMz Hapoel v Shlmsboa 2
Yehad Hapoel v Kf*r Sava Hapoel x
Jaffa Maccabi v Jernulem Betar x
Petah Tikva Hapoel v Tel Avtv MaccmM 2
Beerabebx. Hapoel y Ramat Gan HaJtaab i

HenBya Hapoel v Mahon Lesion Hapoel x
Hefon Hapoel v Tiberias Hapoel l
first BUamei Hapoel Ramat Gan
Hapoel S
Belt Sfaeaekb Hapoel v Haifa Maccabi 2

tipper Nazareth V Bat Yam Hapoel 1
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TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL:
8.JO Math 7. 8.30 English 8. 8.00

Special Education — Our Hour 9.20

Language and Communication 3-5.

10.10 Engtlah 9. 10.30 Math/Geometry
0. 10.45 Programme for
kjnderganncnera 11.10 English 7.

11.30 Music 4-6. 12.00 Advice and
Guidance 7-9. 12.20 Math 6. 12.40

Literature 10-12. 13.10 French 15.00

Geometry 5-6. 16.00 This Is It — live

youth magazine 16.50 Thunderbirds

ON THE AIR

First Programme

7.07 Handel: Harpsichord Suite No.7
In G Minor; Mendelssohn; Cello
Sonata Nu.3 (Zukerman,* Levine)

;

Mozart: Idommeo, Aria
8.05 Respighi: Violin Sonata In B
Minor; Byrd: Lacrlmee, Pavane for

Harpsichord; Mozart: Coronation
Moss: Stravinsky: Caprlcclo for
PJano and Orchestra : Richter:
ranala da Camera, for Flute ant'

Harpsichord; Glaxounov; VIoHj
Concerto (Davfd Oiatrafch)

10.05 Radis story
10JS Elementary School Broadcasts
10.40 Education for 'AU — Electronic
Music
11.15 «stef*»»: Elementary School
broadcasts
11.35 Folk music

'-ltpreo) : GUa Yaren. soprano:

Ruth Menae. Fnure: Qian-
sonsr Debussy: Forgotten Atlas;
Poulenc: 2 Poems
13.00 Noon Concert — Bach: Suite No.

3, for Lute {John Williams)-;
Stravinsky: PuleIndia (Ansermet)
24.10 Children's programmes
1G.05 (stereo *: Lydia Mordkovlch,
violin, with the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra — Bach: Chaconne from
Partita No.2 for Violin Solo; Mozart:
Violin - Plano Sonata, K.570 (with

GregoryHalmovskyi: Ysaye: Sonata
NoJ. (or Vlollr Solo: Shostakovich:

VIoHn Concerto Op.99 (Mendl Rcdam
17.45 Programmes for Ollm
20.05 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman's University

21,30 Talmud Lesson
21.50 Introduction to the Oral Law
22.05 (stereo): Recordings of the

CINEMAS
JERUSALEM 4, 7, 9

Eden: Professional on Wheels;
Edison: MoonraJter; Hablrah: The
Magnificent 7; 4, 5.49. 9; Kflr: Inter-

national Velvet: 4. 6.43. 9; Mitchell:

Get Out Tour Handkerchiefs: 7. 9.

Wed. also at 4; Orgll: Going Steady;

4, 5, 8; Orion: High Ballin’; Onu:
Magic; Ron: The Deer Hunter;

Semadar: Providence; 7, 9.15; Small

Auditorium Binyenel Ha 'coma: Dons
Flor and Her Two Husbands: 7. 9;

Izrael Museum; Eva; 5, 8.30; Cinema
1: Straight Time. 7. 9.15

TEL AVIV 4.30. 7.15, 9.30

Allonby: The Warriors: Ben Yehuda:
Sec How She Runs; Chen: They Call-*
od Him Bulldozer

;

Cinema I: Van
Nuys Boulevard; Cinema 2: Coming

' Home; Dekel: The China Syndrome:
7, 9.30: Drive-In Cinema: Island at
the Top of the World; 7.15; Esther:
The Dog: Oat: Tigers In Lipstlcfe;
Qordon: Spider-Man Strikes Back;
Hodi Escape to Athens; Llmor:
Almost Summer: Maxim: Midnight
Express; 7.15, 9,30: The Mcu; 4.30;

MograbI; The Deer Hunter; 5, 3.30;

Opfalr; The Oilna Syndrome; 4.30. T.

9.30: Orly: Movie Movie; Paris: Wed-
ding; 10, 12, 2.15. 4,30, 7.15, 9.30:

Peer: Agatha; Ramat Aviv: Autumn
Sonata; 7.10, 9.30; Royal: Stewardess
of Copenhagen; 10, 12, 2; La
Cage Aux Folios; 7,30, 9,30;

Shnfauff: Going Steady; Studio: Wire
Mistress: Scmadar; Hester Street; 7.

9.15: Tchelel: Days of Heaven: Tel

Aviv: Maonrukcr; Tel Aviv Museum:
These Wonderful Men with the
Crank; Eaton: Get Out Your
Handkerchiefs.

HAIFA 4, 6.45. 9

Amphitheatre: Escape to Athens; {,

0.45. D; Armon: Moonrjker: 4.5.30.9:

Alunon: Hrenk through; 4, 6.40, 9;

Chfu; Dunn Flor and her Two
Huxhnndx, 4, 6-45. Gators Savage:

10, 2. T; Lipstick; 12, 4, 9; Orton:
West Side Story; 3.43, 0.30. 9; Orah:
The Derr Hunter; 4, «; Orion: Island

of a Thousand Delights; 9 nonstop.

prrtzi Or|y} Same Time Next Year;
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CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:

17.30 A Well Kept Secret — children's
magazine
18.00 What's Up? — People and
Events in the news

ABABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.32 Flipper: The escapades of

Flipper the dolphin
19.00 Between Citizen and State — a
panel answers questions from the
audience — programme dealing with
citizens* complaints
19.30 News

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at SO.00 with Match of the
Week
20.50 Programme Trailer
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 Documentary: First of three
programmes about Bet-Shemesh
22.85 Behind the Headlines
23.15 Soap
23.00 Almost Midnight — nows
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

27.20 Cartoons. 23,30 French Hour.
(JTV 3) 29.00 Holmes and Yo-Yo,
29.30 News In Hebrew 20.00 News In
Arabic. 20.30Salwyn 31.10Flantbarde
22.00 News In English. 22,25 Movie of
the Week.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays; ltfa.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's

paper; 3 p.m, on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and 1

Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 22 noon Thursday.
Ads are accepted at aU offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
bock page) and at all recognised advertising agencies.

Weekday rates; Minimum charge of ZL152.00 for eight words; ILlB.OO for each additional

word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of XL21C.20 for eight words:

1L26.90 far each additional word. All rates Include VAT.

DWELLINGS PURCHASE/SALE

JERUSALEM I BUY furniture, electrical appliances, li-

quidations. Inheritances, etc. TeL 05-335673,

8 ROOMS TO RENT, with cupboards, bed,
gas. 26a Rehov Antlgonus. Tel. 02-668451.

REFRIGERATOR. Amcor 12, good condi-

tion. reasonable. Tel. 02-422257.

Radio Frankfurt .Orchestra, Erich
Schmidt conducting Bach! Sillte

Noa- In C Major)- Debussy: Six An-
cient Epigrams; Reger: Mozart —
Variations
33.23 (stereo): JaxzX 37
00.10 (stereoi : Musical'Miniatures

Army

2nd Programme
7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with

Rivka Mlobaali
*10.45 Travis McGee — radio thriller

series

13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
screen musicals
15.05 Sephardi songs — recordings of

a Jive performance
16.10 Any Questions
17.10 Travis MoGee _ omnibus edi-
tion of the dolly thriller serial

18.03 One Circle — magazine on the
Jewish world
18.38 Sports roundup
18.48 Bible Reading — Daniel 9,10
29.00 Today — people and events In
the news
30.10 Free Time — magazine for hob-
bies and recreation
21.05 Folksongs
22.03 Children discuss divorce
23.05 Just Between Us — Listeners air

their problems

7.07- “TOt" — Alex Anskl presents
selections of music* and items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.00 Israeli Summer — with Eli
Yisraell
11.05 Favourites — familiar songs,
tunes and skits

13.05 With Love — Special regards
14.05 Two Hours
17.00 IDF evening newsreel
13.05 Economic magazine
13.45 Israel Hit Parade
21-00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 Hebrew songs
22.05 Klck-Ott — special programme
for the opening of the football season
23.05 Light Classical Music
23.45 IDF Midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Dubl Lena

5 LARGEROOMS, central-gas 4- heat, walk-
in closet,, storage room, -custom made
cabinets 4* Olonets. Rehov Guatamalo. Tel.
02-412790 not Shabbat

MEN'S BICYCLE 27". 0-speed, good condi-
tion. zls.soo. Tel. 02-a3&*afi ozsimsi. ext
238, not Shabbitt.' - * *’

iiitmimiimiuuiuAiiinitnuiiiiiiiiuiiiiinm

RELIGIOUS TOURISTS, GEULA, 1-2
beautifully furnished rooms. Weekly/month-
ly. Tel. 02-245240.

SITUATIONS VACANT

FREIGHT/STORAGE
INTERESTING OFFICE requires part time
English clerk-typist. Hebrew typing too, an
asset Tel. 02-882812.

Jerusalem
CONDUCTED TOURS

*

MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Exhibitions : Cloth Pic-
tures by Tamar Eytan. Children at play in

Jerusalem: sculptor working mainly in

wood. Valerio -Adami, Paintings. Large
canvasses by one of Italy's best known
contemporary pointers.

.

Colne of the Procurators of Judea. Gift In

honour of Miss Marion B. Savin , of
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Turner and the Bible. Colour at the Youth
Wing. Selection from the Dept, of Art
Photography. New. Buildings In Old En-
vironments. Display at Mexican Colne.
Nash Old Masters Gallery — Special
Display. Art In Palestine In tbs 12th Cen-
tury. From Still Life to Object. Yocfaevod
WeInfold: Forma of Visual Images. Words
in FVeedom. Neolithic Figurines from
Shear Hagolon. Exhibit of the month:
Outdoor Wrape of Baghdadi Jewesses. SOfc

'

with gold or River weave. Gift' of Ota.

Kodouri and Louise Zllkhx. family. Statue
of an Ibis, (massing the mummy of the
sacred bird. Egypt, 0th century, B.C.E.,
wood and bronze. Presentedby Mr. Anwar .

Sadat, President of Egypt, to Prof. YlgaeJ
Yudin, Deputy Prims Minister of Israel,
on his recent visit to Egypt. Rockefeller
Museum: Exhibit of the month; Rare
bronze vessels from a Persian period
tomb. beg., fith century B.C.E. Special ex-
hibition : Islamic: Arts. ...
Visiting Hoars — Israel Museum; Sun..
Mon.. Wed.. Thors. 10 a.m.-B p_m. ; Tub. 4-

10 pm.; Frl. io a.m.-2 p.m. Bat. 10 am-2
p.m. Shrine of the Beak, BOty Bose Art
Garden; Sun., Mon.,Wed- Thur. 10 am.-fi
pm^ TU«.10 a.m.-10 pm-; FH. and Bat. 10ri
a.m;-2^pClfinr-~Roek'efaBmf'Mhaeonft•~8u£*7 -

Thur. 10 tt.rn.-0 p.m.;. FrL» Sat- io
P-m. Ticket* tor B*L at&holiday* most be

'

purchased in advance at the Museum,
KUlm or major Jerusalem hotels; in Tel
Aviv at Rococo. Hadron and Koatel. Free
guided torn In English, at the Israel
Museum only, Sun,, Wed., Thurs.. 11.00
a.m., Tues. 4.M p.m. fromuppar entrance
hall.

Emmiah — National Religious Women's
Organisation, Tourist Centre. 25 Rehov
Ben MalttwU. Tfel. 03-052408, 630520. 012588.

American Mtarach! Vernon. Free Morning
Tours — IBs Keren Hayesod Street.

Jerusalem. Tel. 232708.

MISCELLANEOUS
Plant a Tree with year Own Rands with

the Jewish National Fund and visit the

famous Stalactite Cave every Sunday mor-

ning. For details and reservations please

coil: 02-535251. ext 13 or 03-234449.

Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schue tier Wood,
Romema. TeL 514322. 7.80 a.m. — 7 p.m.

Tel Avtv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, Sderot Bhau!
Homolech. Exhibitions — Maryan 1927*

. 1977, Retrospective. David Hockney —The
Biu* .Guitar. Etchings 1078/77. New Ac-
quisitions, 20th century pointing, sculp-

ture. drawing. Israel Photography. Work
by pupils of the Museum workshops.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — "There ta

something in it, after all" — sxWbitton-
workshop on buildings in Tel Aviv.
Visiting hoars: Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.-10

p-m. FrL 30 tt.rn.-2 p.m. 8at. 7-13 p.m. Sat.

morning, 10 a.m.-l p.m. FREE. Helena
Rubinstein Pavilion: Son. -—Thur. 9
p.m.; 4-7 p.m. Pri- 9 sjn.-lp.rn. Sat. clos-

ed.
Beth Hatefatseth. Jewish life In the
Diaspora, post and present, presented
through the most modern graphic end
audio-visual techniques available: slide-

shows, mini-cinemas, audio-visual dis-

plays, video-booths, computer terminals,
etc. Visiting hours: Sun.. Mon., Thur.. 30
s-m.-s p.ro. Tubs.. Wed.. 3 p.nt.-io jun.,
FH. closed. Bat, io a.m.»2 p. rn. Children

*. under Sorenot admitted. Beth Hatefutaoth
Unoeated on the Tel Aviv l/nlvetadtycam-
pus (Gate 2) Rehov Klammer, Ramat
Aviv. Buses: 13, 24, 25, 27, 49, 74. 79, 572.

INTER-MOVE LTD. worldwide shipping

-

Lowest rates. Free estimate. TeL 08-284092
(days), 008-31329 (evenings), 02-228094
(Jerusalem;.

VOLUNTEER NEEDED for agricultural
work in Moshav Bin Yahav, Vurman Family,
Tel. 057-51104.

METAPELET Bunday-Thursday 12.30-4.00

Tel. 02-533704; references, not fihabbat.

THE PROMISED LAND LTD., shipping. WANTED for M day general office work,
packing, storage, durance Of personal and with some English typing. TeL 03-56390.

VOICE OFAMERICA

household goods i. -Is also), by air or sea.
Licensed customs brokers, official agents for
Allied Van Lines, also travel. Tours, hotels,
car rentals, In Israel and abroad. Tel Aviv:
TeL 03-00901 ; Jerusalem : Tel. 02-237040, 02-

228311; Haifa (freight only): Tel. 04-615806;

Rlshon Lezion: TeL 03-992025.

VEHICLES

NEWS BULLETINS
Army Radis: Every hour on the hour.
First Programme: Every two hours,
from 7 a.m. to midnight, 7 p.m.
broadcast Is in easy Hebrew. Second
Programme: 8.05 a.m.. then every
hour on the hour until 1 a.m. Third
Programme; Hourly, from 5 a.m. to
midnight.

' NEWS SHOWS
1259 kiloHrrtx:
0-5 and 3-0.80 a.m. — Dally,

breakfast show with news, popular
musia and Interviews.
n-12 p.m. — News, analysis and

topical reports.

791 fclloBertx:

5-8.30 a.m. — Daily breakfast show,
as above.

9-10 p.m. — VOa magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of news.

CADILLAC SEVILLE 78, 28.000 miles,
passport to passport, 312,000. Tel. 03*930847.

n\T<5TT¥?AVrF VOLKSWAGON DOUBLE CABIN, 2979,Xiv SJ XJXli/hXV 22.000km.. passport to passport. 58.000. Tel.

IM|llllll|l)ll!l|})Himi)I!lll)HJI)ll!JI)J!)Jl)J{jJIJ 067-30008, request Yochanan Miron.

BEFORE RENEWING household, BMW 315 — 1078. perfect condition,
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 03-, 84.000km.. radio-cassette, passport. Tel: 02-
717611, Jerusalem 02-T3S75. 524619. 02-08311 8/4; Susan.

'

TENDER
The United Nations Disengagement Observer Force in-
vites bids for:

Museum of Potential Holocaust, exhibitof
massive current Nad Jew-hatrud fit. and
activities In ILS. Sun.-Thani.. 2.30-6 pan.;
Sun. and Wed., 8 p.m., 81. Usalshldn Si,

Jerusalem. 02-661994.

PffifnsiPih Tears
1. Medical Centre, in Kiryat Hadassah.
Tours in Engliah at 9, 10, ll sum. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour Includes Chagall Windows. No
charge. On Friday tours begin at 8 a.m. —
by appointment only. TeL 416833.
2. The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the pubUc from 1.30-

4.00 p.m, Sundsy-Tburadsy. Buses 19 and
27.

3. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30 to
12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. Tei.
818111.

4. Morning half-day toup-oLaU Hadassah
projects. $5 per person towards trouper- .

tatian. By reservation only; Tel. 418338
Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and ll a.m. from Administration Bmkhog.
Givat Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus toora u.oo a.m. from the
Reception Centre Administration
Building, Buses 9 and 28 to last stop.
Further details: Tel. 883819.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emnnoh — National Bollftow Women,
158 Dm Gablro]. Tel. 440818, 788942, 708440.
OBT Israel: For visits please contact:

.

ORT Tei Aviv, TeL 238231. 775133; ORT
Jerusalem, TeL 533141; ORT Netanya,
TeL 33744.
American*MizracU Women. Guest Toora— Tel Aviv — Te). 220187. 243108.
Pioneer Women — Na'amat. Horning
tours. Cali for reservations: Tel Aviv.
258095.

Plant a Tree with your Own Hands, with
the Jewish National Fund every Tuesday
morning. For details and reservations call
03-234449 or 02-835281, ext. 13.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Room 304.
Sheraton Hotel. Tel. 03-2S97M.

Haifa
Holla Museum, National Maritime, TeL
588622. KUegal Immlgratlem. Tel. 085249.

Japanese Art. Tei. 88584. Mane Kata, TeL
83482. Dagea Grain Colleotton, Til. 654221.
Music, Tel 844480. Artiste' House, Tel.
022359.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Visit Ramat
Hadassah Szold. Phone 04-884878, 81213.
What’s On In Haifa, dial 840840.

NEWS COMMENTARY
Second Programme: Following the
news at 7 a.m. 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Army Radio: Following the 8 a.m.
and O p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

vehicle

6.45, 9; Foliyarina; 3.30, Frl.; Peer:
International Velvet; 4, 5.30, 9; Ron:
Going Steady; Shavlt: Agatlu; 6.40.

9.

holOn
Mlgdai: Midnight Express

RAMAT GAN

HERZLIYA
David: Foul Play; 4, 7, 9.30: TUeret:
The Boys from Brazil; 7.15. 9.15.

The extension and renovation of a vehicle
maintenance building.

The construction of roofs on 5 masonry buildings, in-

cluding some repairs to the buildings and the installa-
tion of doors and windows.
The construction of 3 concrete foundations for a
prefabricated building in Camp Ziouani, Golan
Heights, near Kuneitra.

Vacancy

Executive English/Hebrew Secretary

for managing director of a leading trading company.
Qualification: English (mother tongue) and Hebrew. Ability to type in

both languages. Experience In office management an asset.

Working boors: 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Location: centre of Tel Aviv.

Armon: Heaven Can Walt, 4, 7.10,

9.30: Hadar: A lAfferem Story; 7.10,

9.30; Lily: See How She Runs; Goals:
National Lampoon: Animal House; 4.

7.15. 9.30; Ordea: Going Steady ; 7.15.

9.30; Roma: Coming Home; 7.10,

9.30. Mon- Wed. also at 4.30; Ramat
Gan: Midnight Express; 7, 9.30.

PETAH TIKVA
Shalom: Going Steady; Sun., Mnn
Wed.. Thur. 7.15. 9.10, Sat 7.30, 9.80,
Tues. 9.30 only, Sun.. Tubs.. Wed.,
Thur.. 4; The Zlvani Family; Mon.
at 4.

Contractors interested in submitting bids should visit the site on
September ll, 1979, at 10.30 a.m., for a meeting with the A/CFO
(Acting Chief Procurement Officer, UNDOF)

.

Please call 03-51511.

NETANYA
Esther: Going Steady.

Vacancies

1. Public Tender 60/79/mh— "INDEPENDENT"ARCHITECT
In the Architecture Department/Engineering Administration.

Grade; 5. — 7 on engineers’ scale.

2. Public Tender49/79/mh— ELECTRICALTECHNIC!AN
at vocational schools of the Education Department.

Grade: 2 — 6 oit technicians’ scale.

3. Public Tender 69/79/mh — MANAGER OF THE SECTION for Tenders

and Account Checking

Property and Purchasing Department

Grade; 6 — 8 on engineers' scale.
,

4. Public Tender 60/79/mh — MANAGER OF THE SECTION for Contract

Work

Property and Purchasing Department
* Grade: 6 — 8 on engineers' scale.

5. Public Tender 51/79/mh — SENIOR RESEARCH WORKER
e> the Centre for Socio-economic Research.

Grade: 5 — 7 on seels of academics — humanities ahd todel sciences.

ThU schedule la subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Bcn-Oarton Airport Flight Information.

(031 9TV,ei-Z-3 (or 03S99U1 for El Al
flights onlyl for changes In times of
Arrivals and Departures.

1900 TWA 848 Chicago, Paris, Romo
1925 El Al 358 Frankfort
2010 Lufthansa SOS Munich
2013 El Al 338 Amsterdam
2100 El Al 324 Paris
2120 El Al 378 Copenhagen
2160 El Al 542 Athena

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

GENERALA$SSSt!AIVGE

THURSDAY

ARRIVALS
0026 EH Al 818 London
OlOO^EI Al 544 Athens
0149 Sterling 005

Further details have been posted on the notice boards of the Municipality's Personnel

Department. City Hell, Kikar Malchei Ylsrael, and at municipal Information bureaux.

Applications, accompanied by curriculum vitae end certificates confirming can-
didate's qualifications, should be submitted In e seeled envelope marked with the
render number on a ‘Candidate for Vacancy’ questionnaire to the Personnel Depart-
ment.
The questionnaire is available from the Personnel Department — apply in person or

by post — and from information bureaux.
Applications not accompanied by the 'required certificates 'will not be considered.
Las) date for 'submitting applications;.September 19. 1979.

Plnhas Lehav

Director. Municipal Services,

Copenhagen, Athens - -

0820 El Al 892 Lisbon

.

0830 Tarom SOS Bucharest
0909 El A) 002 New York
1005 THY 824 Istanbul

1120 El Al 100 Montreal
1230 Sabcna 303 Brussels
1308 Alitalia 788 Rama
1340 Austrian 7JI Vienna
1400 El Al 385 Romo
1440 El Al 010 New York, Montreal

1450 Lufthansa 004 Frankfurt
1000 Dsnalr 4120 Qatwick
1820 EH Al 348 Rhodes
1800 TWA 805 San Francisco. New York.
Paris

1820 El Al 010 New York
1640 Tarom 1245 Bucharest
1655 Air France 132 Paris. Lyon
1700 El Al 188 Mexico, Now York, Rome
1709 TWA 840 Washington, Bostfa, Romo,
Athens *...••
nan El Al Zurich •-

1755 Cypnrir 302 Lonutipa

IKO& Swlwutir 332 Zurich

IHM KJ Al BOM Amsterdam, Rome, Athens
lwao British Air 570 London

DEPARTURES
0045 El Al 005 New York. Chicago
0200 El Al 5337 Athens. Rome, Amsterdam
0245 Sterling 505 Athens. Copenhagen .

0600 El Al 383 Rome
0605 TWA 847 Athens. Rome, Boston,
Washington
0630 El Al 023 Paris. New York
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 849 Rome. Paris. Chicago
0740 Olympic 302 Athens
0810 KLM 528 Amsterdam -

0820 El Al 347 Zurich
0850 British Air 377 London
0900 El Al 015 London, New York
0910 TWA 801 Paris. New York
0940 E) Al 337 Amsterdam
1000 El Al 357 Frankfort
1010 Tarom 806 Bucharest
1020 El Al 377 Copenhagen
1040 El Al 323 Paris
1050 THY 825 Istanbul

'

1100 El Al 347 Paris
1300 El Al 313 London
1343 Saberh 204 Brussels 1

.

1420 All lid la T39 Rome
1440 Austrian 712 Vienna
1550 Lufthansa 80s Frankfurt
1800 DonAlr 4121 London Gatwick
1710 K1 Al Ml Athena
1740 Tarom 1248 Bucharest
1840 Air France m Parts
1840 El AI 371 Bucharest
1850 Cypnrir 303 Lnrnnea •.

2020 El Al *0373 Bucharest ; .

This /ttyM InfiirmulibH is wtpjrflrrf 'fry thi’

Beii-GttrmH tnfemiiutmtl Airport Gatin' ,

tlhwlinn Cfiitrr. .
..•*’.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES FIRST AID

JrniiuUem: Central Bus Station, 234 Yafo.
: 320190; The New Popular, inside
Damascus Gate. 283024.
Tel Aviv: Yanl. 87 Yehuda Halevi, 832474.
Helen: Naot Robe), 38 Blot, 881783. ftgf
Yah): Mazur,- 20 Haviva Rclclv 883550.
Ranutt Goar. Negba/ gg N£j^Vz4Ktfi»; .

Bar I Brak: ;-Hir*hbcln, ttvAfciYi*. T828&3, .

Nrtniya: Kondoi; ' Itiryxi Ndrdau
. ^51774.

“

'

Hadera; Homerkss, 73 Wefrmoaa, 22233.
Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada. 802289.
Bremhrbai Briul. 72 Herd. 73839.

Mxgcn David Adorn firm aid centres are
open from B p.m. to 7 a.m. Emergency
home colls by doctors ox fixed rates. Sick
Fund members should enquire about
rebate. *

DOTY HOSPITALS
Jefusalo.m; , h

irery. ortho^Sn^'
11

ICUIOV

'oh,L'u1"’

Phone numbers; Jerusalem, TeJ Aviv.
.Haifa- -ioi. Dsn Region (Ramat Gsn.
Sttel Brnh. GltfAlayim, Kiryat Onoi —
ftaUL

.

Ashdod 22222. NnzAreth 3473
Ashkctoa 23333 Netanya 23333

Bat Yam 8K3355 Petah Tikva 912333

Beersheba 78333 Rehovot 034-91333

KllAl 2333 Rlshun LcZlon 943333

Hfidern 32338 Snfed 30333
tfoKie ft?J3? . Tiberias 2D1II

Hftdent 22333
Hqkie 249133 .

.NjSIbirtya 923333

i

Health. F(m AftL -ToIJentHttom .wfei 1&& AvhiWWW, Hcqjttrcbn *3Zllli-.NeS3

Monday efraw c rs %fa .ofiStVt r f

Sunset IT.W; Sunrise tomorrow 03.19

POUCH

|T»iai we in must, parts of tbr country, la
1 TIlwrfcm.rtlMj B24444; Kiryat Sbnuma 4W*4.

lii
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ACAXKA>8Ui7tnjVuuwBntljmvr and
Dustin Hoffman. Directed by Michael
Ap»*d- Serwmptaj by Kathleen Tynan and
Arthur Hbpcraft,

IF AGATHA CHRISTIE could have
been persuaded to write about her
own mysterious disappearance in
1926, we .might have been treated toa
real thriller. Instead screenwriters
Kathleen Tynan and' Arthur Hop-
'craft have conjured up an Imaginary
solution to an unsolved mystery,
which only emphasizes the gap
between Christie's art and theirs.
Our expectations are great—what

with the talented Vanessa Redgrave
i no matter what her political af-
fixations) and Dustin Hoffman co-
starring in a touching, but unroman-
tic. love duet. But the fanciful plot
relics' on accessories — potted
pairas, cloche hats and a half-burned •

diary — not on substance, and no
deilgftiful surprise or end-of-t&le
twist awaits us to lessen our disap-
pointment.

The unembellished facts are
those: “On Friday, evening,
December 4, 1928, Agatha Christie
•eft her home outside London and
was missing for 11 days.
“Fifteen thousand police and

volunteers including boy scouts, dog
handlers, monoplane pilots and
mystic diviners, combed the
Berkshfre countryside near her
home ..." The London Dally News"
offered a staggering reward for the
first" information leading to the
discovery ofthe whereabouts of Mrs.
Christie, ‘if alive'. A' competing
newspaper printed front-page photos
of how she might appear In disguises
Inspired by the charaeters in her
books.
“Then, as suddenly and

mysteriously as she had vanished.
Agatha Christie reappeared at a
fashionable health spa in Yorkshire,
Her husband, the Col. Archibald
Christie, claimed amnesia In her
behalf, brought on by overwork and
r suspected concussion."
Agatha Christie never even men-

tioned the Incident In her
autobiography, carrying her secret
in the grave when she died In 1976.
Piecing together fact and fiction,

the scriptwriters have suggested
that the shy-, retiring Agatha,
overwhelmed by her world-wide
fame as a mystery writer, was
suddenly- threatened by her
husband's request for a divorce.. He
intended to marry his attractive
young secretary — a familiar
enough scenario.

AGATHA disappears and then
reappears at a Yorkshire health spa,
where, la a brilliant touch of irony,
she registers as Mrs. Theresa Neele,
choosing the same family name as

her husband's . mistress, her rival,,

Nancy Neele.
We watch and wait patiently, as

Agatha settles on a fitting plan to
wreak her Just revenge.
A fictional character written In for

obvious dramatic reasons is Wally
Stanton (Dustin Hoffman), a plucky,
dandified y&nkee Journalist who turns
sleuth in an attempt to discover
Agatha's whereabouts.
Hunting a scoop, pint-sized Stan-

ton faces a professional and
logistical -dilemma when he realizes
he Is falling in love with the towering
figure of Agatha Christie. These
Mutt-and-Jeff moments are in-

variably the most charmingthe film
has to offer.

As a period piece, "Agatha" Is Im-
peccable, and much, can be said in
praise of Redgrave's and Hoffman's
tight, economic performances,
rendered In pure Christie tradition.
But the plot' Itself Is patchy, and one
can't help thinking that Agatha
Christie might have engineered an
11-day retreat only to be alone —
without any extenuating cir-
cumstances. In that case, Agatha
Christie with her secret well-
guarded, has the last laugh. And-
that's just the way it should be.

RUTH A RrF.LLA BROTDB

ESCAPE TO ATHENA: Starring Eager
Moore, Telly. Savnlme, David Niven,
Stefanie Powers, Claudia Cardinale,
Richard Bonndireo, Sonny Bonoand Elliot

Goald. Directed by George Pan CosmaCoe.

WAR IS hell of that there can be
no question, but within the Inferno
there can be some very funny
moments- “Stal-ag 17“ and
“M.A.S.H." provided adequate
demonstrations of the situations of

black humour that men and women
at war either create or find
themselves in. "Escape to Athena"
is a star-studded attempt to produce
the definitive war film with a grin.

Set In .a luxurious prisoner of war
camp on a Greek Island,, the film
focuses on a group ofFoWs imported
there because of their special fitness

for digging tip art treasures. They
are supervised by Major Otto Hecht
(Roger Moore), a debonalre, sym-
pathetic, knowledgeable purveyor of
Greek antiquities — hence his
assignment to run the camp. His
loyalty, to the Reich is limited and
does not prevent him from caching
considerable loot for himself. He
also has an eye' for the occasional
female prisoner who comes his way

FILM REVIEWS

A scene from “Wonderful Men With a Crank:.’

and taste enough to provide such
"guests" with deluxe quarters,
lobster dinners and well-selected
Bordeaux wines.
His collection of prisoners, aware

of his weaknesses, do not hesitate to

take advantage of them. Professor
BU&ce (David Niven) enjoys escap-
ing from time to time; Bruno Totelli

(Sonny Bono) is an Itallan-American
cook who specializes In what he calls

"Socrates' Revenge"; Nat Judson
(Richard Roundtree) Is a black
sergeant who enjoys cracking Ger-
man skulls together; and there is a
pair of American USO comedians
(Elliot Gould and Stefanie Powers)
who knowhow to make the very best
of everything.

Life and the film go on enter-

tainingly at the camp. There is even
a -very funny walk-on by William
Holden as a leftover from "Stalag
17" to add to the sense of parody and
fun.

THE FILM runs into trouble,
however, because there is a parallel

story, which is not so amusing. Zeno
(Telly Savalasl. a priest defrocked

because of his affair with Eleana
(Claudia Cardinale). is in charge of

the Greek Resistance forces on the
island. He has set up Eleana and a
group of girls in a bordello to tap in-

formation from the German oc-
cupiers, but things have not gone too
smoothly, and a group of the
islanders are scheduled to be ex-

ecuted by the Nazis. Zeno, working
with the PoWs. sets up a plan to take
over the Island, and there are some
gruesome battles and lotB of spilled

blood in the town square.
Either story might have made an

adequate film, but the combination
spoils it. The genuinely funny
moments are made to seem dis-

tasteful by the real grotesqueness of

war, and situations that could have
provided moments of tension are
harmed, because one never knows
whether there is a punch-line to

follow or not.

Casting is also somewhat
problematic. One has trouble
perceiving Telly S&v&las as anything
but Kojak; Roger Moore comes
across as the suave Saint rather than
as a semi-sinister German; Elliot

unfulfilled
Time has been slowed down

perceptibly. We are caught up In th
*

langorous, sustained rhythms of

rural pre-World War I America. The
year is 1916. Three migrant workers,
children of immigrants, Bill
(Richard Gere), his little sister Lin-
da (Linda Manz) , and his girlfriend

Abby (Brooke Adams), hop a train to
the Texas panhandle, eager to es-

cape the poverty of their Chicago
lives.

Like the other hopefuls who
believe in Horace Greeley's 19th cen-

tury injunction. "Go West, young
man, go West, 1 ' these t,hree

vagabonds arrive with a satchel full

'

of dreams.
They are among the lucky hired to

plant and -harvest wheat for a
wealthy, young Texas farmer who
lives alone In a huge Victorian home
rising up like some exotic mushroom
in the middle of the vast, flat prairie.

From sunrise to sunset, their tiny
figures toll In the amber and ochre
fields, which stretch out endlessly,
romantically, against an immense
blue heaven. Reaching back to
America's rural history for his in-

spiration, Director Malick has
recreated that period with un-

paralleled lyricism, summed up in

the stunning 70mm. cinematography
of Nestor Almendros (with ad-
ditional photography by Haskell
Wexlerj.

DAVID BEN-GURION
his life and times as seen through the columns of The

Jerusalem Post and- before that The Palestine Post, is

only one of the hundreds of subjects available on

Microfilm or Micrb^he

Today, the individual' scholar interested in Palestine,

Israef. the Jewish People, the Middle East and

associated subjects, can be virtually liberated from his

dependence on a large .library with specialised

resources!

TakB-adyamage. of The Jerusalem. .Post information

service irom our extensive archives, founded In 19.33.

For detailed information write to. .

JerusiernrPosr Archive?. POET-81. Jerusalem.

THERE IS one "settlement" in

Judea and Samaria that none of the
local Arab residents have complain-
ed about. In fact, they do all they can
to help it along.
Granted the settlement has only

three Israeli* — two Jews and a
Christian Arab. The Jews are doc-
tors and the Arab a volunteer nurse.
Together with a local medical team
they run the Oncology Clinic which
serves the entire West Bank.

'

Cancer specialist Dr. Yoav Horn,
who aiso heada the Oncology Depart-
ment at Asaof Harofe Hospital near
Tel Aviv, runs the West Bank facili-

ty. located In the government
hospital in Beit Jala, near
Bethlehem.
Together with Dr. Naftali Wallacb,

also of Assaf Harofe, Dr. Mahmoud
Ilian, a local physician, and Suad
Awwad and Ikwal Abu Akil, they
consider each case In a mixture of
Hebrew, Arabic and English,
trading gentle gibes In between.
Before March 1976, when the clinic -

was set up by the Military Govern-
ment, Horn told The Jerusalem Post,
treatmont was scattered all over the
West Bank. It was given late, in

many cases and there was little

follow-up. -

Whfen wc started, he said, we often
saw patients with swellings as large
as eggs. After a year and a half, such
cases have all but disappeared. In

their place are a regular flow of new
and recurrent cases, often accom-
panied .by anxious relatives. They
are referred to the clinic by .16

private and public, hospitals in the

area.

In addition to examining new
patients the doctors continue all

follow-up. distribute drugs and send

those who need it in for radio-

therapy. Since there is no radio-

therapy unit in the West Bank, the

patients are sent to Assaf Harofe

Hospital, where they ore treated by
the same team.

IN AN AREA of health care in which
there is often little room for hope, an
aura, of goodwill pervades the scene.

Before the department existed, a

relatively high percentage of

patients failed to show up at Israeli

hospitals for appointments, evident-

ly because of transport and language
problems. This is no longer the case.

The two-day-a-week clinic serves a
population of -700,000, as well as a
number of patients from as far away
as Iraq.

On the day I visited the clinic they
had just received a letter from a
hospital in Amman. The answer was
far more prompt than that at some
Israeli hospitals, Horn confided.

Every week, the team secs 4Q to 45

patients. \Vhon they first began
working the clinic was open from 8 to

10 a.m. Now, they rarely finish their

work before 3 p.m.
Meanwhile, the staff has learned

Qf a fully equipped cobalt treatment
centra at a mission hospital just

north of Hebron. At present the 100-

bed facility is standing empty and
unused. Dr. Horn and his colleagues
hope it can be put lo use for some of

Lhclr patients.

Gould seems left over from "Bob
and Carol and Ted and Alice"; Son-
ny Bono looks lonely without Cher;
and Richard Roundtree seems
amazingly like Shaft In a sergeant's
uniform. David Niven, it is true, fits

in beautifully, but David Niven fits In
beautifully no matter what he does.
Filmed entirely on Rhodes, the

scenic shots are breathtaking. The
lovely Mediterranean, the magnifi-
cent monasteries, the charnj of the
towns, the quality of the local cuisine
and even the local bordello make one
pine for a trip abroad. The film also
makes one pine, but for exactly what
Is difficult to say.

DAVID GEORGE

DAYS OF HEAVEN Starring Richard
Gere, Brooke Adams, Sam Shepard and
Linda Manx. Written and directed by
Terrence Malick.

THE VISUAL splendour of young
Terrence Mallck's second feature
film is so overpowering that human
misery and poverty become luminous,

gold-framed icons begging for our
adoration, not our sympathy.

AN HOUR before dawn the religious

man who owns the pita bakery on a
small alley opposite Jerusalem's
Mahane Yehuda market uses a large
key to unlock the grated doors of his

establishment.
The worn stairs leading into the

oven room are slippery with flour,

but before he sweeps the stairs he
turns up the flame to ready the'aging
oven for.,the day's-business. Soon the
oven is roaring and the conveyor belt

begins to creak forward.
Two Arabs duck Into the bakery,

and while one readies coffee, the

other checks the dough, which was
prepared the night before.
Soon they will be at work, cutting,

pounding, smoothing and tossing the

moist white dough. And soon after

the first balls begin their ride
through the oven and Into wooden
bins as old as the oven itself, the

delivery boys will start appearing.
The delivery boys are not yet in

their teens. Most are Arabs, though
there are a few Jews. They sit

together outside the factory, smok-
ing cigarettes and spitting, and
though they, have the bodies of

children, in their eyes is something
adult and wise and — to the stranger
— perhaps bitter.

THESE BOYS probably have seen
everything that can be seen in

Jerusalem. Some even claim to

remember bombings that occurred
before they were bom. Others say
they have already been in jail.

They are also the kind of kids that
middle-class children briefly envy
for they always have some coins in

their pocket for candy or a movie
ticket or cigarettes, and seem to be
very worldly.
One has to remind oneself they are

children.
Passing through the gauntlet they

make as they sit on the doorstoops or

hang on the steering bar of their

carts waiting for their trays of

bread, even an adult can feel in-

timidated by their stares.

THE STORY itself is a simple one,

almost biblical in form.
When Bill overhears that the

young farmer (Sam Shepard) is suf-

fering from a fatal disease, he per-
suades his girlfriend — whom until

then he has passed off as his sister —
to marry the farmer, hoping to lay
claim to his fortune when he dies.

(Remember how our Jewish
patriarch Abraham passed off his

wife Sarah as his sister to save their

lives?)

For a while, after the wedding, all

four enjoy the careless, carefree
"days of heaven," as little sister Lin-
da narrates to us in her offhand
nasal patter. But, as in all morality
tales, the sinner must pay the price
for his deceit.

Apocalypse Is forthcoming, but the
human story is dwarfed by the visual
grandeur — both the greatest
strength and greatest weakness of

the film. The lasting effect is sen-
sory, rather than emotional, but that
is reason enough to seeand celebrate
this remarkable film.

View from

a bakery
By ROBERT ROSENBERG
Jerusalem Post Reporter

AS SOON AS their trays are full,

they balance them on their carts or
on their heads. They move through
the crowded alley with determina-
tion, tongues stuck out or curled
around an upper lip. one hand balan-

cing while the other holds tight to the

edge of the tray.
They take mincing steps, not

strides. The tray's shade drops
across their flour-smeared faces,

revealing the tiny rivulets of sweat.
The bakery is in a religious

neighbourhood. Like the Arab boys,

the yeshlva pupils with twisted
earlocks and heavy black coats have
the eyes of adults.

The boys sometimes eye each
other as the religious ones pass. The
delivery boys, both Jew and Arab,
nudge each other and smirk when
they see a particularly religious

youth, whose eyes, already before
puberty, are cast downward so he
won’t be tempted by the women of
the market.
The religious boys look away when

their eyes are caught by the eyes of
the delivery boys.
Once the wooden bin is full with the

bread so hot it cannot be handled, the

boys lift the trays that often must
weigh more than them, and put them
on iron carts with tiny wheels, which
they run through the market or into

the city, controlling the speed by us-

ing an old motorscooter tire as a
brake. The tire hangs in the rear of
the cart, directly in front of the steer-

ing bar, and if the downhill speed of
.

WONDERFUL men WITH A (SANK.
Starring Rudolf Hnninsity, Jlri Menial,
Bituena HolUova, Vlasta Fabiansva.
Directed by Jlrl MenzrJ

IN THE director's own words this
film Is a loving tribute not only to the
pioneers of the Czech film industry,
but also to cinema itself.

* "During the shooting, we found
ourselves carried back to the
magical world of the beginning of the
cinematography," Jfri Menzel
recalls, "when film did not need
'words, at a time when one man was
shooting, not for money or glory, but
for the pleasure of giving life to
photographs."

In a totally original cinematic
style and colour technique — unlike

the work of any other contemporary
director — Jirl M£nzel sings a hymn
to the moving plctUte. and we cannot
help but sing with him.

His narrative takes us through
Bohemia with Mr. Pasparte and his

daughter, who. not unlike a- travell-

ing road show, make their living by
showing "enlivened pictures" to the
simple folk who live in unnamed
towns and hamlets along the way.

In Prague, they are joined by the
lovely Alolsle, the daughter of
Pasparte's deceased friend. She
becomes the housekeeper of young
photographer Kolenaty (played by
director Menzel), who is the per-
sonification of the dedicated artist,

living only for his art.

While Kolenaty dreams of making
his own films, the rich widow EvanJe
dreams of marrying Pasparte, and
Pasparte dreams of setting up his

own little cinema with the money of
the rich widow Evanle.
This makes for a three-cornered,

deft little plot indeed, and it attains
universality by examining human
nature on the tiniest of scales. Here
in the backroads of Bohemia and In

the elegant suburbs of Prague, life

blurs into film and film into life.

Menzel 'a remarkable story-withln-

a-story allegory Is further enhanced
by the special colour technique he
has perfected — draining the
primary colours -from the
technicolour — rendering entirely

new chiaroscuro tones with muted
highlights.

Until now Menzel has been best
known for his 1966 film "Closely
Watched Trains." '‘Wonderful Men”
is sure to become a classic, taking a
well-deserved place in the "Hall of

Cinematic Love poems." As Truf-
faut in “Day for Night" and Fellini

in “Shi” have tenderly
demonstrated, cinema has a will and
desire of its own, leaving traces of

framortality long after the film-

maker has packed up his camera
and sent the crew and artists home.

RUTH ARIELLA BROYDE

the cart begins to get out of control,;

the boys stand on the tires, slowing
the vehicle.

;

Their deliveries made, they run
back to the bakery to wait for a new:
bln of bread. Only rarely can theybe
seen eating one of the pitot.

THE WORK continues until
.
Ausk.

The bays collect' thetr pay trom the
baJcer. who has aat'lnside the factory
behind an old wooden desk all day.
He pays them with crumpled bills

and little sacks of coins, which he
has collected throughout the day. He
has been readingTalmud as the day
progressed, and the boys know the
day Is over when he closes the last
book on his desk. The two Arabs
leave the bakery with the religious
man. who takes out the padlock and
the chin, and locks up.

Later, after the echoes and shouts
of the delivery boys have faded
away, and the clank of the conveyor
belt is gone from the alley, a new
sound slips Into the narrow road. It is

the sound of the cardplayers at the
club across the street.

The cardplayers drink cognac as
they play. Only club members may
join. They duck into a doorway that
during the day appears permanently
closed. But at night the door opens to

& lighted courtyard.
Upstairs the card players don't

make too much noise, but they can
be heard until late at night. And*
then, shortly before the bakery
owner appears to unlock the pita fac-

tory. the club closes, and the
members trickle out.

They are dressed in bright
polyester, with pants tight from
waist to knee and beer bellies hiding
their belts. Their jerseys are knit,

with stripes or dark patterns. Maybe
the delivery boys will dress like the
cardplayers one day. They stand un-

der the streetlamp at the end of the
alley, half a block from the market,
talking until the bakery owner
appears. That's the signal for them
to go.

TW0-IN-0NE ER0SSW0RB
Die the diagram for either the Easy or the Cryptic ponle.

EASY PUZZLE
ACROSS . _

DOW

6 Sjwrtlag
.

contest (6)

*5) 4 Professional

9 Normal (7) i charge (3)

is Foolish is) * Port or tbe eye^

U Flowering tree
s ^*,*8 (7)

<5’ 7 Very dry ID
it Furious (51 I pursued (6)

7 Very dry ID
I pursued (6)

Vt Concerning the
moon (5)

U Pensive (7) J* Concerning

15 Sleeping place „
(3) U Deceits (5)

17 Not warring 1 4) 14 £*&« akm*
U Encroach upon smoothly ts»

<si 15 vessel i5i

IS Gasps (5)
j
IS Put off to

20 Make beloved <6) another time (5)

22 Make eyes at (4) 18 Articles i5>

24 Observe l3> U Hospital inmate

25 Non-professional - *w
1 7) ZX Deny (6)

26 Walks tamely (5) |2* Water creatures

27 Tvoe of boat 15) i
*"

m2K,(orslUfcg ggg»®w
29 More cross <7) 36 Something lent

30 Intended *5) 14

31 Flower (5) *3 Ocean (3)

IB)

23 Sheen (6>
25 Separate (5)

W Something fcxrt

23 Ocean (3)

Yesterday's Easy Solution :

ACROSS. — 4. Assist. 7. Re-

flects. it. Scream 10. Keeps. 13,

Rare. 14. Ears. 15, Came. 16.

Ace. 17, Arum. Jfl, Ease. 21. Blue-

bells. 23. Hams. 24. Lost. 26. Hat.

37. Sten. 29. Even. 32. Tear. 33.

Trade. i«4. Sports. 3a. Torments.
36. Freeze.
DOWN.— 1. Brake. 2. Offer. 3.

Mess. 4. A A. Son-. 6.

Sr.-m'C. 'J. Creels, ll. Eat. 12.

Psalm. i3. Humbler. 15. Cue. 18.

Ass. 18. ilussi-X. 20. Alter. 21.

Bat. 22. Eon. 23. Hamper. 35,

Led. 28. Taste. 30. Vaunt. 31.

Npws.v. 32. Trtv. 33, Time.

Yesterday's Cryptic- Solution ;

ACROSS)-—4, Srrape. 7. Fan-

light. 8. Amazon, 10. Ali-ee. 13.

Trap. 14, Ll-do. IS, Bom. 16.

Ler. 17. Leap. 19. A-Tom. SI.

Hind-sight, 23. Lena. 24. Ak-E.
28, Pen. 27. (Ua-l-L. 39. Sp*L 32.

SE-LL. 33, Leue. 34, Thrill. 35.

Ex claim*. 36, F-!«8«-y.
DOWN.— 1, Off-AL 2. Undid-

3, Hire. 4. Sl-a-RK- 5, Reap. .6.

Pro tun. 9. Manage. 11, tap
irrv.j. It Col-in. 13. Topsail.

15. (Sim Bad. 16, Lot. IK. Enamel.
-0. These. 21. Hen. 22, IU. =3.

1 ..IbL 25, Wa-S. 28. Alley. 30.

Par-is. 31. Ten-SE. 32. Sign. 33.

Lulu.

- CRYPTIC PUZZLE
ACROSS

I Ran Uwoy to sea (5)

C mote, maybe, but funny (5)

9 39 K htojob to ptt* peo&e
up 7 '(4-3)

U Heat wsirce ia -‘Ae tatwt
arena (5)

.

II CUUdhterieCb Bcnggcn i5>

n 451

13 Water St ft high rats- tor

steep coat?1

) (7)

15 Stage tnudwmaa 1 <S>

17 So nnim backs him (4)

If Bupertadvcly rolatie (6)

22 Qaxe of courar (4#

31 can beck ia Japanese hta-

4ssy fl) „
25 OxSam tttetf 0a tbe drink?
• (M> J

26 Tbte soaed has oettiog to do

.wdth fin e»cjer* city i5)

27 Hat or rcktab cut 7 (5)

SB One's key to the house (5)

29 pcnsCbly trato eo a wd*f
m

30 Birds of unlfccm frmtotals'
(5)

11 in Germany, even included

tbe as (S)

DOWN
Z Ko top nte (9)

3 Dtaord&cCy r:wJs cf yuunjr

mrtmmei* (0)

4 Some of tbe audience map
do so taugWnz (3)

5 One top nut b ccc-lsod ca a.

feat <S>

6 Moderate dOstancaftr a drtve

t7J

? Russian Dynucno *sem meav

• Cmht
l

*nnJts for old ladies

it He -rppuuc ia punte nightly

13 Vehicles ffxf. carry sW*1

fuel i/6i

14 NtX a Mr Pofcndtt 45)

15 Riday wlier i6>
. , r ..

lfi iSoa&ff tcuzh «xmd nfiUdil

tl a DOtime ri 'jrjSauonan-

10 gwdf’obout the End 7 C7>

sisSffMPVSii
zoprchplvoe ! W , .

26 Wteos Kfhtat««hec3?rt
is wri beer Iran her betoje

June (3)

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW



Banks offer 25% grant to depositors

Savings scheme war

Thursday, September 6, 1979 , .
The Jerusalem Post

1

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The country's banks
are engaged In a “savings scheme"
war. The first round started earlier

. this week when the First Inter-
national Bank, without coordinating
its scheme with the other banks,

. suddenly announced that it was in-
’ creasing from 14 to 24 per cent the
grant It would give to anyone
depositing up to IL90.000 for six

- • years. First International, however,
set September I? as the deadline.
The next day, the other hanks in

.
the country, led by the three largest

. networks, Leumi, Hapoalim, and
Discount, announced that they were

- offering a 2G per cent grant. They
also limited the time forJoining until
September 17.

First International then stated it

I was raising its grant to 2B per cent,
the same as the other banks, and

. went one step further— it was exten-
- ding its deadline for Joining until the

- last day qf September.

The other banks have announced
that they are considering extending
the deadline — but have not made

" any firm announcement when
" registration for their programme
would end, If indeed the time limit

..was extended.
According to banking circles, the

schemes, which are now Identical,
except for the time limit, provide
that anyone “breaking" the
scheme, that is to say, demanding
his money back before the end of

,
the six years, will lose the entire

- grant. Moreover, since the schemes
- also pay three per cent unlinked in-
- terest on the principal deposited, in-
come taxes would be deducted from
anyone withdrawing his money .in

.. the first three years of the scheme.
- However, several banks noted that
- “the number withdrawing from the
5cherries is very small."

Although the 25 per cent grant
seems to be a large sum, the hanks
'admit that this grant, spread over a
period of six years, together with the

three per cent unlinked interest,

would give only a 4.4 per cent “real"
yield if the inflation rate was 30 per
cent & year during the six years; it

would drop to 3.9 per cent “real"
yield if the inflation rate was an
average of 60 per cent a year.
However, thiB is substantially

more than the yields on the 14 per
cent grant, which give a real yield of

2.9 per cent if the inflation rate is an
average of 30 per cent for six years,

and 2.4 per cent if the inflation Is 60

per cent during the six-year period.

The banks in turn are investing the

moneys they receive in government
index-linked bonds. According to one
bank, the banks themselves will

make an average income of about 1.3

per cent on the six-year scheme with
the 25 per cent grant.

The banks claim that the savings
schemes, even the o'ld ones granting
14 per cent (to which the banks will

revert after the end of the present
campaign) give a much higher yield

than 80 per cent government-linked
bonds, the only type the government
1bnow issuing to the public. They pay
about two per cent “real" Interest a
year.
However, tbe government-linked

bonds are “liquid," they can be sold
at any time, thus giving the saver
considerable flexibility if he should
suddenly need cash. So far, though,
they have proved a better invest-
ment than foreign currency.
One banker said that if anybody

had a lot of money to invest, he
should place one-third in linked-

bon'ds, one-third In foreign currency
and one-third in long-range savings
schemes.
He noted that under present

regulations a person could open one
such long-range savings scheme for
each member of his family In the
bank with which he normally
"worked." Moreover, be could open
a similar scheme for each member
of his family in all other banks in the
country, thus a family of four could
open about 60 similar savings
schemes.

Upgrading the TV set into

I a veritable encyclopedia
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The ordinary TV set
• - can become an encyclopedia of Infor-

mation, not only of past events, but
of facts and figures happening the

/same day. according to Dr. Israel
' Berkovitch, of England.

He was commenting on the work
g/ now being done by the British Post

Office, which was “hooking up," at a
subscriber’s request, a TV set to

-*-j*uge banka of facts. The customer
only had to press a “keypad." which
looks like a smafi calculator, to bring
the inforxnatioh otf'the

,’TV screed'"
1

The customer, however, has to make
arrangements to have his TV set
connected to an ordinary telephone
line.

Dr. Berkovitch. who has visited

Israel on several occasions, is work-
ing on the scientific programme for

the project.

The system, in addition to scien-
tific Information on a wide range of
subjects, also Includes detailed infor-

mation in many fields, such as : news
and the weather, the daily TV and

' radio guide, sporting events and
result, where to dine, what plays to

see, and where to go for a vacation.
Jokes and games, jobs and careers,
and. of course, the latest stock
market reports and prices of com-
modities, are all available.

“The viewer only has to sit In his
armchair and press the required
figures on the 'keypad' to receive the
information he wants,” the scientist

notes.

"Because of the limited amount of
space on the TV screen, it takes im-
mense Ingenuity to choose the right
words, and short qnes gX that. The
aim is to present the required mfot-
ftiaftotf gb that it cdrilte properly un-
derstood while being entirely ac-
curate.” he said.

So far, the entire project is only
available to a selected number of
persons and firms. If it is as
successful as he hoped, however,
any person with a TV set will be able
to “get hooked-up“ at a nominal
cost.

Dr. Berkovitch believes it will

prove particularly useful for in-

stitutions such as hospitals, stock
brokers, travel agents and many
others who need accurate informa-
tion at a second's notice.

President Sadat visits Elscint plant
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

HAIFA. — President Anwar Sadat
accompanied by his wife and
members of the Egyptian delega-
tion, made his first visit to an Israeli
industrial enterprise yesterday
afternoon. The company chosen for
the visit was Elscint, the largest
.producer of medical equipment in

Jthe Middle East.
- Two former chiefs of the Israel Air
Force; Dan Tolkowsky, managing
^director of Discount Bank Invest-
ment Corporation, and Benjamin
Peled, president of Elblt, acted as
hosts in addition to officials of Els-
cint.

President. Sadat showed great In-
terest in the nuclear Imaging
machinery which was demonstrated
to him. He was assured by Dr.
Avraham Suhaml, the director of
Elscint, that the young woman used
as part of the demonstration had not
been injected with radioactive
material, which is normally a part of
the procedure.

THE ELGAR investment company
announces that its board of directors
has decided on the payment of an In-,

terim dividend of seven per cent on
account of 1979 activities.

•Iff amt

BAT - DOR
STUDIOS OF DANCE

Director: Jeannette Ordman
- Assistant Director: SheUaXevI

Places Available for

6, 7, 13 and 14 Year Olds
Registration; afternoons at

BAT-DOB, 30 Behov Ibn Gabirol, Tel Aviv, Tel. 263175.

YOU BUY DIAMONDS
IN HAIFA

Exclusive diamonds and gold jewellery created by master craftsmen.

HAIFA DIAMOND CENTRE LTD.
Kiryat EUezer Tel. 04-537285

Oil crisis has not affected

petrochemical industry so far

Tbe board chairman of Bank Leumi, E. Japhet (left) shakes the hand of David Azulay,
who won an efficiency award for combining three forma into one. Of the 288 efficiency
suggestions submitted by employees, about a third have already been put Into effect.

Bad cheques, tax dodging, Discount workers

spending, all on the rise
C0^u
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By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Israelis write more cheques
without cover, continue to conceal
Income from tbe tax authorities, and
have considerably bumped up their
acquisition of consumer durables.
'All these inflationary symptoms
were pointed up this week in a number
of official reports.

In the Jerusalem area, taxmen
claim, they have recently registered
great success is tax collection, raking
in' ILlSOm. from - some 1,000 tax-
dodgers — i.e., some IL130.000 per
offender.

The Jerusalem tax campaign,
planned with particular care, was
the work of the central division for

tax enforcement and involved tax-

men from all over the country.
Warning notices and personal

visits from tax inspectors were the
lot of defaulters owing income tax,
value added tax or property tax.

Hundreds rushed to pay their debts;
but. nevertheless. Tuesday alone the
tax authorities tracked down 140 in-

transigent debtors, netting HAm.,
and imposing liens on the property of

71. including, in one case, a lien on
the delinquent's car.
The campaign was the first in

which there was a centralization of
Income tax and VAT collection. The
State Revenues Administration said
that the Jerusalem enforcement
drive would continue next week.
Figures Issued this week by the

Bank of Israel show that in May the
rate .of defaulting on cheques,
promissory notes and credit notes
jumped to 6.2 per cent, the highest
for at least two years. This too is an
Indication of the way In which infla-

tion Is making it difficult for both
companies and individuals to cover
their debts. In one example cited by
the bank, 118 people failed to honour
promissory notes of ILd.5,000 or more
in May. a figure higher than any for
the past two years.
But inflation Is evidently not caus-

ing people to curtail their purchases:
they are. In fact, buying more. The
Central Bureau of Statistics reports
that new car sales went up In the
first four months of 1979 by 42 per
cent as against the same period last
year, to stand at 18,300. Other figures
show that this trend Is still con-
tinuing today.

Israelis also bought 66,250 new
television sets in this period, up by 48
per cent. But there was a drop of 3
per cent in the number of washing
machines sold — only 25,430.

continue sanctions
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The workers at the
Discount Bank network are con-
tinuing their sanctions to press their
demands for higher pay.
Yesterday the bank's head-

quarters In Tel Aviv were closed,
and this morning the workers com-
mittee will decide which of the
network's 170 branches will be clos-
ed down for one day.
Since the beginning of the week,

the committee has been closing
several branches almost each day.
Fourteen were closed all day on Sun-
day, and another 14 all day on Mon-
day.
"Tuesday we didn’t close down

any in order to give the management
a chance to open • serious
negotiations,” a spokesman for the
committee said yesterday. "When
management failed to set up a
meeting, we decided to close down
the headquarters yesterday. This
morning at 7:30 we will decide how
many, and which branches to close
down for the day. The number may
range from 10 to 20.”

He noted that there has been
almost no progress in reaching an
agreement with the management.

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — 'Israel**
petrochemical Industry has neither
deteriorated nor Improved due to the
international oil crisis, a spokesman
for the industry said here recently.

“We are lathe same boat as other
Western countries with highly-
developed petrochemical industries,

such as Japan, West Germany and
France," he added.
At present, Israel Imports about

eight million tons of oil a year.
(There are seven barrels In each,
ton.) “Of these eight million tons
only five percent, or 400,000 tons, are
needed for the petrochemical in-

dustry,- and of this amount about
150,000 tons can be used for other
purposes after the petrochemical in-

dustry has extracted the materials it

•needs," he explained. -

About two-thirds of all tbe oil the
country imports is obtained through
contracts which are renewed at
three-month intervals. The remain-
ing third is bought on the “spot"
market, generally at higher prices.

1 - "We are convinced that since we
need only an Initial 400,000 tons, the
government will find ways and
means of supplying this, even If

there Is a drop in the .total amount
imported for any reason what-
soever"’ the Industry spokesman
said. He added that the government
has promised this. Implying that' to
provide these 400,000 tons It would
reduce the quantities reaching other
users, such as cars on the road,

: which lise about 800,000 tone a year,

or reducing the amount of electricity

supplied for non-vital uses.

Moreover, "it was said that the

government would keep the price of
oil reaching the petrochemical in-

dustries at a price competitive with
that reaching other Industries
abroad. Otherwise, Israel's industry
would be priced out of the world
market.
The "added value" of

petrochemical products, such as
aromatics, PVC and polyethylene
was quite high. Since much of the
products were sold abroad, these
products brought in valuable foreign
currency. Moreover, these products
were constantly being upgraded,
thus increasing foreign currency
earnings.

If a ton of oil cost about $120, the
first step of upgrading brought the
value up- to $220 a ton. Upgrading
further “downstream" could in-

crease the price up to $400 a ton.

The final products, such as
plastics for Industry and household
use, brought the final priceup much
higher.
While a plant refining oil into

polyethylene must handle 180,000
tons a year tobe economical, a small
plant making plastics can be
economical if It produces goods bas-
ed on the use of 1,000 to 2,000 tons a
year. Moreover, such plants could .

'spring up, as they have done, in
many widely scattered places, in

kibbutzim, and even in the cities, it

was said.

On and off the boycott lists
DOHA (Reuter). — The Qatar
Bureau for the Boycott of Israel said
this week It had extended the ban on
a British merchant bank, S.G. War-
burg St Co. to its 17 subsidiaries in
Britain, Switzerland and the U.S.

The latest blacklist included 16
firms and 24 subsidiaries of British,

American, French. Greek, Swiss and
Maltese nationalities. They had
violated the rules of theArab boycott
of companies which do business with
Israel, the bureau said.

It said three subsidiaries of the
previously blacklisted General
Telephone and Electronics (GT)
Carp, were now also banned. They
were GTE Datetechnic, GTE Inter-
national and GTE Information.
Rank Xerox (Ireland), and Silver
and Filber Bletchley were alao
blacklisted.under their new names.

Gervais Danone France S.A., a
French dairy firm, Creation St.

Clair, a- Paris clothing firm, and
Universal Geneve (UK), a sub-
sidiary of the banned U.S. firm
Buiova Watch, were also blacklisted.
The bureau said It had lifted a ban

on the Iranian Based Co. and its

Norwegian subsidiary, Bandar Ab-
bas International, and two Iranian
vessels, Shahriy&r and Roxana,
because they had pledged to abide by
boycott rules.

A Singapore-based company,
Manila! & Sons, and Walter Kldde &
Co., of New Jersey, and its four sub-
sidiaries In Britain and the U.S.,

were also removed from the
blacklist.

A ban on Japan's Mitsubishi Koaei-
Kogyo Chemical Industries and its

six subsidiaries in Japan was also
lifted.

Lonrho springs I New medical methods and

Bleak stock market record I™?1

Jerustalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV; — The first nine months
Of 1979 were money-losing for most
persons who invested in the stock
market, according to the Eddy Levy
Computerized Index.
The index deflates the Inflationary

yield to the real one. It is based on a
person buying a stock on January 1
and figuring out the yield If he would
sell it now, with all dividends, bonus
shares, etc. thrown in.

The deflated picture is much
different from the inflationary one.
For example, if this was done for one
large bank, the inflationary yield
would be 39.42 per cent, while the

real yield would be a loss of 4.55 per
cent of the Investment.
Of the one hundred stocks listed in

the index, 63 made considerable
gains due to inflation. But if they are
deflated, 68 stocks registered con-
siderable losses. (Some lost in either
category, whether deflated or not.)

Seven of the eight banks listed lost

money according to the Index. Seven
out of seven of tbe mortgage banks
lost money, five out of five of the
financing firms, and all seven of the
seven insurance companies listed.

The only real winners were the In-

vestment companies, where 12 out of
the 21 companies made a real profit.

CIA warns world oil supplies

may run out sooner than expected
WASHINGTON (Reuter). — The
world’s oil supplies are running out
and nations must act immediately if

a smooth transition to alternative
energy supplies is to be achieved, the
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) said recently.
"Contrary to the view that became

popular during the temporary sup-
posed oil giut of 1977-78, the world
does not have years" to make the
switch, the agency said.
The gloomy analysis was con-,

tafned In a report by tbe CIA’s
National Foreign Assessment Cen-
tre.

It said that world production of oil

probably will begin to decline in the

Hotelier to enter

charter business
B.v BARUCH SAVLLLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Hotelier Haim Shift is

planning to enter the charter plane
business. “The only hope tor our
tourist industry is bigger and better
charters," he told The Post.
He said that in cooperation with

two charter operators he was finaliz-

ing plans now for a weekly flight by
747 planes from New York to Tel
Aviv. At a later stage two additional
flights from Los Angeles would be
added.
"Hotels in my chain alone have 1,-

600 rooms to fill,” he said, "and one
way or another, wc have to fill them.
Wc do not need to raise room rates or
cut out Israeli breakfasts,” he add-
ed. "If we get U.S. charters moving
as they should, we can double our
room occupancy averages. In fact,"
he said, "with 75 per cent occupancy
rather than the present 50 per cent,

wc could even reduce room rates by
20 per cent.

"Tourism to Israel is a failure.

There is no Tourism Minister who
can make decisions and assure their
implementation," Shiff charged.

mid-1980s. But even before then, tbe
oil-producing nations were expected
to keep supplies tight.

Some countries with oil reserves
that are large compared to their
production are Increasing produc-
tion capacity slowly or not at all, the
report said.

This reluctance to Increase capaci-

ty reflects a desire on the part of
many of the producing nations to
stretch out their oil wealth for a
longer time.
These nations also fear that huge

inflows of oil money could have dis-
ruptive economic and social effects,
it added.

The CIA said tbe number of
nations that have Imposed produc-
tion constraints has grown markedly
in the past several years. About 60
per cent of world reserves are con-
trolled by these policies.

LONDON (UPI). — Lonrho, the
mining-investment groupr surprised
financial' quarters Monday with
news of a i40ni. (588m.)- hotel deal
with the £l.65b. ($3.581b.) shipping
and industrial empire of Daniel K.
Ludwig, considered one of the
richest men in the U.S.

,

In keeping with the tradition of
American tycoons, Ludwig, 81, also
is a self-styled recluse.
The deal, which technically Is with

a company called Universe
Tonkships, means that Lonrho is

buying 50 per cent of the share
capital of Princess Properties Inter-

national.

Ibis, in turn, gives Lonrho a half

Btake in luxury hotels in Bermuda,
the Bahamas, and Acapulco, and the
ownership of the Sir Fronds Drake
Hotel, in San Francisco.

Lonrho will pay $8lm. and Issue 6
million of Its shares. Under the
deal's terms Lonrho'a chairman,
Tiny Rowland, will join Ludwig as
joint chairman and chief executive
0! Princess Properties, which is a
Bermudan company.

A Lonrho director, Paul Spicer,
described this as “an amazing
partnership.” Lonrho, he said, “has
been looking for the past five years
for suitable investment oppor-
tunities In the West, and this is our
first move into the western
hemisphere."

THE INVESTING public has
created a new star — the shares of

the First International Bank. These
shares have risen 15 per cent since

the beginning of August. The gain Is

even more impressive when com-
pared with price gains of the shares
of the country’s major banks. The
latter have risen by less than five per
cent since the start of August.

By MACABEE DEAN.
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A- LEG CLAMP lot ’X-ray Ex-
aminations, which holds the leg in
place during "stress knee
arthograms" and other X-ray
procedures, is being offered by
MTD, P.O.B. 760A. Andover, New
Jersey, 07821.

A MEDICAL SHUNT which assists

in the surgical removal of the
prostate gland for treatment of acute
urinary retention Is said to reduce
surgery time by as much as 50 per
cent. It can also eliminate gas reten-
tion. Write to : Medical Dynamics, 14
Inverness Drive East, Building 7J,
Englewood. Colorado, 80112.

A DENTAL ENAMEL cleaver,
which is used for rapid reduction of
to6lh structure before full crown
restoration, has been developed by
the Aurelia Dental Manufacturing
Co., 208 Pennsylvania Ave.,_
Yonkers, N.Y. 10707J Each cleaver
has a series of diamond chipping
rings which provide simultaneous
grinding and vertical chipping.

A LOW-SPEED cordless drill, with a
rechargeable battery, is available
for jewellery and lapidary work, as
well as for medical and veterinary
uses. Write: Ardent, P.O.B. 190,
Mcnomonle. Wisconsin, 54751.

A FULLY AUTOMATIC, self-
operated instrument for measuring
blood pressure, both systolic and
diastolic, and the pulse rate, is

available lor shopping centres,
department stores, airports, health
clinics, and hospitals. Computer-
controlled, the unit provides a
printed record of the data, monitors
its own operation, and indicates
potential component failures for

Advertise by Mail!
No waiting in line!No travelling!

Just fill in the coupon below. Give your full home address: a P.O.B. address Is not sufficient. Post
this form, accompanied by a cheque, at least seven days prior to the requested data of publica-
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Rates: Minimum weekday rate is IL1 52.00 for eight words: IL1 9.00 for each additional word. Minimum
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SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

Departures
every Sunday

Full Board. Kosher
Price *125

for overseas students
Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

23 Rehov Hillel, Jerusalem.
Tel. 03-227740, 233147.

The advertisement should appear

Number of times weekday Insertion:
.
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i-easy maintenance. Write: 'National
Blood Pressure Services. 8821 Long

,Reach Blvd, Long Beach, California.
90807.

ACARDIOPULMONARY resuscita-
tion unit, designed to be ad-
ministered. over long periods,
provides a less tiring, more effective
technique, while preventing muscle
cramps. Suggested for doctors,
nurses, emergency rescue teams,
lifeguards, etc. Write: Car-
diaconcepts. - 8016 Arlington Ex-
pressway, Jacksonville, Florida,
32211.

A MASS X-Ray- fflnT viewer, which
stores up to 200 films measuring
35cm by 40cm, in a motor-driven belt a

unit, displays any,radiograph on the 1
belt within 30 seconds. Said to be es-/
peelally useful in X-ray departments

J

with few technicians and hlglf
volume. Write: Rad Corporation/
P.O.B. 19164, Houston, Texas, 77024*

A WATER MATTRESS which di#
tributes body weight evenly over/1

greater surface to reduce pressure}
claimed lo be very useful for tbotf

’

suffering from ted : sores. Writr
Jefferson Industries, 205 N&asdg:
Street. Princeton, New Jersef'
08540.

; J
1

A PORTABLE, battery-powerA.
unit which provides a fast, and a<|
curate reading of the heart rate H-
said to be useful for physic!ansi
laboratories, exercise enthusiasts,!
sports teams, and. for persons with!
heart conditions. No special medical \
knowledge is- required to use It. (
Write: St&ndford Scientific Co.; I

P.OJB. 7298, Menlo Park, California, f

94025. • - ‘ i
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF LESOTHO
HELD AT MASERU -

, In the matter between:
'

JOSEPHINE NTSOAKI LOTAN
{bora Uphthlo). Petitioner (Plaintiff)'

and
ABRAHAM LOTAN. Respondent (Defen-
dant) ———

SHORT NOTKZ2 OP CITATION -

To: ABRAHAM LOTAN «r 19 Panorama
Street, Israel.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that by cita-

tion and lntendlt issued and tiled In the
Office of the Registrar of the High Court
of Lesotho, you have been cited to cause
nn appearance lo be entered In the sold
Coun within 30 days of receipt hereof
through registered postand or within *S
days of the date of publication hereof
and you arc reqidred to plead,'answer,
except or claim in reconvehtlan in an sc-,

turn In which "JOSEPHINE NT8QAXI
LOTAN claims:

'

(in An Order calling upon the Defen-
dant lo restore conjugal rights and.
falling compliance therewith;

of Defendant's malicious desertion;
tel Custody of the minor child .of the

marriage:
td) Forfeiture of the benefits arising

• ••, froro-lbc marriage: '

.
tci Cost o( sblt.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER THAT, fat

default
:
of your appearances and by

reason oryapr fatlore to plead you wffl.

tie tent'd and the .said Court win be'

prayed to grout judgement ag* Inst you
by-default;...'

.' -
'

'. tSignaflv ‘
;

’ '

'

ftiOTBTRAlW:

W.C.H. Maqutu Aca.,.*' - /.;•

Attorneys -for Plaintiff, -
, • ,

*

James Cr&lrc of A.M^K.-3c£rieiN
P.O.Box pG 4172,. -

MASERU. • ' v . : ..

ri-

t :
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Bonds fluctuate only slightly in heavy trading

Stocks & bonds—
the market report

TEL AVIV. — Trading continued heavy on
the stock market here in index-linked bonds,
but gains and losses were alight. At theend of
the day, turnover was ILl74.m.. Just ILl2m.
less than Tuesday's exceptional figure.

But trading In equities fell considerably,
turnover standing at ILOT.flm. The general
trend was for shares to fall.'

The best option in index-linked bonds was
80 per cent linked bonds, where, with the ex-
ception of two groups which were stable,
gains of 1 to 1.5 per cent were recorded. In 6.5
per cent linked bonds, a rise of 3 per cent was
seen while fully-linked bonds fluctuated with
gains and losses of up to 1 per cent.

Foreign currency linked bonds lost 1 per
cent and other options were more or less
unchanged at the end of the day.

In stocks, there were some small gains in
commercial banks among a general picture
of stability. Mizrahi suspended trading in all
its shares for the announcement of its half-
year figures. EDB and Hapoallm both showed
one point improvements but Leumi closed un-
changed.

Zur also took a beating, emerging 8.3 per
cent lower on 220.

By ALAN ELSNEB
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Amongst mortgage banks, a slow day saw
most shares either unchanged or subject to
very small fluctuations in either direction.
The exception was Carmel <b), which
dropped 35 points to finish 5.1 per cent off at
280.

Specialized financial institutions were mix-
ed. A loser was Shilton 18 per cent debenture
2, 4.5 per cent down to 74.

Heavy losses were recorded In Insurance
equities. The announcement of a IL&3m. pre-
tax profit, did not help.Securitas, all of whose
options slumped. The shares lost 4.6 per cent
to 335, the 50 per cent dividend fell 5 per cent
to 323 and the option dived by 9 per cent to 216.

Hassneh (r) and (b) both lost 5.7 per cent,

Hassneh fr) closing at 215 and Hassneh (b) at

217.

The trend was also in a downward direction
in commercial services and utilities. Delek
fr) fell by 4.9 per cent to 231. Lighterage
tumbled by 51 points and closed 5 per cent
down on 970.

A similar picture emerged in the land,
building and development sector. Substantial
losers were ILDC (r) and fb), 4.6 and 5.4 per
cent down, respectively, to 189- and 194.

In industrials, the losses were more
moderate and some shares even recorded
slight gains. Arg&mon fell 8 per cent to 492.

In Investment and holding companies,
trading in EUem shares was suspended as
the company announced a 7 per cent dividend
to be paid on October 25. In general, results
were mixed with the fluctuations slight.
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Carmel 18% deb. 10
Mortg. * Inv.

Dev. ft Mtg. r
Dev. ft Mtg. b
Dev., ft Mtg. opt. 88

Dev. ft Mtg. opt. 95

Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 87

Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 94

Housing Mtg. r
Housing Mtg. b

pads, Vohnae Change
prirr ILi.eoa

Housing Mtg. opt. 1
3630.0 .1 n.c. Housing Mtg. opt. 2
516.0 633.0 +1.0 Tefahot pref. r
640.0 — —1.0 Tefahot prel. b
437.0 27.4 +1.0 Tefahot r
627.0 34.2 +1.0 Tefahot b
348.0 89.6 +1.0 . Merav
207.0 419.3 +3.0 Merav opt. 1
460.0 270.4 +2.0 Specialized Financial
662.0 85.3 +14.0 Institutions
315.0 55.0 O.C. Shilton r
155.0 97.6 +2.0 Shilton b
385.5 16.0 +U) Shilton opt. "A"
139.0 51.7 +.5 Shilton opt. "B"
670.0 5.0 +1.0 Shilton 38% deb. 1
663.0 1.2 +1.0 Shilton 18% deb 2
178.0 10.0 n.c. Otz&r La'taaziya r— — — Otzar La'tassiya b

.

538.0 2.0 +3.0
532.0 3,005.3 +1.0
534.0 642.0 +3.0

- 527.0 80.2 +1.0
1052.0 8.0

62L0 3BA +1.0
492.0 24.*

279.0 119.8 +4.0
540.0

233.0 15.0 +1.0

mo 65.2 +.5— — —
456.0 261.7 +1.0

155.0 178.9 B.C.

434JO 3327.2 JL.C.

967.0 32.5 n.c.

545.0 ' 730.9 n.c.

246.0 1,025.5 n.c.

297J> 160.7 n-c-

1
253.0 847.7 n-c.

,362.0 96.0 n.c.

,337.0 126.0dX n.c.
!4O0-0_

. 15,0 +2.0

1174.8
-

125.8 n.c.

'501.#=- -136* U.C.

337.0 216.7 m-c:
. -. 840.0 18.4 n-c.

630.0 10.3 —3.0
1*0.0 67.6 +1.0

107.0 53.0 n.c.
*220.0 TS.Odx —7.0
280.0 s.o.dx —15.0
77.0 • 28-0 rue.

67-5 41.0 —.6

302.0 —
193J) 70.8 n.c.

199.0 8.5 —1.0
192Si 33.0 —1.3
90.0 . 2.0 n.c.

f

119.0 — —
r n.f * — —

.

268.0 163.8' +1.0
285.0 8.0 +1.0

Ampal
Agriculture “A"

- Ind- Dev. pref.

Insurance Companies
Aryeh
Aryeh opt.

Hassneh r
Hassneh b
Hassneh opt.

. Phoenix 1

Phoenix 3
Yardenia 1

- Yardenia B
Sahar r
S&har

b

Sahar opt.

Sahar 18% deb.
Securitas
Securitas 30% dlv. 78
Securitas opt.

Zur r

.

Zur b
Commercial Services

ft Utilities

Motor House
Delek r

Delek b
Delek opt. 1
Delek 20% deb. 2
Cold Storage 1
Cold Storage 10
Cold Stonge opt. “A”
Cold Storage 20% deb. 2
Israel Electric

' “

Lighterage , * ”, j. ..

Lighterage 5
Lighterage opt. 2
Lighterage deb.
Rapac 1
Rapac_3_
Land, Buildtog.
Development ft Citrus

Azarina
Axorlm opt. ''A"
Azarim 20% deb. 1
Africa-Iarael 2

Afirica-Zsrael 20
LL.DAX r
IXJXC. b
LL.D.C. opt “A"
I-LJD.C. opt- "B"
I.LJD.C. 20% deb. 3
t r. n r. 20% dab. 4
SoleJBoneh b

OmIdk
price

Volume Chun
DU1.MU

298.0 3.0 n.c.

194.0 1.0 —.6
355.0 *7.3 n.c.

352.0 48.3 n.c.

345.0 137.7 n.e.

343.0 183.7 n.c.
321.0 13.8 +1.0
181.0 40.0 +1.5

93.0 20.0 —1.0
99.0 42.3 +1.5
60.0 33.0 +2.0
70.0 64.3 +2J
69.0 30.0 —1.0

74.0 40.0 —3.5
845.0 49.8 TUC.

345.0 7.0 n.c.

399.0 — —6.0
117.0 43.0 n.c.

139.0 14.6 +2.0

512.0 59.3d n.c.

339,0 5.4 rue.

213.0 196.4 —13.0
21.7,0 100.2 —13.0
120.0 72.3 —3.0
330.0 45.0 —7.0
270.0 15.7 n.c.

180.0 78.0 —10.0 .

155.3 60.1 —7.3
270.0 29.2 —6.0
281.0 24.6 n.c.

67,0 78.0 —l.o'
63.0 33.0 n.c.

333.0 133.6 —16.0
323.0

118.0

220.0

247.0

880.0

231.0

275.0

645.0

245.0

950.0

380.0

295.0

180.0

295.0

070.0

409.0

200.0
123.3

439.0

418.0

353.0

480.0

184.0

1700.0
1100.0

189.0

194.0

307.0

160.0

129.0

130.5

1880.0

32.2
72.3

28.4

8.9

353.8

9.0

10.0

18.3

32. B

30.0

—17.0
—12.0
—20.0

n.c.

—12.0

n.c.

—33.0
n.c.

n.c.
—5.0

- 5D.r- • nfc.

37.* • +3.0
1.1.3
31.3

82.8
220.0

8.0

3.0

—3L0
+3.0
—6.0

me.—3.0

n.c.

53.4

89.8
48.6

50.0
313.1

13.4

18.0

94.3

37.3

109.0

20J

+8.0
n.o.

n-c.

+10.0
—0.0—11.0

—18.0
—4.3
+1.0
—3.0
—95.0

Prop, ft Bldg.
Prop, ft Bldg. opt. “A''
Prop, ft Bldg. 15% deb. 4
Prop, ft Bldg. 18% deb. 6
Bayaide 1
Bayside 3

Ispro
Isras
Mehadrin
I.C.P.
Neot Aviv
Pri Or
Rassco pref.

Rassco
Oil Exploration
Oil Explo. Paz
Industrial
Urdan 1

Urdan
3 _

Urdan opt.

ElMi 1
Elblt 3

Alliance

.

Elco 1

Elco 2.5 r
Elco 2.5 b
Elco opt. “A"
Elco 20% deb. l

Electro 1
Electro 5

Electro opt. 2 .

Electra 16% deb.

Electra 18% deb. 2
Elron l

Elron 2
Elron opt. "A”
Arg&man pref. r

Argaman pref. b
Argaman r
Argaman b
AU “B"
Atl "C”
Ata opt. "A"
Ata opt. 3

Ata 20% deb. 2
Dubekr
Dubek b
Fertilizers

Cables r
Cables b
Haifa Cbem.
'Haifa Cbem; opt. 2
.Haifa Ghent. 20% deb. 1

Teva r

Tevab
Teva opt.
Teva deb.
Lodzia 1
Lodzia 4
Molett
MoDer
Phoenicia 1

Dead Sea
Am-Isr. Paper
Am-Isr. opt. "A''
Am-Isr. 20% deb. 1

Assit
Asa is 20% deb. 1

Petrochem.
Petrochem. opt. "A"
Petrochem. 20% deb. 1

Nechuahlan r.

dosing
price

404.0

331.0

386.0-

298.0

290.0

300.0

278.0

842.0

1020.0

163810
6*3.0

1009.0
-286.0

286.0

133.0

408.0

448.0

239.0

411.0

426.0

1237.0

477.0

276.0

280.0

115.5

90.0

623.0

352.0

393.0

323.0

190.0

700.0

475.0

157.0

530.0

538.0

523.0

492.0

157.0

98.0

42.0

66.3

78.5

348.0

348.0

248.0

186.5
'

Vnlumr Chang*
O.IJM

433.8

31.5

115.0

150.2

100.0
3.0

43.1

190.0

3.0

Rim 4 390.0 10.0 n.c.
Shemen b 760.0 14.8 n-C-
Tael r 261.0 05,8 —1.0
TaaJ b 262.0 15.0 n.c.
Frutaroni
Invmtment ft Holding
Companies

167.5 842.9 —2.5

Elgar r 821.0 3.9d —30.0
Elgar b 808.0 2.fld n.c.
EUem r . 838.0 2.8 n.c.
Ellern b 340.0 2.8 n.c.
Amlsaar 1 224.0 27.8 —10.0
Amlasar opt. 167.0 58.1 —6.0
Central Trade 1383.0 7.6 n.c.

Inv. of Paz r 412.0 40.1 Q.C.

Inv. of Paz b 396.0 15.0 —15.0

Wclteon i 921 .0 1.0 n.c.
Wolfson 10 r 363.0 29.2 —6.0
Waltson 10 b 370.0 32.0 —7.0
Ampa 560.0 15.0 —5.0 .

Disc. Inv. r 298.0 222.9 +2.0
Disc. Inv. b 298.0 48.3 +3.0
Disc. Inv. opt. “A" 376.0 83.7 +6.0
Disc. Inv. opt. "B” 143.0 162.5 +2.0
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72 305.0 1.0 n.c.

Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130 203.0 31.7 +5.0
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 135 110.5 162.0 +1.5
Hap'lm Inv. r 34E.0 44.8 +1.0
Hap'lm Inv. b 358.0 7.0 +1.0
Hap'lm Inv. opt. l 239.0 4.0 +2.0

j
8-8% Defence loan

1

70 (Ayin)
73 (Ayin Heh)
81 iPeh Aleph)
90 ('I^adil

4% Gov't development
Croup 1. Yield:

Price Change

+5.

+3,

+5
+3,

3001
3007

3010

3013

3020

3025

Group 3. Yield:

Group S. Yield:

31.3

2.6
52.0

19.0

n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

—3.0
n.c.
—4.0
+2.0

rue.
—10.0
+ 12.0
—1.0
—1.0
—12.0

175.6 +1.0

40.2

42.3

59.4

23.1

.6

1.0

167.0

141.0

151.7

113.0

3.8

89.2

12.4

14.0

21.3

7.6

24.6

13.6

2.3

7.8

1.7

56.6

40.9

258.2

91.6
87.3

90.0

22.Sd
30.Od

8.2

12.2

28.5

—1.0
n.c.
—5.0
—14.0
—2.0
n.c.

—4.0
—4.0
—5.0
—8.0
—2.0

n.c.
—10.0

—3.0
n.c.
—2.0

n-c.

—5.0
n.c.

—10.0
—10.0

—10.0
—43.0
—3.0
+ .5

—1.5
-1.0
—3.0
+9.0
+9.0
+3.0
+4.5

+2.5

Hap'lm Inv. 10% deb 1
Leumi Inv.

Jordan Explo.
Jordan Explo. opt.
Jordan Explo. opt 2
Jordon Explo. opt. 3
Mizrahi Inv, r

Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48
Hassuta
Hassuta opt. *'A"
Hassuta 20% deb. l

Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
FCoor Ind.
Clal Rl. Est.
Clal RI. Est. opt. "A"
Clal Rl. Est. opt. "B”
Clal Rl. Est. 20% deb 1

dal
Clal Ind.

Clal Ind. s.c. opt.
Clal Ind. opt. cert.

Clal Ind. 20% deb. 5

Landeco
Oz Inv.

Ok Inv. 10% deb.
Pama Inv.
Ptryon Inv.
Piryon Inv. opt. 2
Shares Traded In
Foreign Currency

Adanim
Agricultural pref. "C"
Ind. Dev. pref. “B"
Tnd. Dev. pref. “C”
Ind. Dev.
Ind. Dev.
Ind. Dev.
Gazit
Tourist Ind.

Unlco "A’-r
Unlco "A'
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapldot r
Lapidot b

Group 7. Yield;
3027
3032

Defence loan 69.

9 iTet)

44 (Mem Daletl

4% Gov’t (M% C-o*L)

Group 22. Yield:
8101

8103

Group 24. Yield:
3110
3115
4%' Gov't (80% C-o-L)

Group 42. Yield:
3201

3206

Group 44. Yield:
3210

3213

8% Gov’t (80% C-O-L)
Group 52. Yield:

1075.0

1020.0

1000.0

.920.0

—1.27
861.0

795.4
—1.21

760.3

687.2
—1.24

803.2

588.7

—L38
579.3

326.8

+7.

+7,

+2,

+2,

—2.6
—2.6

626.5 —8.0

Q-00

440.6

388.0

+0.14
358.8
347.1

+0JS2 -

283.3

268.6

+0.28
280.8

247.0

+0.69

me
me

n.c,

n.c.

me,
me

— l..

+1.

— — — 3501 250.8 +1.1
— — ' — 3304 220 JZ. +6.0
— — — 7% Gov't (89% C-o-L)— — — Group 62. Yield: +0.68
— — — 3522 - 214.2 +2.9— — — 3526 199.1 +2.8
293.0 — — Group 66. Yield: +0.80
503.0 42.2 +10.0 3534 1B8.6 +1.5
420.0 53.5 — 3541

'
159.5

..
+1-5

169.5 88.0 —2.5 Group 68. Yield

:

+0.82
870.0 5.0 +10.0 3546 147.9 . +1.2
852.0 4.0 —18.0 3551 3.40.1 +1.2
2606.0 45.7 —40.0 Group 70. Yield: +0.80

' '

220.0 310.3 +1.0 3554 129.3 +1.5
346.0 51.3 —5.0 3557 123.5 +1.4
108.5 402.4 —2.0 Gov't double-option linked
199.0 83.2 —10.0 2001 - 200.3 n.c.
620.0 201.8 n.c. 2015 176.3 +0.4
531.0 113.7 +7.0 2033 130.0 —1.8
1126.0 73.9 —54.0 Dollar denominated bonds
558.0 63.2 O.C. Hollis 15 99.0 —0.2
883.0 115.4 —7.0 Hollis 20 94.6 —L.3

216.0 222.6 —ao 7% Gen'l Mtg. 43 92.5 rue.
271.0 143.3 —17.0 7% Tefahot 10 99.7 rue.
250.0 10.0 —10.0 7% Clal Investment 2 99.2 cue.
228.0 143.5s +4.0 7% Unfco 96.6 n.c.
313.0 660.8 —6.0 6.5% Wolfson 88.0 n.c.
71.5 137.7 n.c. S. Fr. denominated bonds

6% Bank Yaad 38 108.5 +0.5
5.5% Mimunire 5 108-8 +0.2

575.0 — — 5% Menlv 8 108.5 +0.5
425.0 10.5 —2.0 Bonds 160% linked to
1470.0 — — foreign currency
1010.0 — — 5.5% Gov't 6026 128.0 n.c.

CC" 606.0 u. — 6% ter. Electric Corp. B 815.0 n.c.

CCl" 606.0 .1 n.c. 5% Dead Sea Works 1850.0 n.c.

D" 693.0 — — Bonds 1 J*% linked to
111.0 — +1.0 foreign currency

.
481.0 — _ 6003 151.0 rue.

r 220.0 '4.1 —4.0
b 220.0 5.3 —8.0

605.0

(The yield reflects the difference between the 1

“iheereilcsl" value of bond* — based on the date 1

10.4 —7.0 of issue and current C-o-L Indexes plus ae- 1

1259.0

Most active shares

cumulated Interest — and the sctusl market
price . It Is based on the assumption that futureC
o-JL index increases will be zero. A negative yield
indicates bonds sold at a premium, z positive

figure bonds sold at a discounit
(These prices are unofficial)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - Sept. 5

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
866.12 down 6.48

Volume: 41,770,000

Block Closing Ouusge
price

Allied Chemical 86% — 76

ASA 27* —Vi
•Amer. ter. Paper Milli —%
Avco 24% —14
Boeing «* +14
Burroughs 72% +*
Branlff 11% -%
Bell ft Howell 31)4 —%
Bally 38* —%
Bausch ft Lomb —

H

Control Data 44$i
Curtis Wright 16% — >4

Dow Chemical 29% —

%

Eastman Kodak 53% —

%

*Etx Lavud 7% +%
Ford 43V& —%
General Dynamics 40tj) —74
Gulf ft Western 16)4 —‘4
Holiday Inna 21 —
Houston Oil 20Sh —Vi
Honeywell Inc 76Vfe — *4

Hilton 303i —%
IBM 68 —M
Lockheed 26% —

%

Litton . 34% —IK
LTV 9V4 me.
McDonnell Douglas 26K —%
Merrill Lynch 19K —

K

MOM 19*4 -K
Motorola 48 — Vi

NCR 75« +1)4
Nstonas 52 —1%
National Semiconductor 27ft —94
Occidental Petroleum 23*4 — 9i -

Penn Central 17?4 — 14

Pan American 6% — %
Polaroid 2896 —

%

RCA 25)4 —K
Revlon 50)4 n.c.

Raytheon 06K + V4

Sears 19)4 —%
Sperry Rand 00K —%
•Syntex *0)i +)4
American Tel & Tel 06)4 n.c.

Telex 5 n.c.

Teledyne 147 +94
Tyco Lab. 22% -1%
United Airlines 26% + »4

United Carbide 42% —%
UV Ind. 28 n.c.

Western Union 20)4 —94
Wealinghouse 20% —94
U.S. Steel 22% n.c.

Xerox 6494 —X
Zenith 13% —94
Exxon 5494 — )4

Elcint 7% • 7%

'(Uated m the American Stack Exchange)
(These stock prices are unofficial)

• bid ashed-pHee for (over the counter stack)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANKIK
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.-12.30 p.m. - 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

158.0 36.0 —2.0 Leumi 437 . 1146,610 n.c.

93:3 .• 31.5 •!r4-3 Hapoallm • - 532 • IL5.6IT ' • +1 -

83.5 33.4 -/ftp - IDB 516, HJ.16S . +1
583.0 23.2 —12.0 Volume* 5.9.79 4.9.79

849.0 2.0 n.c. Shores traded: IL87.Bm. ZLlSS.7m.
319.0 3.9 —1.0 Convertibles: ZLS.Sm. ZL9.5m.
94.0 66.0 n.c. Bonds lLd.73.8m. HJ.85.8m.

780.0 — n.c. General Share Index down 0.09% to 134.70
327.0 75.5 n.c.

195.0 20.5 -2.0
AbhreriuUon*:

730.0 3.7 +13.0 S .o . — sellers only
409.0 4.0 -26.0 b.o. — buyers only

553.0

800.0

332.0

240.0

595.0

285.0

148.0

113.0

97.0

896.0

36.7

148.9

UO.l
134.3

59.8

13.8

121.6

122.0

49.5

5.5

n.c.

n.c.

me.
n.c.

+6.0
n.c.

+3.0
+ .5

+ .5

—3.0

d -

b
pref.

opL.
conv.

without dividend
without coupon
without bonus
without rights

no change
registered »

bearer
preferred
option
convertible
subordinated capita) notes

These stock prices are unofficial.

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange

rates— Sept 5

Currency
L’.S. dollar 27.8404

British sterling 61.3665

German mark 15.0201

French franc 6.4406

Dutch guilder 13.6873

Swiss franc 16.5349

Swedish krone 6.4888

Norwegian krone 5.4577

Danish krone 5.2062

Finnish mark 7.1184

Canadian dollar 23.3924

Australian -dollar 303263

South African rand 32.7673

Belgian franc (101 9.3664

Austrian schilling (10) 20.5238

Italian lire 11,000) 38.5403

Japanese yen (100) . 12:3586

Jordanian dinar . . 90.22 .

Lebanese lira 8.38

NEW YORK (AP). — Gold prices
are soaring again, and while experts
wont speculate how long the boom
will last, they do say the force that
eventually will topple it could be one
of the factors that is pushing prices

up — the troubled U.S. economy.

Since the beginning of the year the

price of an ounce of gold has risen
almost $100 UJ8. — $40 of that In the
four-week rush that began August 6.

On Tuesday, gold closed in Zurich at

a record $325,625 a troy ounce, up
$2.75' from Monday’s level.

Little more than a decade ago, in

1967, gold sold for about $35 an
ounce. It has been rising steadily for

the. past several years, and stood at
$225.20 in London at the beginning of

How U.S. economy may affect

the price of gold — either way
this year.
Americans feel the rising price of

gold most directly when they
purchase gold jewelry or go to the
dentist for a gold filling. But gold is

also used In a wide variety of in-

dustrial applications. Higher prices
in those areas will eventually make
their way to the consumer level.

Analysts said Tuesday that
political and economic uncertainty
|were the factors behind the yellow
metal's surge. Gold traditionally is

London commodities

rrm •‘irnu/ winr* pn
AMERICAN ISRAEL BANK LTD.^

FOREIGN CURRENCY
8.9.78

Yesterday's foreign exchange

rates against the lame! pound,

for UJL dollar transactions under $3869,

and transactions In other currencies

under the equivalent of 8569.

Selling
“

t

u.s.s
DM
Swiss Fr.
Sterling

FrenchFr.
Dutch FI.

Austrian Sell.

Swedish Kr.
Danish Kr. .

Norwegian Kr. :

Finnish M.
Canadian?
Rand
Australian $

.

.

Belgian Fr. (10)

Yen (100)

Italian Lire ( HMD)

27.4350

15.0700

16JF21
61.5490

8.463*

13.7354
'2.0808

8.5081

5.2250

-4k*a8

28.4748

32-8973

30.9329

SHU
12.4018

83.6554

INTERBANK LONDON
SPOT RATES: -

UA-8
SwissFr.
Belgium Fr.

Swedish Kr;.

French Fr.
Danish Kr. .

Dutch Ff.

Italian Lire

Norwegian
Yen

.23432/37
1 .6830/40

29J9/7T
42350/60
4-2*35/65

5.2500/15

I.W70/7S
1:8200/10

SIS .09/30

5.0070/80 -

223.17/27

27,

14,9858

16.4772

62.1228

6.4166

13A402
2.0488

0.4083

5.3888

5.440ft

7.0788

28.3122

32.6605

'80.7187

9.3306
32.8308

33.4223

peri
perl
P«l
perl
per*
Per*
per*
per*
per*
per*
perf

Gold price; S32SXOJ33QM' ...

FORWARD RATES:
1W*S- -

£ x J ,
7371 .1a L333WM*

PM | ' I.MWUBT -OlTKS/SM
3wFV 4,ea96'419: ‘ LS02/1I*'

MMS/354
l,7t7W7**
3JtW/i0B.

2

COCOA — Although cocoa has held
above the July low at £1:425, it is the

. weakest commodity at present. Only
a move above resistance evident at
£1,525 and £1,550 could neutralize
the continuing downside risk.

COFFEE — Coffee is now con-
solidating last month's gains In- a
narrow range centred on £1,850 and
a move above £1,875 would Indicate

a test of the next area of resistance

at £1,925, at least.

SUGAR — Sugar has finally broken
through the resistance at £122.50 and
the rising relative strength line

suggests that this is- no mere
technical rally. The pattern
resembles a developing base forma-
tion which should support a further
advance.

WOOL — Wool has eased below the
. initial support at 422 cents, however,
more substantial support evident

between 415 cents and 400 cents
should contain the downward risk.

SOYABEAN MEAL— Although sup-

port from the recent lows at £117.50

and £115 should contain the down-
side -risk, the. pattern does not in-

dicate any upside potential at this

time.. t .

RUBBER ~ Although there is little

downside momentum at present,
rubber prices remain depressed and

a rally back Into the resistance cen-

tred on 65p is necessary, to neutralize,

the risk of further easing.

MINOR METALS —
. Cadmium,

palladium and wolfram are all rally-

ing from support levels and can ex-

tend these gains while antimony
could, confirm higher objectives on a

• move above $3150. •

PLATINUM — There is no sign that
platinum's rally is over, but this

pattern is not sufficiently strong to

support a move above the previous
highs at this time.

SILVER — Silver's strong upward
move is beginning to accelerate and
this will inevitably lead to a period of
profit-taking in the next few days.
However, indications are that prices
will move higher still over the in-

termediate term.

COPPER — The metal has the
strongest pattern among base
metals and gains have been con-
solidated throughout this rise. The
larger of these consolidation
patterns centred on £895 can support
a move to £990, at least

TIN — Tin is breaking up out of a
small base formation and this
pattern can support a test of the
more substantial overhead supply
evident above £7000.

ZINC — Zinc has bottomed out near
£300, just as it did in 1975 and 1978,

and there is little overhead supply
evident to impede a further
recovery.

ALUMINIUM — The metal con-
tinues to consolidate earlier gains in.

a range between £686 and £710. This
pattern should support a further up-
ward move before long.

NICKEL — Although nickel has
lagged behind the recovery in’Other

metals, the pattern reveals a
developing base formation which
should eventually support a
recovery move.

The weekly technical report is
brought courtesy of Commodity
Analysis Ltd., Israel office, 32 Rehov
Ben-Yehuda, Tel Aviv, Tel. £90878.

considered a safe haven for in-

vestors when the currencies they in-

vest in — especially the dollar — are
being buffeted.
“One could think of the gold price

as being a barometer, an Index, of

worldwide anxieties about politics

and the economy." said Jeffrey
Nichols, an analyst at Argus
Research Corp. "There's a good deal
of anxiety in the marketplace."
The anxiety centres on worries

about recession in the U.S. and infla-

tion there and abroad, caused to a
large measure by this year's steep
rise in oil prices. Gold prices are also
being bolstered by massive
purchases of the metal by nations
with large amounts of money to in-

vest. These include members of the
Organization of Petroleum Expor-
ting Countries, who have lots of cash
because of rising oil prices.
"I think they're buying gold for the

simple desire to make money," said

James Sinclair, a New York invest-
ment adviser. “Making money Is

their hobby."
But the advantages gold gains

from U.S. economic woes could be
short-lived, according to Nichols. As
the nation's economy slows down, so
will inflation, he said. When Inflation

begins to moderate, interest in the
dollar will build again, and investors
will start switching their holdings
from gold into the U.S. currency.
Nichols said the slowing of the in

flationary spiral “will be perceived
as good — but bad for the gold
market.”
As to when that will happen and

gold prices will begin to fall, though.
Nichols is loathe to guess.
"I've been saying for six months

that it was about over and I've been
wrong every time," he said.

"We remain confident the price
will go up substantially in the next
few months. There remains a
tremendous buildup in demand,” a
London dealer said. “Many experts
think the price is already too high,

but the buyers are taking no notice of
such views," he added.
A London mining expert said he

suspects "the price will hit $390
within a couple of months, if not
before." Dealers expect immediate
heavy demand from the industrial
and jewehpy sectors.
The West German Dresdner

Bank's recent purchase for $217m. of
96 per cent of the gold offered at the
last U.S. Treasury auction spurred
recent demand for the metal.
The Dresdner Bank has In the past

acted on behalf of various Middle
Blast interests, and the market drew
the Inference that OPEC countries,

their reserves boosted by rising oil

prices, had decided to make Inroads
into the gold market.

LONDON (AP). — Gold bullion
rocketed to glittering new peaks on
European markets yesterday while
the U.S. dollar see-sawed indecisive-
ly-

The gold price closed at Zurich at
$329,875 a troy ounce, against
Tuesday's $319,625, which was the
previous record closing high.

In London, gold ended the day at
$327,875, as profit-taking set In.

Tuesday's $319,125 closing price was
the previous record London figure.
The new Zurich and London

records were more than a hundred
dollars above prices In January.
Dealers in Zurich said gold was be-

ing helped by a boost in the price of
silver, which was being quoted at
around $11.40 an ounce, about 40 U.S.
cents up on the previous European
close.

In Tokyo, where the business day

.

ends before Europe's begins,
meanwhile, the dollar continued to

advance against the Japanese yen,

.

closing at 221,725. yen against
Tuesday's 221.875.

The British pound eased slightly in
London to a late rate of $2.2429. com-
pared to $2.2503 the day before.
Late dollar rates in European cen-

tres, with Tuesday’s figures in..

brackets:
Frankfurt, 1.8203 West German

marks (1.8238) ; Zurich, Z.6531 Swiss
francs (1.65475)

;

Paris 4.2465 French
francs (4.25075); Amsterdam, 1.9995
guilders (2.0023): Milan, S15.05 lire

(817.125).

INVESTMENT activity in index-
linked bonds has been hampered by
continuous rumours about the
government’s intention to change
the terms of index-linked bonds. In
spite of this the 80 per cent index-
linked bonds are running at a
monthly yield in excess of six per
cent

FUND RATES

Building and Sale of Stage A
Prestige Cottage Neighbourhood

NEVE ME1R, HERZLIYA
between Rehov Asher Barash and Rehov Schneur Zalman

' High standard construction

THREE-LEVEL COTTAGES
5 and 6rooms

walk-in cupboards, triple conveniences, basement with games
room and shelter, surrounding development upon completion of

construction.

Contractor: ROCHWERGER-ROTMANTSH Building and
Investment Co. Ltd.,

Construction: Ch, ROCHWERGER, Building and Investment

. Co. Ltd. 62 Rehov Sokolow, Herzliya, Tel. 981460

Office hours: Sunday — Friday, 9 a.m. — i p.m.

Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, also 4-7 p.m.

A few 4-room flats are still available In a 6-storey building at 40

j

Rehov Josephthal, Bat Yam. Occupancy within 2 — 3 months.
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Summit solutions
AS EXPECTED, Premier Begin and President Sadat hit it off

nicely in Haifa yesterday, reaching agreement on a number of

important issues, thus helping to “keep up the momentum.” At
the same time, also as expected, they failed to reach accord on
some significant matters,
A settlement of the oil dispute between Israel and Egypt was

clearly in the offing even before Mr. Sadat's yacht sailed into

Haifa port. It was patently in the works already when Energy
Minister Mod&’i, fresh from a visit with his Egyptian opposite
number, Oil Minister Hillal, was openly advising the Govern-
ment that It should delay Israel's withdrawal from the Alma
field unless it got its way on oU.
What Israel was asking for was 2 million tons annually, or the

entire current output of the fields. Egypt, which is planning to

reduce output, countered by offering to sell Israel only 1.6m.
tons. The half million ton gap has now been closed by President
Sad&t. His decision may be a minor contribution to fulfilling

Israel's energy needs, but its psychological impact is apt to be
considerable.
For his part, Mr. Begin agreed to return Mt. Sinai, and the

Santa Katarina monastery, to-Egypt before the November 25
date stipulated at Gamp David. This should enable Mr. Sadat to
celebrate the second anniversary of his journey to Jerusalem
atop the mountain, as he has been hoping.

In return President Sadat approved the Israeli request for ad-
vancing the date of the complete openingup of the frontier. This'

should allow Israelis to make early visits to areas ceded back to

Egypt.
Another matter that was easily resolved— “within five to ten

minutes,” according to Mr. Sadat — was the issue of the dis-

appearing UNEF, a victim of the threatened Soviet veto.

Without freeing the U.S. of its obligation to find a substitute in

an alternative multinational force, the two leaders decided to

take matters, for the time being, into their oym hands.
In other words, supervision in Sinai will be handled not by

UNTSO but by Israel and Egypt, working jointly. This is In fact
the solution (which might prove beneficial in the long term as
well) that was urged on both Mr. Begin and Mr. Sadat when the
matter first arose, although it isnot yet clearhow this will work.
On the other hand little progress seems to have been made on

the autonomy. Thus Mr. Begin and Mr. Sadat agree to disagree
on the participation of East Jerusalem Arabs in the elections : to

the Egyptian President it 1b obvious that East Jerusalem is in-

cluded in the West Bank, to the Israeli Premier It is just as ob-
vious that it is part of united Jerusalem and thus of Israel itself.

Agreeing to disagree is a useful formula— up to apoint. That
point arises when decisions must be taken. And decisions on bow
to translate the Camp David “framework" into a full-bodied

autonomy will have to be taken very soon.

This is because, even without any formal linkage, the fate of
the autonomy. Mr. Begin’s own invention, will have a direct
bearing on the future of the peace between Egypt and Israel.

And on whether more Arab states do or do hot join the peace
process — so that the Washington treaty may be transformed
into the comprehensive peace settlement to which the leaden of

both Egypt and Israel paid such handsome'tribute yesterday.
If the idea -of - the- autonomy- is suhk not because -of PLO

sabotage but due to differences between Egypt and Israel —
then the great achievements of the past two years, manifested
In the open camaraderie between “my friend Prime Minister
Begin” and “my good friend President Sadat” may yet be en-
dangered. .

.and confusions
ONE MAN in this country who is very much concerned with the

fate of the autonomy Is without a doubt Foreign Minister Dayan.
Mr. Dayan resumed his activity in the ministerial committee

on the autonomy last week, and immediately started a round of

meetings with local Palestinian leaders— this, with the avowed
aim of finding out what they think of the subject. Having first

visited Dr. Haidar Abdel-Shafi tn Gaza he went on, undeterred

by the storm of criticism it raised, to confer with Dr. Ahmed
Hamza Natshe in Hebron.
These two Arab physicians were recommended to Mr. Dayan

by the Military Government to head the list (which has now ap-

parently been closed, at least for a while) not because of the

Foreign Minister's partiality for the medical profession. Their

credentials as spokesmen for Palestinian public opinion must
have been their close association with the PLO.
Mr. Dayan claims he did not know that Dr. Natshe Is a

member (though only formally) of the PLO's Palestine National

Council; which is rather odd. Perhaps he didnot know, too, that

the good doctor is also a leading West Bank communist.
But he surely must have known that both Dr. Natshe and Dr.

Abdul-Shafi are not merely PLO sympathizers but PLO ac-

tivists — and that they wen-deemed by the authorities worthy
of deportation (Dr. Abdul-Shafi twice) for their terrorist con-
nection, before they were finally allowed back.

All this may not be reason enough to ignore them in seeking to

enlist local Palestinian support for the autonomy, or at least to

discover whether such support might be forthcoming. But would
it not be more logical to draw out— and backup— those leaders

of Palestinian opinion, and there are such, who hate the PLO's
guts but lack the guts themselves to stand up to it?

And if it is argued that these do not really matter, can the
Americans be faulted for wondering why they should not be
allowed on their own to sound the FLO out about its possible
readiness to join the peace process, and never mind their 1976

pledge to Israel?
After all, the only reason Dr. Natshe and Dr. Abdul-Shafi are

not actual PLO operatives (unlike Mr. Terzi, the PLO’s man at

the UN) is because they would not, if they were, be here, or in

any case not in freedom.
Perhaps, unknown to the Government itself, its policy on the

Palestinians, and the PLO, Is undergoing a slow change.
True, Mr. Begin refused this week even to hear & report by a

Rumanian envoy of President Oeaucescu's meeting with Yasser
Arafat. But yesterday, at his Joint press conference with Presi-
dent Sadat, he spoke for the first time (even if unawares) in

terms that recalled the Yariv-Shemtov PLO formula. This may
conceivably have been due to Mr. Dayan.

It is arguable that this represents an inevitable change in the
right direction, and that the alternative is a dead-end. But in the
meantime there Is much confusion.

The second in a series of articles examining

the current state of Project Renewal
DryBones

Promises, promises SoCDMDK),

POSTSCRIPTS

AN INTERNATIONAL team of

physicists has found “strong"
evidence of a new particle, the gluon,

that holds together the centres of

atoms like glue. AP reports.
Scientists at a physics symposium

at the Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois,

presented the first direct evidence

for the elusive gluon particle, which
was first predicted by theory about a
decade ago.
. Dr. Leon Lederman, director of

the laboratory, said the finding gives
key support to the current theory of

the internal structure of neutrons,

protonsand other bits ofmatter once
,

thought to be indivisible.
• "Physicists are ecstatic,” Leder-
man said. "We’re beginning' to un-

derstand how it's all put together.”
• The experiments that uncovered

the gluon were conducted this

summer by more than 300 physicists

from Israel, Germany, Japan, the

U.S., England, Norway, France and.

China. They were working at a new
nuclear- accelerator In Hamburg.

THE HISTADRUT recently organiz-
ed short seminars In India and Sri
Lanka despite the absence of
diplomatic relations with the two
Asian countries.

'

Some 80 people attended the two-
week seminars there, and another In
Singapore, on ways to organize
teenage workers and how to -deal
with youngsters who do not work or
study.
The courses were conducted by

Avl Ofek who heads Hanoar Haoved
Vehalomed's department for
vocational schools.

“PROJECT RENEWAL. Is on the

verge of total failure. It Is being
choked to death by bureaucracy.
Unless the present decision-making
structure la dismantled and.replaced
by something workable, the project
will collapse, causing incalculable
harm to the country."

So says Artsl Wein, director-
general of the. Ezra Ubizaron hous-

ing company owned by the Tel Aviv
municipality, who has been charged
with running the project in several
Tel Aviv neighbourhoods including
the notorious Hatikva Quarter.
Hatikva has become almost a

‘model” distressed neighbourhood.
According to Wein, coach-loads of
fundraisers are constantly touring
the area,' poking their noses into
residents* houses, making them feel

"as if they were animats in a zoo.”
Under the Project Renewal

system of pairing neighbourhoods
with diaspora communities, Hatikva
was twinned with New York, in-

dicating its symbolic importance for

Project Renewal.
With a population of 20,000 squeez-

ed into its crowded alleys, Hatikva
displays all the symptoms of
"distress” Israeli style: a high
crime rate, drugs, pom: housing con-
ditions, a low educational standard,
a lack of welfare and youth facilities,

dirt, decay and squalor.
But, according to Wein, when the

project was launched, exact infor-

mation on the' neighbourhood was
almost non-existent. His first act,

therefore, was to appoint a research
team under Dr. Avl Degani of Tel
Aviv University's geography depart-
ment to study the neighbourhood.

Degani's report Is to be published
in October, after which the detailed
plan for the neighbourhood’s
renewal will be formulated. In the
meantime, a number of preliminary
projects have been initiated.

"It was Important to show the
residents some results," says Wein.
"Rich Americans have been visiting

all the time and they and the
residents expect action.”

PROJECT RENEWAL
—boon or bust?
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By ALAN ELSNER

BUT THESE projects have all been
frustrated by what Wein calls “a
bureaucratic monster which would
make Kafka sit up and take notice.”
He explains that he was Instructed

to set up a local steering committee
to include representatives of all the
ministries and municipal
departments involved plus some

local residents. This committee Is

empowered to make recommen-
dationa to a higher committee In
Jerusalem, chaired by Professors
Shimshoni and Raphaell. .Decisions
taken at a local level may be re-
jected by this higher 1 committee,
even though all the relevant bodies
are represented at the local level.

But In fact, Wein says, the'higher
committee has made no decisions at
all. It has simply Ignored all the
recommendations sent to It by the
local steering committee.
At its last meeting, held on July 15,

the steering committee passed a
resolution condemning the inaction
of the higher committee.
"I’m totally stuck” says WeinT “I

can move neither forwards nor
backwards. The residents here and
the New York fundraisers are
becoming steadily more sceptical
and frustrated. We were better off

without Project Renewal. Before, we
were getting money from the
municipality. Now we’re not getting
anything.”

WEIN ALSO attacks the makeup of

the steering committee as“unwieldy
and Incapable of efficient action.”
The minutes of its last meetingshow

READERS' LETTERS

HOUSING AND THE JNF
To theEditorofThe JerusalemPost

Sir, — It la regrettable that Joan
Borsten began her series on housing
in Jerusalem with an unwarranted
attack on the Jewish National Fund
tor the rental of an apartment by its

subsidiary, Hemnutah Ltd. If the
story had been checked with us first,

we would have been able to correct
the many Inaccuracies that were
printed.
The rental of apartments, whether

to new immigrants or others, is not
one of the corporate purposes of
JNF. If, occasionally. JNF or one of
Its subsidiaries receives property,
then it mustmanage Itin accordance
with prevailing market conditions

and In conformity with regulations
and contractual provisions, using the
income received to do the work with
which it is charged, such as develop-
ing lands in the Negev, the Arava
and the Galilee. Indeed, wereJNF to

act differently, it would then be at
fault. _
Concerning the apartment”in ques-

tion, JNF devoted considerable time
and effort to accommodate Mr.
Bacharach in view of his self-dec-

lared status- as a new immigrant
from the United States, about to be
married. H, as it appears, he misled
us in regard to his marriage, this can
only cast doubt on other statements

he mode that were printed in your
article. .-Mr. Bacharacit_ had suf-
ficient means to offer- to purchase
the apartment from JNF and, in the
end, agreed rather to rent it for a
year. This rental was paid In ad-
vance at his own request instead -of

resorting to the more common
arrangement of linking monthly
payments to the dollar or to the cost-
of-Uying Index.

finally, it is noteworthy that the
rent charged for this apartment is

rather low within the context of the
present housing market.

M08HE COHEN
Spokesman’s Office

Jewish National Fund
Jerusalem.

Joan Borsten comments:
Perhaps it Is wrong to believe that

the JNF should set an example to
other landlords and not give its

blessing to their greedy demands.
But the more Jerusalem landlords
ask a year's rent In advance, link the
rent, and overcharge, the more
Israelis and olixh will not have
homes of their own and will leave the
city And the country. If the JNF is

selling the flat next year, why didn't
they sen it now to Bacharach? Why
didn’t they answer his letters? Why
all the bureaucracy?

ASBESTOS DANGER
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I recently returned to my
home after a visit to the United
States. While there, I saw several
news reports about a general recall
of hairdryers because the asbestos
used In the heating elements causes
cancer.

I am concerned about this news
since I and many other Israeli
housewives use asbestos shields as
an aid in slow cooking. Naturally, 1
am reluctant to use the shield after
learning that asbestos is a car-
cinogen.

Could you please enlighten me as
to the danger or lack of danger In
these shields?

Herzllya.
MARIANA HARARI

The Ministry of Health replies:
Cancer only threatens people who

spend long periods in asbestos dust,
such as workers in the asbestos in-

dustry. Asbestos Is not considered
carcinogenous when it is used in
finished products and in a manner
which does not involve Its disintegra-
tion.

BUS FARES
io theEditorofTheJerusalem Post
Sir. — The decision of the Ministry

of Transport to raise urban bus fares
to ILS.20 la being opposed by the bus
companies. The reason is that this
amount would result in loss of Hm*
to make change for passengers
would entail a loss of 1.8 million
working hours. Theysuggest that the
fare should be increased to IL3.50
By this same reasoning why don't

the bus companies agree to an even
IL3 fare, which would be even
easier?

WILLIAM BRAITBRMAN
Hadera.
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an attendance of29 persons. With Tel

Aviv Mayor Shlomo Lahat in the

chair, there also attended: represen-

tatives of the Ministries of Health,
Education, Housing, Social Affairs

and the Deputy Prime Minister's Of-

fice: three from the Jewish Agency;
two from Keren Hayesod; two from
the municipal education and welfare

.

departments and one from its health

department; the mayor's assistant;

a member of the Tel Aviv University
project; two from Ezra Ubizaron
and seven locals.

According to Avi Degani, the local

representation is also a myth. “What
you have there is lip service of the

worst kind. Nobody really studied
the situation to find out who the local

leaders were. They received an in-

struction to Include local people and
took the first ones who come to hand
— a self appointed group which does
not represent the neighbourhood.”
Degani sees local participation on

a much wider scale as a condition for
success. He recommends several
groups being set up to disAtaa
specific projects, teachers being in-

volved in school projects, mothers In

day-care projects and so on. "They
would have a consultative role of the
highest Importance,” he said.

In the meantime, Wein is trying to

go ahead with money provided by
the. Housing Ministry and
municipality, cutting out Project
Renewal completely. He urges a
massive devolution of authority with •

decision-making power being decen-
tralized to the municipal level with
the mayor — “the peoples' choice”
— holding the reins. “Otherwise, this
bureaucracy will strangle ns for

nvemoxf
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NEVE ISRAEL is a neighbourhood
In Herzllya. There, according to
Herzllya Mayor Yosef Nevo who
chairs the steering committee, the
project is relatively advanced.

'

A plan to rehabilitate the
neighbourhood,' financed by the
Housing Ministry and municipality,

got off the ground at the end of 1976.

predating Project Renewal. So when
ProjectRenewalwas announced and
Neve Israel twinned with Boston,
work was already under way. But
the last two years have seen, in
Nevo’s word, “almost no progress.”

The plan for the neighbourhood's
renewal waa approved by the higher
committee several months ago,
Nevo explains. But then it transpired

that the individual ministries in-

volved and the Jewish Agency all

wanted to approve the plan separate-
ly. “Until they do so. we will receive
no money. So far, we’ve been waiting
for months.” Nevo says.

The Housing Ministry did approve

a budget. On this basis, Nevo hired

contractors and started work. “Then
suddenly the .ministry cut the
budget. We are standing at the edge
ofa volcanohere. If we stop work, as

we are about to do through lack of

funds, this will cause great disap-

pointment and cynicism among the
residents," Nevo says.
Another problem is the effect of

this on the.Boston community. Nevo
himself launched last year's cam-
paign which raised $750,000 for Neve
Israel in its first five days. But none
of the money has reached the
neighbourhood, even though the
plans are ready and have been ap-
proved. “The money is all snarled up
in the bureaucracy,’? Nevo com-
plains.

One project was for a community
centre. Boston UJA leaders wanted
the cornerstone to be laid during the
Prime Minister’s Mission, so they
could point to at least one achieve-

ment. But Nevo refused on the baste

that the budget had not been ap-

proved. “I can't lay a cornerstone

and then not build for months on end.

What -would the residents think of

me?” he said.

IT TRANSPIRES that the communi-
ty centre has to be approved again

by the higher committee, even
though ibis same committee baa
already approved it once as a part of

the general plan -for the
neighbourhood. - -

Nevo, like Wein, calls far decen-
tralisation of power with more
authority coming down to the local
level. Alternatively, he would have
mayors sit on the higher committee
to give it a push, since they were
“elected by the residents, live with
them and are dependent on them.”

Degani also calls for a change In

the structure, giving more scope to

-professionals, in consultation with

the fundraisers and the residents.

"We have to finda structure that will

work Instead of a political com-
promise,” he said. “In renewal, it is

not enough to do one’s best. One
must also succeed.”

SCAPEGOAT
To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Post

TALKING TO THE PLO
Sir, —- AmbassadorAndrewYoung

is the fall gay for the CfcrteF Ad-
minlstratiOD’s deliberate shift to the
PLO. President Carter baa been
signalling this shift for the past two
years, a shift which has legitimized
the PLO — the modern Incarnation
of the Nazi spirit — thereby in-

creasing tension throughout the
world.
Andy Young was man enough to

tell the whole truth. Is Jimmy
Carter, who promised that he would
never lie, telling the whole truth?

‘

Is this another Watergate-type
cover-up? To quote Senator Howard

.

Baker, but in a different context:
“How much did the President know,
and when did he know it?”
Indeed as one who was very much

involved in the civil rights move-
ment, I find it especially shameful
that the Carter Administration’s
scapegoat was a Black leader.
Tragically, President Carter may be
responsible for exacerbating ten-
sion between the Jewish and Black
communities who have suffered
enough and fought aide by side
against prejudice.

RAEBlAfRAHAM WEISS

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Again, there is much ado
about someone who “would talk to
Arafat" — in this case, Nahum Gold-
mann.

I firmly believe that we wfil have
to talk to the PLO In the long run. or
will be forced to do so, and that Ifand
when that time comes, it Is better to
be in'astrong position than in aweak
one.
• In 1955, Mr Begin objected most
strenuously to talking with Ger-
many, yet today, he is doing just
that. Times change. And If we were

able to come to an,.understanding
with Germany onlyip years afterthe
Holocaust. I see no peaspn why we
should not have tentative talks with
other enemies of Israel-

ii is time we drop our ostrich

policy, towards the Palestinians,
which is alienating so many of our
friends, and take a chance that the
PLO will conform to historical
precedents — whenever an ex-
tremist organization comes to
power, it becomes tar more
moderate.

M. B. DESSAUR
Rfehon Legion.

DUTCH SUPPORT FOR ISRAEL
To theEditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir,. — I read In our daily
newspaper that Moshe Dayan told
our Foreign Minister that he
regretted that young Dutch people
were becoming anti-Israeli because
of Israeli attacks against guerrilla
forces in areas underDutchUNTFIL
control in the Lebanon, but when be
had to choose between slaughter of
terrorists and antipathy.on the part
of young Dutch, he preferred the se-

cond choice.
We agree 100 per cent with Mr.

Dayan. And I know many Dutch peo-
ple who are of the same opinion. In
the l^banon. you are fighting a bat-
tle for the survival ofthe Jewish peo-
ple and the Jewish state. As
Christians, we acknowledge your
right to the land given to Abraham
and Ma descendants.

. CM. VAN DE HER
Ymuiden, Holland.

Rlverdale, N.Y.

HEALTH FOODS
To theEditorof7?he Jerusalem Post

MENTAL
DEFICIENCY

UNINFORMED
To theEditor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — A toast to your “Today”
editor for the well-done section on
health foods, stressing the benefits of
simple, unprocessed foods.
Our Government could

demonstrate its concern for the
health of its citizens by the -simple
step of bringing the price of whole-
wheat bread In line with the price of
those limp and feeble loaves that
most people have come to rely upon
for a substantial part of Jhelr
sustenance. The absurd position to-
day la that whole-wheat bread costs
about four times as. much,

YACOV GRANOT
Jerusalem. f

To theEditor ofThe Jerusalem. Post

Sir, — A congress with top experts

of the International Society for Men-
tal Deficiency was held in Jerusalem
from August i to 7. Nothing
appeared, in 'The Jerusalem Post
about this event, either before, dur-
ing or after the congress, except for

a short remark . of an American
professorin a reader's letter.

.
As a dally reader of The

Jerusalem Post for more than 40
years, ’I" feel entitled to complain .

about this silence.

Jerusalem.
A. SAENGER

Sir.—The German Ambassador to
Beirut, Mr. Horst Schmidt
Dornedden, is reported by AJP. from
Beirut to have told the Lebanese
weekly, “Monday Morning,” that
“we are of theopinion that Israel has
to recognize the legitimate rights of
the Palestinians” (August 37).
Mr. Doniedden should have done

his homework and read the Camp
David Agreement, where it is stated,
in chapter I, article C, paragraph. i,

that Israel does precisely that —
recognizes “the legitimate rights of
the Palestinian people and their just
requirements.”

GIDEON WEIGERT
Jerusalem.

Kupat Hoilm

Beilinson Medical Centre

announces that, effective 1 p.xn. on Friday, September 7, all telephone numbers,
at the hospital will be changed.

From that time, the telephone number ofthe medical centre will be

03-968111

*£he departments of the hospital may be reached by direct dialling iwithout the
aid of the switchboard operator). Dial 968, plus the department’s extension
number.

Forexample, the Administration's extension number is 201. They can be reached
by dialling 968201.

. . .

'


